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Rummage Sale
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 26 
at the UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
Men’s, Women’s and Children’s Clothing, Books 
and Household Furnishings 
Doors open at 9.30 A. M.
The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In 
advance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and 
very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HI8TORT 
The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established attp 
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The 
Free Press was established In 1855 and in 
1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These 
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
BRILLIANT EVENT
Will Be the Mc'Laugl
Concert Which Cor
Monday Evening
One of th» most brilliant mui 
events in Rockland and Mclnlty 
many a month is promise! lor A 
day evening, when under tha au«i 
of the organ fund commit *et of 
Universallst Churcn, KMty
aughlin. dramatic soprano, of
Jeannette
speaker,
For Immediate Sale
To effect final settlement of an estate, the subscriber as Trustee 
offers for immediate sale the
Elvin Bradford Farm at Union
Thio 67 Acre Farm, situated on improved read on east side oLSen- 
nebec Fond, has fine house, orchard, wood lot, etc. Excellent farm 
land, or by reason of beautiful location would make idea, SUM­
MER RESIDENCE. The first reasonable CASH offer will be ac­
cepted.
ENSIGN OTIS, 417 Main St., Rockland
hi this world of hangc, nought —1 York, will be presented in concert 
which comes stays, and nought which — I sisted by Alcadia Hall, fJpnist
Afme. Sw .•tcliine. •••-•>
>» ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• P
There isn't a -man,-woman or child 
of theatre-going age who isn’t inter­
ested in college life, and ‘The 
Sophomore” offers the most faithful 
and sincere picturization of student 
life yet shown on stage or screen. 
Its campus scenes were made at the 
University of Southern California— 
and its thrilling football scenes were 
made with the help of nationally fa­
mous members of its team. This pic­
ture is shown today and Friday at 
Park Theatre.
That mad, 
ter; of merriw 
get into the a 
items will coi 
of-Halloween
Fresh Kisses, 
Peanut Butter, 
Jelly Drops. 
Hard Candies, 
Mints, orange
e Fresh a" 
and storesConfections
ourMany other 
Tempt"^
fectioners
Thomaston, ar.d Faith Q. Perry, 
companist. Keen interest surro 
Miss McLaughlin’s appearance 
she is a former Rockland eirl 
has achieved much success 
Xew York's musical act.'vities, 
who has retained the triendi 
formed in her native city in < 
childhood.
Her voice is ^howln j marked 
provement over her Rockland 
pearance two years ago, ou° to 
centrated study with eminent 
structors. Those who have heart 
in recital and rudio work vdthir 
past six months state that she i 
has sung more brilliantly. Her 
gram for Monday evening wii 
carefully arranged to please 1 
and music lover. A feature wi 
two groups of songs in Em 
which, with her well nigh flai 
enunciation, promise parti 
pleasure.
Miss Hall, who Is a pupi’ of 
Turner Georgt of Thomaston, is 
of the most delightful pianistf 
community boasts.
It gives keen satisfaction to 
Mrs. Berry as Miss McLaughlin’s ac­
companist, as her work has its sym­
pathetic insight.
The committee in charge, headed 
by Mrs. W. E. Morgan as chairman, 
is composed of Mrs. V’ctor Atwood, 
Mrs. Ella S. Bird, E. F. Berry, Mrs. 
Clarence Beverage, Mrs. P. P. Bick­
nell, Mrs. Frances Bicknell, Miss 
Gladys Blethcn, Mrs. L. E. Blacking- 
ton, Miss Ellen J. Cochran, Mrs. 
I^eonard Campbell, Miss Ruth Davis, 
Almon B. Cooper, Jr., Mrs. C. A. Em­
ery, Miss Beatrix Flint, Miss Hope 
Greenhalgh, Mrs. E. F. Glover, Miss 
Adelaide Holmes, Mrs. Emma Harvey, 
Miss Myrtle Herrick, Mrs. J. A. Jame­
son, Mrs. HarOld Jackson, Miss Ma­
bel Lamb, Mrs. Arthur Lawrence, 
Miss Lucy Marsh, Mrs. A C. Mc­
Loon, Mrs. Everett Munsey, Mrs. 
James O'Hara, Miss Ada Perry, Mrs. 
E. W. Peaslee, Miss Edna Payson, 
Miss Harrjet Parmalee, Miss Lucy 
Rhodes Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Miss Mar­
garet Stahl, Miss Esther Stevenson? 
Mrs. Ochea Sidensparkcr, Mr. and 
I Mrs. Eugene Stoddard, Mrs. Charles 
Smalley. Mrs. George L. St. Clair, 
Mp and Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Mri. 
Frank Sherer. Miss Evelyn Sherer,
ap
con
Ruth 
s one 
s the
The First Baptist Church and Parish House in Winchester, Mass., Built At a Cost of Above $250,000 and Dedi­
cated Through Services Covering Four Sundays During the Past Month. Under the Pastorate of Rev. 
Benjamin P. Browne, Lately of the First Baptist Church of Rockland. Illustration Through the Courtesy 
of the Boston Evening Transcript.
The dedicatory exercises of the 
new First Baptist Church and parish 
house in Winchester, Mass., were 
completed Sunday, after extending 
over a period of a month, in which 
on four successive Sundays addresses 
were made by President Charles A. 
Barbour, D.D., LL.D., of Brown Uni­
versity; Everett C. Herrick, D.D., 
LL.D., president of the Newton 
Theological Institution; Frank G. 
Al’en, Governor of Massachusetts 
and Samuel J. Duncan-Clark, editor 
of the Chicago Evening Post; and 
Homer J. Councilor, S.T.D., of the
Calvary Baptist Church, Washington. 
D. C. Numerous entertainments and 
banquets have been features con­
nected with the period of dedication.
The beautiful structure, which pre­
sents within its artistic walls the last 
word in modern church equipment, 
has been built under the ministry of 
Rev. Bc-rjamin Patterson Browne, 
who after a highly successful pasto­
rate of seven years with First Bap­
tist Church in Rockland, engaged for 
service with the Winchester church, 
assuming pastoral duty there in Jan­
uary, 1928. Among the first of his 
activities was the setting in motion
of a building spirit which quickly 
crystalized into the purpose to take 
down the old church ;iqd in its place 
erect if modern house of worship. So 
rapidly and so generously did the 
church people move, that the period 
of approximately a year of active 
endeavor has witnessed the raising 
of a fund exceeding $250,000 and the 
dedication of a completed structure 
which will stand among the fore­
most church buildings of its denom­
ination in New England. And this 
tinder the pastorate of one of the 
youngest of tlie clergymen of that 
denomination.
A NOTABLE MEETING
Shakespeare Society On Its 
40th Anniversary Remi­
nisces a Bit
Mt-s W. F. Tibbetts, Mrs, Fr»4 TrueS-
Supt., and Mrs E. L. Toner, Mrs. E. 
R, Veazie, Mrs. M. E. Wotton, Mrs. 
Ralph Wentworth ini L. A. Walker.
Tickets may he procured from any 
one of this committee, also from Cp.- 
rini’s, J. F. Gregory Sons Co., Copper 
Kettle, Roseway Beauly Shoppe, the 
MaBelle Beauty tlhop, Daniils Jew­
elry Store, Stonington Furniture Co., 
(Mr. Robinson), F. J. Simonton Co., 
Senter Crane Co., (Miss Flint, Miss 
Mclgiughlin, Mrs. Sidensparker nnd 
Miss Perry), the Johnson Hat Shop, 
E. O'B. Gonia, Crockett's Baby Store, 
and Miss Mabel Brow 1 of Thomaston 
As the church capacity is limited, it 
is advisable to procure tickets as soon 
as possible.
The concert is to take p'ace in the 
auditorium of the Universallst 
Church and the hour is 8.15.
NOT CRIMINAL OFFENSE
Attorney General Robinson in on 
opinion on Section 1 of Chapter 327 cf 
the public laws of 1929, requiring au­
tomobile drivers to report accidents, 
says he does not believe failure to 
make such reports is a criminal 
offense. The opinion was rendered at 
the request of Gen. James W. Han­
son. chief of the State Highway 
police.
Forced to Vacate
Our hard luck is your 
good luck and here is 
your chance to buy 
everything in the 
store at COST.
After eleven years of 
more or less peaceful 
possession our land­
lord wants his prem­
ises.
Do Your
Christmas Shopping 
Early
Everything Must Go! 
Sale Starts Thursday, Oct. 24
We are caught with advance shipments of our Christmas line and must get rid of them—New Merchandise, Ko­
daks, Toilet Goods, Sets, Pipes, Stationery, Brushes, Combs, Soaps and Perfume—Everything Sacrificed.
Johnston’s Drug Store
Corner Main and Spring Streets, Rockland, Maine
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ROCKLAND’S AIR-MARKER
Sign Eighty Feet Long On Top Of Gasoline Tank Easily 
Discerned From the Skies
The observance of the 40th anni­
versary of the Shakespeare Society at
the Copper Kettle Monday evening i t|innkH to action of the Standard I management, however and Urban A.
w remain ong n e memory 0 j qjj Company which has painted an I Winter, the newcomer was unaware
Air travelers will have no further i be willing to use one of its tanks as 
difficulty in identifying Rockland, | a marker. Then came a change of
those present as one of the happiest 
occasions in the history of that or­
ganization. There were present 33 
members, five alumni, and one guest.
The festivities began with a ban­
quet the perfection of which reflect­
ed the personal supervision given by 
Mrs. 'Ava Lawry and Mrs. Beulah 
Allen. The tables placed together in 
the form of a U. were artistically 
decorated, the color scheme being 
vellow and white. Yellow chrysan­
themums and a huge birthday cake 
bearing the dates 1889-1929, cut in 40 
pieces, were features of the table ap­
pointments. At the head table these 
officers were seated: President. Mrs. 
Ruth Whittemore; vice president. 
Mrs, Nina Beverage; secretary. Mrs. 
Eva Hellier; treasurer, Mrs. Harriet 
Moor; program committee, Mrs. Har­
riet M. Frost, Miss Alice C. Erskine 
and Mrs. Elizabeth F. Otis.
The menu afforded fruit cup, roast 
chicken with vegetables, a salad, rolls 
ice cream, cake, coffee and after 
dinner candies.
appropriate sign on the top of the of the steps that had been taken until 
mammoth tank which was erected in j another letter came fr in tlie Guggcn- 
the former Cobb shipyard at tlie ! helm Foundation. Mr. Winter be- 
Southend. j came personally interested In the
The word Rockland appears in | matter, and eventually convinced tlie 
letters which are 12 feet in height, corporation that Rockland had be-
The meeting was called to order by 
Mrs, Whittemore, and opened with 
the reading of letters and telegrams 
from alumni members, including Ella' 
C. Wood, Grace Cilley Tibbetts, Helen 
Snow Bain, Mariqn Cobb Fuller.Kath- 
leen ISnow Hill, Fapny M. Snow, 
Vivian B. Roberts, Angie Moffit, 
Helena B. Roberts, Lena Thorndike 
Draper, Jennie I. Boynton, Elizabeth 
Morey, Alice M. Philbrook, Edna H. 
Newton, Frances Tibbetts Merrill, 
Hope Greenhalgh, Cora Farwell, 
Caroline Achorn Merriam and Mabel 
Spring, the telegram being from 
Florence Haley Cowie. The letter of 
Mrs. Tibbetts, the first club presi­
dent, was received with particular en­
thusiasm. 'the alumni members 
present were Miss Lottie Lawry. Mrs. 
Lillian Mortland. Miss Martha Wight, 
Mrs. Frank C. Norton and Mrs. E. K. 
Gould. Miss Wight had the dis­
tinction of being the only charter 
member present.
The roll call was responded to by 
members, stating the year they joined 
the Society, and relating personal 
memories of club happenings. Miss 
Wight's recollections of the presenta­
tion of “Hamlet," one of the first 
activities of the society, when the 
“moon fell on the ghost'* was most 
entertaining.
• • « •
Among other interesting and amus­
ing reminiscences presented was that 
of "Macbeth" when to make the scene 
realistic an alcohol lamp was placed 
under the cauldron and set fire to the 
rug, the fire being discovered by the 
man of tho house who was not sup­
posed to be “among those present,” but 
who had concealed himself behind a 
screen and announced in a sepulchral 
voice as the contents of the cauldron 
was being brewed in a mysterious 
manner, "The rug's on fire!”
Mrs. Maude Blodgett gave an en­
lightening report of the Maine Fed­
eration of Women's Clubs held in 
Portland, in September, after which 
I he meeting was adjourned to meet 
| with Mrs. Harriette Levensaler 
Nov. 4.
At no time in the history of the 
Society has there been more interest 
: displayed in the work than at pres- 
ent. Several names are on the wait­
ing list, and each member seems im­
bued with eager interest and loyalty, 
Witli this Bplrit prevailing only suc­
cess and a wonderful future can lie 
predicted for the Shakespeare So­
ciety.
Airmen Know It's Rockland When They See the Standard Oil Company's 
Massive Sign
THE LIONS CLUB
Listened Yesterday To Bril­
liant Woman and Popular 
Congressman
Members rf the Rockland Lions 
dull, who braved yesterday's down­
pour were richly reward'd by the 
rapid fire address of Mrs 
Mann. National W.C.'i'J'.
and the hit of unwritten history tolil 
by Congressman Wallace II. White, 
Jr.. who was a guest of o.ae of the 
club members.
Mrs. Mann, who is in tiie city for 
the purpose of addressing the 
W.C.T.F. institute at the First Bap­
tist Church tomorrow night hail tlie 
distinetion of being the first woman 
to address tlie loea] Lions, and If a 
turf phrase is permissible here it 
must lie said that she established a 
track record which will lie hard for 
her sex to .beg t.
“Give Prohibition a Chance" was 
her subject, nnd she win evidently 
standing on familiar ground, for she 
not only nuiii a powerful presenta­
tion of tlie prohibition cause, but 
answered graphically the arguments 
brought up by those who would have 
tlie world believe that Hie W.C.T.U. 
is 'a lot of meddlesome busy 
bodies. If sin* laid needed In­
spiration (and apparently she 
didnt) it might have been found in 
the fact that she was speaking in 
wlia. used to be a bor-rnoni, but 
which is now a high-class grill In the 
hotel conducted by Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas Keating.
Her subject was dry, hut it was not 
hampered by dry statistics, anil her 
stories were very human and very 
apropos. No W.C.T.U. convention 
•'»uid have given her a bette r ovation 
than tlie I,ions accorded her at the 
closi of her half hour address.
Congressman White's visit added 
unexpected pleasure to the meeting 
and tile reel ptlon given him spoke 
eloquently of his popularity in Rock­
land.
The Incident which he discussed 
was Col. Lindliergh's arrival In Paris 
on Ills epoch-making air flights, an 
incident, by the way, which was an­
nounced by the New York Times be­
fore the French newspapets knew it. 
Uongressmart White did net actually 
see tlie plane land, hut heard the fre­
quent bulletins concerning its ap­
proach to Paris.
f ol. Lindbergh was taken in charge 
by two Freneli officers who could 
not speak English any more than 
Col. Lindbergh could speak French. 
They finally conveyed him to the 
American legation, and when Ambas­
sador Herrick returned to It he found 
the Intrepid airman asleep in the 
hallway. It had not occurred to any 
of those directly concerned that so 
much would lie made of tlie flight, 
lint the next day they awoke to the 
fact that Col. Lindbergh had become 
a hero of international fame.
Congressman and Mis. White and 
their son were Introduced to Col 
Lindbergh at the Embassy.
Phlegmatic England was not ex­
pected to make so 'much of a demon­
stration as tlie impulsive French, hut 
when Congressman White told of the 
frenzied rush made to : ee the airman 
on his arrival at Croydon Held, tho 
matter assumed a different phase.
“Cirf. Lindbergh," said the speuker 
in conclusion, “embodies the thing 
for wlieli the best in America stands."
President Charles T. Smalley, back 
from his trip to Washington pre­
sided yesterday and made several 
interesting announcements. One was 
that the n?w Stonington club will 
have its charter night Friday, Nov. 
1; another that the District Lions 
convintion wlti he held nt the Samo­
set Hotel, June 14 and 13; and an­
other was the appointment of com­
mittees to arrange for a local ladles 
nght On that committee are CiU'l 
■Morse, Dr. Blake Annis, A ,C .Jones 
Thomas Keating and Maurice Love- 
Joy.
Guests present yesterday, addi­
tional to those already named were 
Mayot Carver and Mrs. Clara B. Em­
ery.
the total length of the word being 80 
feet. There is one arrow pointing 
due north nnd another indicate.- the 
direction of the airport from that 
point
Rome was not built in a day: 
neither was this air-marker contrived 
in a moment.
It was approximately a year ago 
that Postmaster Edward R. Veazie 
was notified by the Postmaster Gen­
eral that he would receive word from 
the Guggenheim Foundation regard­
ing a project for identifying Rock­
land as a imrt af aerial navigation.
come an important air center and that 
such a marker as proposed would 
serve a valuable purpose. Thy proj­
ect was duly approved and when the 
new tank was finally in readiness for 
painting, the marker was painted in 
accordance with the specifications 
furnished by tlie Department of Com­
merce.
Postmaster Veazie notified the 
Guggenheim Foundation and recom­
mended that a certificate lie forward­
ed to Manager Winter of the Standard 
Oil Company. Certificates of this 
character always hear the personal
Mr. Veazie moved immediately in the I signature of Col. Charles A. Limi-
matter by getting in touch with the 
Rockland Chamber of Commerce 
whlch*appointed a committee to look 
up a number of desirable locations. 
Through this source it was learned 
that the Standard Oil Company would
ON THE OTHER FOOT
Belfast Dogs Being Poisoned; 
Rockland Cats Are Being 
Mangled By Dogs
The Belfast correspondent of the
Bangor Dally News writes:
“Someone Is poistning the dogs of
Belfast, it Is to be hoped uninten­
tionally. Already four family pets 
have succumiiej to the po.son, suf­
fering the most agonizing death, 
with convulsions. Among CiPRe are 
the Hg police dog owned by Dean 
Knowlton, a rabbit hound owned by 
Earle Hammons and a great pet, a 
handsome white dm." owned by 
Charles A. Bruce. It I- h. tieved that
bergh, and the arrival of the one in­
tended for Rockland will bp hailed as 
an interesting souvenir.
Postmaster Veazie ami Manager 
Winter are entitled to much credit 
for their efforts.
someone may be pu'ting out poison 
to kill skunks and have no intention 
of killing the dogs, hut o put out 
poison in this was- is absolutely 
against Ihe law ami punishable. 
Owners of dogs are worried over the 
matter and powerless to cope with 
it but believe that if tlie person or 
persons putting out Ihe poison real­
ized what the result is, and tlie ter­
rible suffering of the unforttinate an­
imals, they would cease from doing 
so."
Everybody will he in full sym­
pathy with Hie Belfast dog-owners, 
hot It is hoped that they can now ap­
preciate tlie feeling of Roek'and cat- 
owners who are .almost daily seeing 
their pets torn to pieces by vicious 
dogs.
ALL DAY INSTITUTE
Mrs. Jeannette Mann’s Ad­
dress To Feature Tomor­
row’s Sessions
Knox County W.C.T.U. will hold 
an all day Institute Friday at the 
First Baptist Church, Rockland anil 
Mrs. Jeannette Mann of Massachu­
setts will he the speaker. Dinner and 
Slipper will be served at the church. 
Visiting members ar- asked to take 
sweets. The sessions are open und 
the public, both men and women, is 
invited to attend. The pro-.ram fol­
lows:
Devotional service, 10 a. m., Mrs. 
Russell, Rockland: special business 
session: eelioes from State W.C.T.U. 
convention, Mrs. Sherman and Miss 
Hastings; noontide prayer, Mrs. 
l'ernald, Camden: 1.30, devotional, 
Mrs. Kilborn, Thomaston; State 
convention reports, Mrs. Richardson. 
Mrs. Dunton, Mrs. Emery; solo, Mrs. 
Joyce: address. Mrs. Mann; 7.15, de­
votional, Mrs. MacDonald. Rockland: 
solo, Mrs. Armstrong; address, Mrs. 
Mann; duet. Rev. and Mrs. P. C. 
Hughey, Rockport.
CAUGHT FINGER IN DOOR
WANTFD A S ,i:”" ' who is imployed by
: W. H. Glover Co., was tlie victim of
Return Trip From New York " painful accident M nday, when in 
, repairing a heavy door the forefinger
At Once Of Ills right hand got caught In the
A. P. SNOWMAN ' spring in such a way that it laid
9 Rockland St. Tel. 935 Rockland the finger open breaking the bone. 
Light and Heavy Trucking. Anywhere Mr. Bartlett will be unable to work
Any Time—Long Distance Moving (for some time.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I ha I te live my life again I would hare 
made a rule to read some poetry and listen 
to some music at least once a week. The loss 
of these taste? Is a loss of happiness.—Charles 
Darwin. t
A LIFE LESSON
There!- little girl, don’t cry!
They have broken your doll, I know;
And your tea-set blue.
And your play-house, too,
An things of the long ago:
Bui childish troubles will goon pass by—
There! little glrl5 don't cry I
There! little girl, don’t cry!
They have brokep your slate, I know;
And the glad, wild ways 
Ot your school-girl days
Are things of the long ago;
But life and love will soon come by —
There' little girl, don't cry!
There! little girl, don’t cry!
They have broken your heart. I know;
And the rainbow gleams 
ot your youthful dreams
• Are things of the long ago:
Bui Heaven holds all for which jou sigh 
There • little girl, don't cry'.
—James Whitcomb Riley
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Rockland. 'Me., Oct. 24. 1929. 
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declared that he Is Pressman In the 
office of TJie Courier-Gazette, and that of the 
Issue of this paper of Oct. 22, 1929, there w» > 
printed a total of 6,224 copies.
Before me, FRANK B MILLER.
Notary *)Public.
Love not the world, neither the 
things that are in the world. If any 
man love the world, the love of the 
Father is not in him.—1 John 2:15.
“Church Night,” observed at the 
Methodist Church each Tuesday eve­
ning, proved a banner event this 
week, when 120 persons reported for 
eupper and the following service. At 
supper Miss Harriet Louise Perry, 
Maine Conference director of reli­
gious education, spoke on “Standard 
Training Schools for the Church 
iSchool” presenting her topic in a 
most convincing manner. At the 
close of the prayer service and Bible 
study Dr. Blaine Kirkpatrick of Chi­
cago, chief executive of the Epworth 
League of the Methodist Church, gave 
a brilliant address on “Youth and 
the Changing World,’’ at the close 
of which he held a conference with 
the young people on their personal 
problems. There was adelegation of 
12 young people from the Rockport 
Church, accompanied by their pas­
tor, Rev. Forest Fowle; also a dele­
gation from Camden.
FISHING FOR TROUT
Capt. Tibbitts Tells of the 
Novel Way It Is Done In 
California
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
The article that re ;ently appeared 
in your columns telling about George 
C. Thomas, Jr., of Beverly Hills. Cal­
ifornia. having caught a 155 pound 
sword fish, suggested a fishing feat 
that I have never heard of being done 
before and which I think very un­
usual. It s trolling *or trdut while 
in swimming, and catching the fish. 
To tell the story properly 1 must fur­
nish the necessary details.
G—and I built a cabin last summer 
1 in Dartmouth Cove on I’oper Echo 
Lake, near Lake Tahoe, in the high 
Sierras. There are three other cab- 
I ins in tb< cofe, owned i.y Dartmouth 
I men. As I am in Joan Jxnv Jl’s class, 
having graduated from the Universi- 
I ty of the Sea, I was appointed har­
bor master, with full jurisdiction 
over nie shipping of the cove, which 
1 consists of two skiffs with out-board
Election to Phi Kappa Phi. national 
honor society at University of Maine, 
finds a Camden boy. Charles Keith 
Hooper, as one of those winning the 
coveted honor. He is taking the 
electrical engineering course at the 
College of Technology. The society of 
Phi Kappa Phi was founded at the 
University of Maine in 1897 and is 
now national in its scope. At the end 
of the Junior year and near the be­
ginning of the Senior year, it elects- 
to membership a total of seven of 
the highest ranking members of the 
class. In the second semester of the 
Senior year it elects several additional 
members of the class who meet its 
standards.
Tuesday evening the Central Maine 
Potver Co. first aid team consistng 
of Carl Stevens, Lloyd Jameson, Eu­
gene Tripp. Gordon Tait.and Leon 
Fickett, gave several demonstrations 
of their proficiency in tendering first 
aid if occasion should arise. Mrs 
Lord and Miss Royce, instructress 
and superintendent, respectively, of 
Knox Hospital, together with nine 
student nurses, were in attendance. 
This team is being coached by Almon 
W. Young, and it is planned to give 
a public demonstration in November 
in the Chamber of Commerce build­
ings
The Cabin In the Mountain
Dr. William Ellingwood has re­
turned from Bellows Falls, Yt.. where 
he attended the convention of the 
Vermont State Medical Men and the 
New England Council of Medical Men.
A NEW POLICY
The Eastern Furniture Co is mak­
ing a change in its policy for a 
quicker clearance of all goods in its 
going out of business sale, ’n an In­
tel view with President Cahners he 
stated that up to now ill goods were 
sold for cash only, and tha*. while he 
is satisfied with the quick response 
by the buying public, he feels that the 
Company's less will be less, if sal^s 
are sped up and the business brought 
to an immediate close. He is of the 
opinion that there are many people 
in need of home furnishings but have 
not the cash to make their purchases, 
therefore, beginning today anything 
'n their stor • can be pun based on 
easy terms, such terms as each cus­
tomer is able to make. In other 
words the customer’s terms will be 
satisfactory to the Eastern: as it is 
not a. question of profit or money, but 
rather how quickly can the store be 
cleared of all merchand se. Mr. 
Cahners further stated that all cus­
tomers already owing the concern and 
♦hose who will make purchases on 
•*asy terms can make their payments 
by mail after this store is cleared, to 
Eastern Furniture Company’s main 
store at Bangor. This attitude of the 
company exemplifies their confidence 
at the matter of precedent in State
motors and an Old Town canoe. Vis­
iting the cove this summer was a Dr 
Homer Craig and family., whose son 
Homer, is a Stanford senior and a 
great swimmer. Dr. Cr»ig s-pent con­
siderable time trolling, for trout up 
and down the lake, and was quite suc­
cessful. Homer J*r. conceived the 
idea of trolling while in swimming, 
so started out with a small spinner 
and a short line, which he held in his 
left hand. Much to his surprise he 
caught a good-sized trout arftl came 
swimming back with a broad smile on 
his face, (on Homer’s face). The next 
day he tried trolling again and 
caught a second trout. This methd-d 
of fishing I have never heard of be­
ing tried before.
Last Thursday I drove to the cabin, 
about 212 miles, to put up winter 
shutters and drain the water pipes. 
The following Saturday I tramped 
five miles over the mountains, at an 
elevation of over 8000 feet, to Desola­
tion Valley, where there is good fish­
ing and caught twelve fine trout. The 
mountains and valleys were beautiful 
in their autumn foliage and the soli­
tude and quiet very inspiring. I re­
turned home Sunday and on Monday 
night the entire family of nir.e, with 
the exception of the seven-months- 
old grand-daughter, feasted on as 
fine a trout dinner as was ever pre­
pared.
To give you an idea of the set­
ting of our cabin I am serding you 
a snap shot. Walter G. Tibbitts..
San Francisco, Oct. 9.
BIG “GRID" BATTLES
Saturday Offers Army-Yale,
Harvard - Dartmouth,
Princeton-Navy
A half dozen interscctiona’. games, 
provide the sauce for the East’s foot- i 
ball feast Saturday but traditional; 
rivalries furnish the real backbone j 
of the menu.
On a day when such games as ; 
Army-Yale, 'Dartmouth - Harvard, 
Navy-PrincetoC and S' /acuse-Brown I 
art? available to tempt football fol­
lowers, only the Carnegie Tech-No- j 
t.e Dame fray, among intersectional ' 
battles, can offer much competition.
The other interseclional games, 
bring together Xew York University , 
and Butler of Indianapolis; Mar­
quette of Milwaukee and Holy Cross: 
Duke and Villanova; Kenyon of Ohio 
and Haverford all in the East and! 
West Virginia and the Oklahoma i 
Aggies at Stillwater. Okla.
.Army’s tie game with Harvard! 
last week served only to confirm: 
what previously had been something 
more than a slight suspicion—namely ' 
that to beat the Cadets one myst1 
step Cagle. There seems to exist ! 
considerable ooubt whether Yale can 
do (ither Saturday.
• * • •
Dartmouth, with M irsters running 
wild, looked invincible against Co­
lumbia but it rem tins to be seen 
whether even “spec:al delivery Al" 
can ge. past a fine Harvard line.
Beaten by Brown and Cornell an 
successive Saturday.?. Princeton 
hopes to get going at the expense of 
Navy, but those same hopes seem to 
lack any logical foundation. Navy 
has been beaten only l»y Notre Dame 
and revealed a poverful offensive 
against Duke
Syracuse, highest •■coring team in 
the country, will be fave red over 
Brown, although *he Bruins have 
shown they are not t. * e taken lightly 
despite an early defeat by Sj ringfield 
and another beating by Yale
Two undefeated teams—Davis and 
Elkins and Fordham are to meet at 
! the New York polo grounds and an- 
' other. Williams, probably will suffer 
its first reverse at the hards of Co­
lumbia. Tufts, still all victorious, 
faces New Hampshire.
Colgate expects a ro:..p with Provi­
dence, as does Bostoa College with 
Uanisius.
The first of the “little three” cham- j 
picr.ship games look like an over­
whelming victory for Amherst over! 
Wesleyan, beaten in its first four 
starts. i
BURPEE’S
rresBeginning Friday, October 25, we place on sale our entire stock of Living Rcom, Dining Room, Bedroom Suites at reduced prices. Here is your opportunity to save. All the 
new Fall styles are in and you will be sure of seeing nevz 
merchandise with discounts offered that truly represent sav­
ings from the regular prices.
Attractive Finish with Geld Highlighting
$495
Pr ced for this 
week only — a 
big saving! 
Fine cabinet 
smoker of styl­
ish design! 
Comes com­
plete with fit­
tings! Taste­
fully finished!
Striking Rayon Jacquard Overstuffed Suite
^4-HOUR SALE
Occasional
Chair!
Tw6 small girls wore playing to- 
j gether one afternoon in the park.
“I wonder what time it is?” said 
' one of them at last.
“Well, it cant be 4 o’clock vet." re- 
i pled the other with magnificent logic, 
i “because my mother said I was to be 
home at 4—and I'm not.”
Foot
Troubles
How they are now instantly 
relieved and quickly cor­
rected by the newest, most 
advanced, scientific meth­
ods, will be explained at 
our store
SATURDAY, OCT. 26
//»/ »f It Exfifl't 
from JVew York
THIS occasion is of utmost importance to every foot suf­ferer. On the above date the 
newest and most advanced meth­
ods of foot correction will be 
explained at our store by an Ex- 
rt of the personal staff of Dr. 
in. M. Scholl, world famous 
foot specialist.
x If you have anv foot trouble, by 
all means attend. You will be shown 
how the new Dr. Scholl Foot Comfort 
Appliances and Remedies instantly 
relieve any foot ailment, no matter 
how severe. This Expert will make a 
scientific analysis of your stockinged 
feet and prove how easy it is to cor­
rect your foot trouble. 2Vo charge for 
this service.
THE EXCISE TAX
Collector Collins Explains To 
the Motorists What It’s 
All About
If you wish to pay the excise tax I
<>n your automobile and do not un- ' 
derstand the new law ;he following i 
information may be heipfi'i
1— Make out your application card I 
for number plates.
2— Fill it cut completely, giving ! 
vour name, address, muice of vehicle, I 
year manufactured, type of vehicle. ' 
engine number, serial number.
3— Bring this card to the collector ’ 
or taxes. Robert U. Co’’.ins. He will 1 
then give you an application for your 
excise tax.
This application iwt he filled out 
in your own handwriting as it will 
he placed on file in his office for fu­
ture reference. The inform?tion con­
tained on this card must agree with 
your application for number plates. 
After you have supplied the collector 
with this card properly filled out he ' 
will then be ready to stale the amount ’ 
of vour tax.
Do not ask the Collector to tell you | 
the amount of your tax over the tele­
phone as it will be impossible to do ! 
this unless he hasyour card on file. ' 
No tax receipts will be mailed.
The computation * f your excise ! 
i tax is based upon the list price of i 
i your cat and the collector cannot de- | 
i termine the list price or tax unless; 
you furnish the necessary data.
Under the new law it is necessary 1 
; that you pay this excise tax before 1
the State will issue number plates to 
you.
Automobile taxes for 1930 can now • 
] be paid. It would be to your advan- *
ta.gc to pay your excise tax now.
! Owing to the heavy drive for number | 
! plates which always occurs in De- ' 
■ < ember and January, also the demand J 
! at that time for Excise Tax receipts. I 
; you will save delay in obta ning your '
number plates if you come early. 
Robert U. Collins. Tax Collector,
375 Main Street, 
’dockland, Maine '
BOY, GUN, SNAKE
9 to 12 A. M.
Hurry for this extreme 
value-giving special! But­
ton-tufted scoop seat in 
velour! Beautiful 3-tone 
patterned Jacquard ba:k! 
Sturdy frame! 3 hours at
Entirely new at a very, very lew price for this sale. Beautifully covered a!l 
over in exquisite Rayon Jacquard with that lovely silky checn. The daven- 
pert is SO inches long with deep seat and high back. A large wing chair and 
wonderful club chair. Cushions are reversible. A new feature is the bindirg 
with black velour cf all edges. Handsome silk tasssls on all pisces. This 
is the best value we have ever offered.
A SMALL DEPOSIT DELIVERS THIS SUITE
$ 125
CORNS?
Dr. Scholl's Zinn-pads end com 
pain in one minute; remove the 
cause—friction and pressure of 
•hoes. Thin, safe, sure. 35c box.
TIRED, ACHING FEETT 
Dr. Scholl's New Improved Arch 
Supports relieve and correct 
weak and broken down arches. 
Light and comfortable. Worn in 
toy shoe. >3.50 to >15 per pair.
L. E. BLACKINGTON 
Clothing apd Shoe Dealer 
310 Main Street,
Free A DUST PANWe will give you a handy new style dust Come in and get it!pan (none to children)
Massive Spring Arm Mohair Creation!
SAVE—and if you have been considering a new suite this is the time to buy. 
The real mohair suite shown here is gigantic value. It is guaranteed to give 
many years of service and we are here ready to give you a new suite if it 
does net live up to its guarantee. All three pieces are included—Divan, 
wing chair and club chair. It is covered in real high grade mohair with the 
reverse side of the cushions of beautiful moquette. Specially priced for 
this sale—
For Saturday—a great feature saving! Of choice walnut 
veneers and other select woods! Burl-grain walnut fronts! 
Paneled with lovely maple! 60 in. buffet; extension table, 
5 diners and host chair, with fancy* Jacquard seats! (China 
cabinet is extra). Very low price for such quality!
Small Deposit Delivers This Suite!
Dining Suite ot Attractive Style!
*95
$
Amazingly low priced tomorrow! Massive buffet with 
3 drawers, including separate silver drawer! Of choice wal­
nut veneers, paneied with gleaming maple! Also extension 
table, 4 diners and host chair with charming Jacquard 
state! (China cabinet is extra)<
Small Deposit Delivers This Suite!
Dining Suite of Unusual beauty !
$
Gun in one hand and a reptile in 
the other Sidney Kirkpatrick stands 
ready to prove that he recently shot 
I an adder measuring 4 feet. 9 inches.
Rockland, Maine The snake made up in lemrth what it 
leeki'a in .'irfltimferenee.
This wonderful sale price is extremely low! Suits of dis­
tinctive shapliness and famous-make quality! Woven of 
sturdy fibre! Settee, chair and rocker with coil spring fi led, 
loose cushions in handsome cretonne! Just as proper for 
living room as for sun room!
Small Deposit Delivers This Suite!
Breakfast Set Beautifully Decorated!
*2750
BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
Fine Three Piece Woven Suite!
*3295
Complete five piece suite—brand new style just arrived-**at 
a special sale price. Shaped top table with drop leaves. 
Four Windsor style chairs. In your choice of colors and 
decorations. Add this suite to your kitchen or breakfast 
room and see the improvement in comfort and style. Spe­
cial—
Small Deposit Delivers This Suite!
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Oct. 24—Camden Coinrnandery’s gift ball 
in Camden Opera House.
Oct. 24-25—Bangor—Eastern Maine Pytblan 
Jubilee Association.
Oct. 25—Penobscot View Grange holds an­
nual fair.
Oct. 27—Navy Day.
Oct. 28—(McLaughlin concert, UnlversalUt 
Church.
Oct. 29 (8 p. m.)—Annual meeting Past 
Matrons and Patrons Association of 11th dis­
trict, 'Masonic hall, Rockport.
Oct. 31—Halloween.
Oct. 31—Halloween dance, auspices of 
Itooevik Club.
Nov. 1—All Saints Day.
Nov. 1-2—Annual Economic Conference in 
Lewiston.
Nov. 2 (Football)—RockDhid High vs Bar 
Harbor High at Community Park.
Nov. 4—Monthly meeting of City Govern­
ment.
Nov. 4—Belfast—First regular meeting of 
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo Schoolmen’s Club.
Nov. 7-8—"The Womanless Marriage” High 
School auditorium, auspices Parent-Teacher 
Association.
Nov. 11—Armistice Day.
Nov. 18—Old County Fair at Grand Army
ball.
Nov. 19*21—Joint agricultural show in Lew-
Nov. 21—Univcrsallst Fair.
The Grange fair and supper to have 
been held at South Warren last night 
was postponed to this evening.
W. A. Johnston, druggist, has 
leased the vacant store in V. F. Stud- 
ley’s new block on Park street.____ ' X
Gen. Berry Lodge, K. P. is to lie 
visited tonight by Deputy Grand 
Chancellor Herbert Thomas. Re­
freshments will be served.
There will be a well baby clinic at 
fcnox Hospital. Friday at 2.30 p. m. 
A doctor will be in attendance. 
Please enter by ambulance door.
Did it rain salamanders last 
night? Oliver F. Hills found a live one 
this morning, and while he was boast­
ing of his achievement there entered 
the office Donald Crie, who had found 
a dead one. Do we hear the three"
Winslow-Holbrook Post and Aux­
iliary will hold a joint installation 
at the Legion hall, Tuesday evening 
at 7.30, when the Arey-Heaid Post 
and Auxiliary of Camden and the
Xov. 22-23—Camden— Meu'untlcook Grange Storer-Collins Post and Auxiliary of
f,l2' „ r, I , I'nion will also have their officers in-Nov. 22-23—Rockport town hall—Carnival,
beneflt senior class of high school.
HEWETT RESIGNS AN ASTHMA CLINIC
Leaves Chamber of Com- Prominent Medical Men Co- 
merce After Two Years of operate In Event At Knox 
Fine Service Hospital
Charles G. Hewett has tendered his 
resignation as secretary of the 
I Chamber of Commerce to take effect 
| Nov. I, and it has been regretfully 
accepted by the board of directors. 
Mr. Hewett next Thursday will have 
i completed two years' service with 
tlie local chamber as secretary and
stalled.
Nov. 28—Thanksgiving Day.
Dec. 4—St. Peter's annual Christmas bazaar. 
l>e<*. 4—Rockport Ladles' Aid. SI. E.
11—Annual fair, Methodist church. 
11—Rockport Baptist Ladies' sewing
circle fair.
Church Christmas fair.
Dec. 23—Christmas.
Dec.
Dec.
i’lans for the annual Armistice 
Day ball are being formulated by the 
American Legion workers.
The item appearing in another pa­
per regarding a liike of girls scouts 
on Friday does not refer to the Blue 
Bonnet Troop.
A. C. McLooti, C. H. Duff, G. A. 
Lawrence and Mf. Pitman of Spring- 
field, Mass., are on a week's hunting 
trip in New Brunswick.
The Shakespeare Society is to pre­
sent Barrie’s play “Alice Sit By tlie 
Fire," Feb. 17. "Macbeth” is to be 
covered by reading and study only.
Ray Cross who has been at bis 
Rockland home for a few days has 
returned to New London, where ha 
is employed on the Yacht Whileaway, 
owned by Harry Payne Whitney.
The playful habit of pinching some­
body eise's automobile, running it until 
the gas gives out. and then abandon­
ing it in a ditch, had apother demon­
stration last night at the expense of 
Harold Corjhell of Camden. Tlie car 
was found late at night near Knox 
Trotting Park.
- —-
King Soloman's Temple Chapter 
has work on tlie Mark degree at a 
special meeting tonight. Friday 
night, Nov. 1. comes the meeting of 
King Hiram's Council, when Illus­
trious Grand Master Samuel B. Fur­
bish of Brunswick makes his official 
visit. There will he work on a 
bumper crop of candidates.
Because of the popular college pic­
ture. "The Sophomore,” which will 
be presented at Park Theatre tonight, 
it will be known as "High School 
Night” at %'iat amusement house. 
Manager O'Hara has invited the 
members of the football team to be 
special guests, the cheer leaders will 
be on tlie job. the jazz band will play 
a couple of selections and Mayor 
Carver an “old grad" will say a few 
words about school spirit.
Charles G. Hewett
Tuesday in Knox Hospital a diag­
nostic chest clinic was held in the 
out-patient department. Patients 
were recommended for examination 
by their physician.
Dr. Estes Nichols made chest exam­
inations and the x-rays he requested 
were made by Dr. North before the 
patients left the clinic. Dr. B. 
Sylvester, assisted by Dr. Tabachniek 
made skin tests to find the cause of 
asthma. For ah ut half of these pa­
tients Dr. Ellingwood made examina­
tion of nose anil throat, searching 
for nasal pathology in connection 
with asthma. For both the chest 
e'inic anil tlie asthma clinic the 
number of patients was larger than 
it should he.
Dr. E. H. Drake made 13 heart ex­
aminations and Dr. North made sev­
eral x-rays for him. A number of 
patients were referred to Dr. Drake 
from the asthma clinic.
Dr. Nichols. Dr. Sylvester. Dr. 
Drake and Dr. Tabachniek came 
from Portland for the clinic. Knox 
Hospital, the Knox County Medical 
Society, and the Rockland Red Cross 
Nursing Service eo-operated witli the 
Maine I’ublie Health Association in 
holding the clinic. This is the 
twelfth diagnostic chest clinic held 
in Maine since May. Each has been 
organized for tlie Maine Public
' Health Association by the clinic 
nurse, Bella Davis, R. N.. employed 
as a full time worker to plan clinics 
with the county medical societies. 
Miss Davis has been in charge of 
these clinics and one orthopedic 
clinic.
The clinic is made possible through 
much local generosity, especially in 
the hospital. Undergraduate nurses 
assisted the clinicians all day. Miss 
Anna Royce, superintendent. Mrs. 
Maude Blodgett. Miss Kathleen Syl­
vester and Miss Eliza Steele wrote 
case histories. Miss Alice Libby 
spent most of the day taking tem­
peratures, weighing and measuring. 
Miss Dorothy Dolly also assisted. 
Patients on entering were directed 
by Mrs. William Ellingwood and Mrs. 
Alice Spear. The chairs necessary 
for the day were contributed by John 
O. Stevens,
Some of the members of the Knox 
County Medical Society had dinner 
with the clinicians at tlie Thorndike 
Hotel. At 8 o'clock a medical society 
meeting was held. Dr. J. G. Hutchins 
presiding, secretary, Dr. F. F. Brown. 
Dr. Sylvester and Dr. Ellingwood dis­
cussed conditions seen during the day. 
Dr. Drake discussed some aspects of 
heart disease.
GOTHAM GOLD STRIPE HOSIERY
OCTOBER SALE
V. F. Studley, Thomas Anastasio, 
Carl Philbrook. A. D. Morey and Earl 
Barron have returned from a hunt­
ing trip in the Wytipitlock regioh, 
with two deer to their credit.
The Blue Bonnet Troop Gill Scouts 
Held a profitable meeting in tlie 
Vniversalist vestry Monday after­
noon. with Captain Beverage, Lieut. 
Mary Lawry and Mrs. Lorita Bick­
nell in charge. There was one vis­
itor. and a new member, Elizabetli 
Nurses’ Home with their year’s sup;1 Tilt. Several of tlie girls are nearly
The past week has witnessed tlie 
tilling of the coal bunkers of the.
HID-"
has met cheerfully and efficiently all 
of the many obligations placed upon 
him.
He is considering two propositions, 
either of which affords a fitore favor­
able opportunity than the position he 
is now leaving. Mrs. Hewett and the 
children will remain in Rockland 
through the remainder of the school 
year at least.
It is quite possible that a new sec­
retary will rtot be appointed until 
April or May. and that the business 
during the quiet season will be 
handled by the directors, committees 
and the chamber's capable secretary. 
Miss Lenore Benner. .
ply of anthracite, which is taking die 
place of the soft coal in use by tjie 
hospital since war times. The cost 
of this coal for the Home was met by 
a handsome check from Mrs. Bok.
/ ------
The candy table committee of the 
Vniversalist fair, Mrs. W. T. Cobb, 
chairman, is to conduct a rummage 
sale at the Vniversalist vestry Sat­
urday, the doors opening at 9.30 a. m. 
All those having men’s, women’s and
ready to take the second-class test. 
The High School Girl Scout Club is 
working on a special project, to be 
announced. Visitors, particularly par­
ents of the girls, are welcome at any 
meeting.
Rockland High plays in Augusta 
Saturday. Coach Heal's boys realize 
that they are going up against a 
tough proposition, but feel that If 
they can show as effectively against
children's clothing, hooks, household Cony High as they did against Morse
furnishings, etc., to contribute are 
asked to have them at the vestry 
Friday or notify the chairman.—adv.
' i
Frank S. Lyddle. in the course of a 
week's vacation from The Courier- 
Gazette office, did considerable bird 
hunting with his father Eugene F. 
Lyddie, and both brought in good 
bags of partridge and woodcock. It 
Isn't everybody, however, who can 
stumble.over a knoll, accidentally dis­
charge a gun, and shoot a partridge 
which was wondering what it was all 
about.
During the blasting operations at 
the Rockland airport Tuesday a large 
rock became air-minded, and gained 
such altitude that it went sailing 
through one of the windows in the 
lower fiat of Robert McIntosh's resi­
dence at 124 Thomaston street. It 
took the legs from under the kitchen 
range, and it is unpleasant to think 
what might have happened if the 
tenant who usually sits near the stove 
bad not been temporarily absent.
High last Saturday that it will not 
be altogether a walkover for the 
Capital City lads. Rodney Murphy 
and Edward Bisbee have been elected 
assistant managers of the team,
George William Kittredge, son of 
Scott F. Kittredge, formerly of Rock­
land has been elected president of his 
class in Public School 87, New York. 
This is on self-government system, 
and eligibility depends on rank, de­
portment or conduct, and popularity. 
He also won first prize and the blue- 
ribbon of The American Institute 
Children's Fair, conducted by The 
American Museum of Natural His­
tory. and also received the most votes 
as having the best exhibit, which was 
a Fokker monoplane made by him­
self. It is interesting to note .that 
this activity of The American Insti­
tute was founded and fostered by 
Albert H. Biekmore, whose statue is 
in the museum, and who is from Mar­
tinsville. George is a relative and a 
descendant on tliomother's side.
Mrs. Minnie Staples announces the 
gparriage of her'dnughter Mildred to 
Ernest Edwards of St. George, Oct. 
21. Mr. and Mrs. Edwards will live 
at St. George for a short time.
Miss Mildred Staples has returned 
from Haddonfield, N. J., where she 
has been employed.
TheVe will be a well baby clinic at 
Knox Hospital. Friday at 2.30 p. m. 
A doctor will be in attendance. 
Please enter by ambulance door.
MARRIED
EDWARDS-STAPLES-St. George. Ort. 21, 
Ernest Edwards of St. George and Mildred 
Staples of Rockland.
DIED
DEANE—Camden, Oct. 23, Mae Edgley 
Deane, wife of Leroy C. Deane, aged 54 
years. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock from 
residence John street.
DUNTON—Rockland, Oct. 23, Silas F. Dun- 
ton, aged 80 years, 5 monthi. Funeral 
Saturday at 2 o’clock.
GLOBE LAUNDRY
Portland, Maine 
QUALITY WORK 
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE
Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
69-70
WITH THE BOWLERS
The Central Maine team defeated 
tlie Burpee Furniture team at Carr's 
Alleys Wednesday night by the scant 
margin of three pins. Lane was high 
gun. The summary:
Central Maine—Tolman, 236; Mer­
rill, 265: Lane, 282: Leach, 228; Greg­
ory. 268; total. 1279.
Burpee Furniture—Campbell. 274: 
Clark. 250: Hanrahan. 261: Thornton. 
241; Beaton, 250; total, 1276.♦ ♦ * *
Cement workers loosened up at the 
Star alleys Tuesday night, the Pack 
House defeating the Machine Shop 41 
pins. Simmons, climbing into the 
vicinity of the 500-mark was high 
line. Tlie summary:
Pack House—Simmons. 491; How­
ard. 413; Wilson, 373; Calderwood, 
405; Bickford, 415; totals, 3097.
Machine Shop—Cates. 440; Jack- 
son. 436; Marshall, 370; Newhart, 
370; Teel, 440; total. 2056.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank ,'my kind neighbors and 
friends for the beautiful ilowdrs, fruit, etc., 
that were sent me during my recent illness 
especially to Dr. Hahn for his kind and 
faithful attendance.
Mrs. Huldah (Stone. 
Thomaston. Oct. 24. » 9
Forest Mills Medium Weight I
UNION SUITS
in the various combinations
1.00, 1.25, 1.50 Suit
\
Silks and Woolens 
Friday and Saturday, Oct 25-26
A timely sale of exceptional interest because these are 
all the season’s fabrics in the right weaves and colors
500 yards
FLAT CREPE
40 inch, pure silk (no rayon); 
our regular 1.59 value
1.39
All Newest Fall Shades
SATIN CREPE
40 inch, all new shades, includ­
ing egg shell, regularly 1.98. 
These Two Days
1.69
CHIFFON VELVETS
The season's outstanding fabric. 
Colors, New Dahlia, Independ­
ence, English Green, Brown and 
Black. Special—
2.98 yard
TRANSPARENT
VELVETS
Silk back: 40 inch; a quality 
that is selling for 7.50
6.75
LORRAINE RAYONS
34 inch; fancy rayons; only a few 
left of these heavy rayons
.29
BOTANY MILL ENDS 
1.50 yard
54 inch; remarkable values;*
some worth at least 4.00 yard
TAPESTRY
REMNANTS
Albout 24 inches square. These 
were salesmen’s samples and are 
bargains for Pillows, Seats
.69
PRINTED
SATINETTES
Ono of the good selling cloths, 
guaranteed washable; a new low 
price
.49
RAYON SATIN
40 inch, in colors, orchid, tur-* 
quoise, tan. rose, yellow, pink, 
etc. A big seller for 'Slips, Bed 
Spreads, Lingeries, Pillows, etc.
.89
COATINGS
Short Lengths
Half Price and Less
JAP CREPE
Cotton; 30 inch. Colors, Orange. 
Hose, Orchid, Blue, White, Green, 
Brown
.19
PUNJAB PERCALE
80 count Percale. Punjab quality, 
a fine assortment; 91 patterns in 
stock today
.25 yard
UNDERWEAR WEEK
McLAlN SHOE STORE
WEnd“ Clearance
of a Few Odd Sizes
$5.00 and $6.00 Values
Patents, Satins, Brown, 
Black Kid, and some 
Arch Support 
Numbers
ALL NEW SHOES
McLAlN SHOE STORE
AT THE BROOK
Large Assortment of children’s 
shoes at low prices
FALL AND WINTER
DANCES
START OCTOBER 26
AT FRIENDSHIP
NORMAN PIERCE’S ORCHESTRA
of Augusta
128-129
New Fashionable Dresses
JUST ARRIVED!
Silhouettes and Princess models in 
cantons and satins $14.95 and $16.50
Tweeds, jerseys, wulromaine, crepes 
and novelty effect woolens,
$9.75 to $12.50 
Striped silks and crepes for office and
school wear, $4.00
Small and large 
head sizes
Felts, velvets and novelty hats in ev­
ery style and color, $2.98 to $6.50
MAE’S SMART SHOPPE
Located with Crockett’s Baby Shop Rockland
Forest Mills Medium Weight
COTTON
VESTS AND PANTS 
regular sizes .89 
extra sizes .98
Forest Mills Silk and Wool
UNION SUITS
for girls
specially priced at
1.75, 2.C0, 2.25 suit
knee and anl$le length
Forest Mills Heavy Fleeced
VESTS AND PANTS
for women 
Regular and extra
.89 and .98
GIRLS’ UNION SUITS
Wool tint with Rayon stripe, 
Dutch neck, elbow, knee length. 
Special—
1.00
SATURDAY CANDY 
.33
Your own assortment
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
GLOVES
Gloves are more important than 
for some time past. Here Are 
the Newest !
Wash Capes, plain and strap cuff, 
4, 6 and 8 button suede 
French Kids and Pigskin 
Newest Suede Fabrics, fancy 
gauntlet or plain
GUERLAIN’S
PERFUME
L'Heure Bleue 
(Blue Hour) 
very high grade
6.00 oz.
Carried in bulk, 1.00 bottle
Forest Mills 
Silk and Wool 
Onion Suits
Low neck, no sleeve, trunk 
length leg with cuff (new). Also 
low neck, no sleeve and knee 
length. Dutch neck, elbow 
sleeve, both knee and ankle 
length. High neck, long sleeve 
and ankle length.
Regular Sizes
per suit 2.00 and 2.50
Extra Sizes
per suit 2.25 and 3.00
Children’s Fleeced
VESTS AND PANTS
Forest Mills Quality
sizes 2, 3, 4 .49 
sizes 6 to 10, .59
sizes 12 to 14, .69
FLANNELETTE 
ROBES, ETC. 
Senter Crane Specials
Ladies’ Robe, V or round neck
.79
Men’s Robe, very large and long
1.59
Children's One-Piece Garment
.50
Boys’ Pajamas
1.00
.. ZIPPER SUITS......
Keep the children warm and dry 
this winter
Sizes 3 to 8. All the good colors. 
Velour Corduroy
3.98
AU Wool Plaids
4.96
Waterproof *Suede
5.50
Imported Suede (with helmet)
9.75
HOSIERY
Ladies' Silk and Wool still at
.39
Ladies' Silk and Wool full fash­
ioned
1.00
Sulloway’s Silk and Wool
1.59
Wool Footers—Special
.39
Boys* Sturdy School Hose
.50
New line Men's Hose 
English Wools. Plain Cashmeres, 
Fancy Rayon and Cotton, etc.
DU BARRY
For the first time a complete 
professional line of skin beauty 
aids comes to you for use in the 
home Bee this line.
Boys’ gray part wool random
UNION SUITS
Sizes 6 to 16 
Specially priced
.98
Mercerized Jersey
BLOOMERS
with good looking Rayon cuff. 
A special purchase toy the Senter 
Crane Stores; all colors 
Regular and extra sizes
.79, .89
Ladies’ Part Wool
UNION SUITS
rayon stripe .98 
same in vests .59 
same in bloomers .79
Men's
UNION SUITS
Random—Fleeced 
Sizes 38 to 46
.98
RiflD
RED COATS!
Like cut, with four pockets, all 
wool) bright Red 
sizes 8 to 18
Special Price—
9.50
Clearance Sale of Dresses
Sizes 16 to 50, For FRIDAY and SATURDAYI
36 Marked from $14.95 to $10.00 
13 Marked from $14.95 to $7.50
K SENTER CRANE COMPAI
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Every-Oiher-Day
THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Snow who have 
been the guests of Captain Franklin 
E. Watts are returning to their home 
in Abington today.
Capt. Edward Hichborn of Stock- 
ton Springs who has been spending 
several days with Capt. James Fales I 
has returned home.
Henry Knox Chapter. R.A.M.. will 
have work and a late supper Friday 
evening.
A senior social is advertised for 
Friday evening in the Andrews gym­
nasium.
Miss Dorothy Thorndike and Miss 
Leona Williams spent the weekend 
in Farmington and Wayne.
Ralph and Frank Richards and 
Willis Spear are on a gunning expe­
dition in the deep woods. These 
men are noted hunters.
have been received by the chairman 
of the Federated committee. Article
3_ To see if the Society will unite
with the church in regard to calling 
Rev. H. F. Leach of McTaggart-Sas- 
katchewan. Canada, to become the 
pastor of the Federated Church.
Jr. and Donald Robbins and Red- 
dington Robbins. Jr.
Oliver Collamore left for Spring- 
field. Mass . Sunday to enter upon his 
new position with the Red Wing 
Flour Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilson of Mel­
rose Highlands, Mass., spent the 
weekend with Mrs. Frank Hathorn.
The Girl Scouts will meet at the 
Postoffice Friday morning at 9 for an 
all-day hike.
Gen. Knox Chapter D.A.R. will have 
a rummage sale in the vestry of the 
Congregational Church Tuesday at 
9 a. m. Anyone having articles for 
the sale are requested to bring them
CARE OF REFRIGERATOR
Here Is Where Cleanliness Is Essen­
tial To Maintaining Pure Food
Your refrigerator will respond to 
good care like any other piece of 
household equipment and will repay 
you by keeping the food in a perfect 
state of cleanliness and preservation.
Far too often the ice chamber is 
filled irregularly, the food chambers 
not kept properly clean. These neg­
lects defeat the purpose for which 
you purchased the refrigerator.
First, in order to get the greatest 
refrigerating efficiency, keep your re­
frigerator well iced, advises the Leon­
ard Institute of Food Preservation. 
Grand Rapids, Mich. It is more eco­
nomical and safer as well to keep the 
ice chamber so well stocked that the 
temperature remains virtually con­
stant rather than to allow it to get
In Everybody’s Column
Rev. H. S. Kilborn entertained a ;0 the vestry ^he afternoon before
number of the young men from the 
Baptist Sunday school at a supper in 
the vestry Monday evening. The 
housekeepers were Mrs. Marie Singer. 
Mrs. Ella Stackpole and Miss Jennie 
Moody.
Sirs. Emeline McKindsley has re­
turned to the home of her son. Frank 
Hathorn after spending six weeks 
with relatives in Brockton and Mel­
rose Highlands.
the sale.
Rev. John Pendleton of Waterville 
will be the speaker at the roll call 
of the Raptist Church this evening
In spite of the inclement weather, 
the harvest suppgr given by the La­
dies’ of the Congregational Circle 
Wednesday evening was a social and 
financial success. The vestry was 
attractively decorated with corn 
stalks, autumn leaves, vegetables and
f
The Steamer Gov. Douglas made j appies< under the direction of Miss 
the last trip to Monhegan Tuesday. A Margaret Ruggles. Mrs. Lavinia El- 
large amount of freight including a jj0( was jn charge of the kitchen and 
ton of hay was taken on. Miss Margaret Jordan and Miss Anna
Mrs. Earl Starrett and Miss Doro- assisted by a corps of
thy Starrett are on a motor trip for ‘willing helpers supervised the serv- 
a few days. j ing
Miss Isabel Waltz of Roxbury, j ____’_________
Mass., was a recent guest of Miss DfWPCIDT
Anna B. French. Main street. l\v7v_-Pk.rVJr\ 1
A family gathering took place at 1 The home of Mrs. Minnie Crozier 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Redding- [ "as a happy and animated scene 
ton Robbins on Friday evening in i Sunday evening, the occasion being 
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Addison Wal- a Joint celebration for the birthdays 
lace of East Friendship and Andrew of Mrs- Crozier's son Elmo and her 
Helgurson of New York who is vis- j granddaughter Barbara Richardsoh. 
Ring them for a short timfe. Other Delicious refreshments were served, 
guests present were Mrs. Clemina augmented by two gaily decorated 
Luce, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Robbins, Mr. ' birthday cakes. The guests were Mrs. 
and Mrs. John Stuart and their jFred Curtis of Camden, Mrs. Elmo 
daughter Marie. Mrs. Bertha Staples Crozier . Mrs. Elsie Quear, Beulah 
and son, William Kief. Miss Geneva Richardson. Philip Simmons of War- 
Robbins, Miss Ruth Robbins. Guy ren and Roberta Holbrook.
Miss Ruth Lermond. with Miss \ Mrs. G. B. Thompson has re- 
Alice Collamore, Miss Dorothy turned from Thomaston where she 
Thorndike of Thomaston and Miss [ slK>nt several days with her niece, 
Margaret Conant of Brunswick mo- ■ Mrs. Charles Winchenbach. 
tored to Portland Wednesday to at- Mrs. Nellie Hutchins of Belfast is 
tend the State Teachers' Convention. |the Stuezt of her great-grandson, 
Other teachers who are attending: j Louis Cash.
Mrs. Martha Carter, L. E. Sturte- Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams motored 
vant. Miss Rita Smith, Miss Eleanor !10 Lewiston Monday. On the way 
Seeber. Miss Rowena Bartlett, Miss I the>’ called on relatives at Bath and
•i
flWI
No trouble to keep a good refrig­
erator clean.
low before filling. The best way to 
assure this constant temperature is to 
see that your refrigerator comes
Rebecca Robinson, Miss Bertha Luce, 
Mrs. Ruth Brackett and Miss Kath­
erine Mathews.
A special meeting of the Congre­
gational Society Is called for Sun­
day Nov. 3 at the Methodist vestry
Winthrop.
An in-between meeting of the
Farm Bureau was held Tuesday at
I the home of Mrs. Eva Young. It was 
an all-day session with a box lunch 
j at noon. Fifteen ladies were present
ON MY SET
Reception continued good last 
night, enabling everybody to hear 
clearly President Hoover’s ad­
dress in Louisville, Ky. concern­
ing the development of American 
rivers and lakes into a gigantic 
arterial waterway. WJZ was 
particularly good, and the pleas­
ing entertainment furnished by 
the Sylvania Foresters being one 
of the program features.
«•**•*•••
Leroy Luce of Union writes:
“I noticed in a recent issue of your 
paper that you were wondering 
who would be the first to report 
the logging of a coast station. I 
logged KFOX of Long Beach,
California, Thursday at 5.50 a. m.
It came in with good volume... I 
also had KCRC, Enid, Okla. I 
have had KTAT, three mornings 
lately.
« *•**•**•*
An apparent attempt to wreck 
President Hoover's special train 
was made in New Albany, Ind., 
late last night, when a sedan 
was found crosswise cf the 
track. Two men were r.rrested 
on suspicion.
An unsuccessful attempt was 
made to assassinate the Crown 
Prince of Italy this morning. He 
was fiTed at while laying a 
wreath on the tomb of the Un­
known Soldier.
The only hope held out for 
Urban Diteman, Jr., whi under­
took to cross the Atlantic in a 
small moroplane Tuesday, is 
that he may have larded in 
Greenland.
Showers tonight and possibly 
Friday. Wore seasonable tem­
perature tonight.
NAVY DAY MONDAY
Chairman Howe Again rog SAUEhat( ,old Urm ,nd Urni.
Notes r urposes ---  Secre- Ine implements. I have . few ptckllne pears :
. . , _ , also some very nice McIntosh Red applestary Adams Keply which 1 Will give any one an extra good trade ;
.1 J also some good winter apples. TRANK E.Next Monday oecuis -he eighth an- joxgg opposite Trotting Park. 1ST-129 
nual observance of Navy Day the ; p(>B SALE.’^'rocery h^nesT-^-k"^ 
purposes of which are well set forth fixtures or will sell stock and rent fixtures, 
in a commemoration from Walter WEST END MARKET, Thomaston. Maine
Lost and Found
LOST—Nurse’s registration pin between 
Elm St. and Security Trust Tuesday rooming. 
Reward. BEATRICE WATTS. 81 Talbot Ave 
127-120
FOUND—Flatlorn skiff. 
SOX. Wiley's Corner.
LEWIS ROB IN -
120*128
NOTICE—Notice ,s hereby given of tlie loss
of deposit book numbered 33988, and the own­
er ofsaid book asks for a duplicate In ac­
cordance with the State Law. ROCKLAND 
SAVINGS BANK, by E. D Spear. Treaus. 
Rockland. Maine. Oct. 17, 1929. 125*Th-131
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of 
deposit book numbered 9106 and the owner of 
said book asks for duplicate in accordance 
with the provlslou of the State law. SE­
CURITY TRUST CO.. Rockland. Elmer C 
Davis. Tress. 128-Th-134
For Sale
FOR SALE—Or to let, good house on 
Limerock St., large lot, 10 rooms, modern, 
with rooms for light housekeeping. DR. H 
L. STEVENS. Rockland. 128*130
FOR SALE -28-ft. lobster or scallop boat 
with 14-20 HP. 4-cyllnder Red Wing en­
gine and hoisting gear. A. M. HATCH. Ston­
ington. Me. 128*133
FOR SALE—Complete house furnishings at 
10 Pine St. evening except Saturday or call 
MRS LUDWIG, at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
128-130
FOE SALE—Best Turnips, tu $1, delivered. 
Prop poatal to LUKE R. BREWSTER. R.F.D. 
Rockland or Tel. 48-4. 128*130
FOR SALE-^Double tenement house on 
Pleasant St., Rockport. MRS. F. K. HART­
FORD. Highland Sq., Rockport. 128*139
FOR SALE Set of American Encyclopedia 
Britannica 32. vol. 124 THOMASTON ST.
128*130
FOR SALE One Barber's (hair, hair 
clipper, 2 pairs hand clippers. 1 silver cor­
net and 1 clarinet with cases, or will trade 
for raxophone. PARK ST. BARBER SHOP.
1.28-130
FOR SALE- King Klneo Kitchen range, 1 
Perfection oil stove. 1 wardrobe, 2 linoleum 
carpets. Apply MRS. L. IL SNOW, 163 Main 
Street. 127-129
FUR SALE—One counter and 3 show cases, 
all In fine condition at D. L McCARTY'S 
NORTH END DRUG STORE. 127-129
FOR SALE—Black walnut bed. dresser and 
stand. $20. Write "G” Courier-Gazette Office
Wanted
WANTED--Work by widow with girl 10
Hotel, restaurant work or housekeeper. Best 
of references. MRS. MYRTLE CLEMENTS. 
P .ickspvi t, Me. _____ 128*130
WANTED— Immediately, man 32 desires 
position as salesman with itllable firm 
Good references. Write "It” care The Cou­
rier-Gazette. 128*129
WANTED-Girl for general housework 
Inquire 69 BEECH ST. Tel. 42-W 128-Jf
WANT ED- Woman or 
housework. No washing. 
MILLS. Tel. 360.
girl for general 
Address A. (D.
128-130
WANTED—Immediately maid 
work at KNOX HOSITAL
for ward 
128-130
WANTED—Immediately, position by will­
ing man about 32 years, good experience In 
selling, also as packer. Best of references 
Write R. N. HARVEY. Waldoboro. 127*129
WANTED Laundry work, 
delivered. TEL. 1173-J.
('ailed for and 
12J-129
WANTED—Long haired shaggy kittens. 
Write age, color and sex. JOHN S. RAN- 
LETT, Rockville. Me. Tel. 352-14. 125*130
WANTED—Radio salesman, straight com­
mission basis, must own car. A real opening 
for a hustler. See MR. SMALL. Sea View 
Garage. Inc., Malu St., Rockland. 124-129
To Let
TO LET four rooms and bath, unfurnished 
$5 week. V. F. STUDLEY, 59 Park St. Tel 
1080. 122-tf
TO LET 6-room house on (.race Street, 
modern. Furnished apartment on Oak Street, 
modtrn. Furnished apartment on Grove 
Street. 6-room house, corner Lindsey and 
Union St., modern, with garage. 4-room house 
with electric lights on Fern St. Large house 
on Camden St. 4-room house •« Main St. 
ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davls.
128-tf
TO LET —to Thomaston four furnished 
room apartment. All modem. For the win­
ter. MRS. E. D DANIELS, 18 Wadsworth St.
128-tf
TO LET Five room furnished apartment, 
all modern Improvements. Call at 12 ELM 
ST. 127-tf
TO LET—4-room furnished and heated 
apartment. 566 Main Street. NELSON ,B. 
COBB. 127-tf
TO LET— Furnished and heated front bed­
room. Price reasonable. MRS. ROBBINS, 
20 Maple BL Tel. 143-B 127*120
TO LET—Tenement of five rooms on South 
Main St., flush toilet, electric lights. MRS. C. 
P. MILLER. Tel. 410-K. 127-129
TO LET—Furnished apartment. All mod­
ern Improvements. MRS. DAVID RUBEN­
STEIN. 6 Talbot Ave. Tel. 1285. 127-129
TO LET-—New 5-room house on Broadway, 
hard wood floors, hot and cold water, bath 
and shower. Cement cellar, set tubs. In 
wall ironing board. Nice sunny location. 
R U COLLLNS. Tel. 77. 127-129
Bruce Howe, national chairman for 
Navy Day, to the Secretary of the 
Navy, Charles F. Adams. Mr. Howe 
wrote:
Each year, beginning with 1922. 
Navy Day has been observed under
-129
FOR SALE—Wood lot of about 20 acres In 
town of Rockport near Oakland Park. Partly 
old growth. For Information call ROCKLAND 
44-2. 127-138
TO LET—Garage on Spring St., for one 
car. MRiS. ELLA BIRD, 33 Spring St. Tel. 
356-W. 127-129
equipped with a thermal gauge, which | the sponsorship of patriotic and civic 
societies with the co-operation of the
FOR SALE- Fitted hardwood. $2 ft. ; sawed 
wood $1.75 ft. ; sawed slabs. $1.25 ft. AL­
FRED DAVIS, Rockland. Tel. 314-R. 127*129
TO LET—Tenement of 7 rooms, bath, gas 
range and shades. Newly painted and pa­
pered. Inquire at 49 SU5DIEK ST. Tel. 
308-R. 127-129
FOR SALE—Fitted hard wood. $13 per cord.
JU O A. rc «
> \
On Your Own Signature
Up To $300.00
No Endorsers—No Red Tape
Interest at 3% per month (which includes all chargee and 
feea of every kind) on the unpaid amount of loan
HOME FINANCE CORPORATION
10 Limerock Street Rockland, Me.
'Telephone 675-W
62-tf
at 7 o’clock to act upon the several i an^ a deal of work was accom-
articles in the warrant which has Pushed.
been posted. Article 2—to act upon an^ Mrs. Frederick Richards
the letters of recommendation which ■an^ Mrs. Rena Carroll left Wednes­
day for Boston where Mrs. Carroll 
will visit for a few days. Mr. and 
Mrs. Richards will proceed to New 
York City and Princeton N. J., where 
they will visit friends and incidentally 
attend the Princeton-Navy game.
Frank McDonnell who is attending 
the N.E.T.&T. Co. school of instruc- 
| tion at Bangor was home for the 
weekend.
Lloyd Rhodes and Maynard Graf­
fam are home from Castine Normal 
School for the remainder of the week.
Mrs. Ina Wooster is visiting her son 
Dr. Ralph Wooster and family in 
Bangor.
Miss Hortense Bohndell and Mrs. 
Theresa McCluskey attended the 
Farm Bureau meeting at the home of 
Mrs. Mary Priest in Simonton Sat» 
urday.
Mrs. W. O. Roberts of Camden 
spent Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. Al­
bert Adams.
The Nitsumsosum Club was pleas­
antly.entertained at the home of Mrs. 
Marie Bisbee Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier left 
Monday for a motor trip to Canada. 
They plan to be gone about two 
weeks.
Miss Georgia Philbrook who has 
been making her home In Thomaston 
for sometime is visiting her sister 
Mrs. Mary Thurston, where she would 
be very glad to receive calls from 
her friends.
Selden Wiley of South Union -who 
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
E. B. Thompson has returned home.
Mrs. Roy Blake of Bar Harbor is 
in town owing to the illness of her 
father Capt. William Stinson.
Mrs. W. E. Whitney was called to 
Gorham Friday and returned Satur­
day with her daughter Feme who 
was taken seriously ill -while attend 
ing Normal School. She still re­
mains in an unconscious condition at 
her home on Commercial street.
MILLER’S GARAGE
27 RANKIN ST. ROCKLAND 
Telephone 692-M
You spend only a little to get one 
of our Good Used Cars. But, oh, 
the value you get !
1928 Chrysler Roadster 
1928 Ford Coupe 
1928 Chevrolet Coach 
1928 Essex Sedan 
1927 Chrysler Sedan 
1927 Oakland Coach 
1926 Ford Coupe 
1926 Ford Tudor
MILLER’S GARAGE
27 RANKIN ST. ROCKLAND 
Telephone 692- M
points to a red mark when it is time 
to re-ice.
Do not wrap ice to make it last 
longer. This is a ridiculous fallacy 
which defeats the purpose for which
the ice was bought—namely, to keep ing and keeping us i nation and to ,
the food cold. Ice and a good refrig- : take some thought to the American jx>R SALE—1926 Master Six Bulck sedan 
erator with approved insulation will people of the proper p irt the Navy fully equipped. 2 sets chillis, $425. L. B 
do it best. Keep food out of the ice plays in our national life. DYER. Vinalhaven._________________ 127-121
Navy Department and other federal MAPLE CREST FARM, Warren. Tel. 
agencies. On that day its rponsors 1
seek to recall the splendid services , SALE Winter apples. Russets, Kpjs
, . . „ . . I and Greenings, 75c per bu., 3 bu for #2.00,
the Navy has rendered towards mak- tRNEST NICHOLS, High St., Thoamston.
* * * - 127*132
chamber.
It ought to be unnecessary to re­
mind any up-to-date housekeeper 
about keeping refrigerators immacu­
lately clean, but too many of them 
give tell-tale evidences of neglect. 
They should be thoroughly cleaned at 
least every fortnight and preferably 
once a week. To do this, dissolve one 
tablespoonful of sal soda in a gallon 
of cold water. Wring out a clean 
cloth in this solution and wash the 
w’alls and trays and floor with it. 
Wipe with a fresh cloth. Then pour 
a stronger solution of sal soda water 
down the drains to purify them. One 
of the advantages of an all-steel re­
frigerator is that it can be kept as 
clean outside as in.
If food is spilled in the food cham­
bers. wipe it up thoroughly, as even 
a small spot of mould will infect good 
food.
See that the doors are kept tightly 
closed at all times, unless by unavoid- I 
able accident the ice chamber be- : 
comes empty, in which case they 
should be kept wide open to avoid 
dampness.
CAMDEN
TO LET—House, furnished or unfurnished 
Apply at 38 LINDEN ST. 123-tf
TO LET—Five room tenement, at 66 RAN­
KIN ST. Tel. 202-W. 124-tf
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St. 
Also three furnished rooms with use of bath 
at 176 Mali St. Inquire MRS. W. S. KEN 
NISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W. 124-tf
TO LET—Tenement of 6 rooms, modern. D 
L. McCARTY, Northend Drug Store. 123-tf
la s i  r ati al life. ____________
Government in this country Is by l TOR SALE—1924 Chevrolet 4 door sedan
public opinion and public opinion In Roikuid”' ’"saw
order to be sound must be informed....... ... . roll SALE—Vegetables lor winter: HardI think I can assure you that past r^|ulI) slJC c,bbl,e „ 5# ,wr 1(M) Ib, . 
observances of Navy Day have con- sweet, tender carrots $1.50 per bu.; fine 
‘’rained turnips $1 bu: nice flavored beets 
$1.50 per bu.; blue hubbard squash $1.56 
per 160 lbs. We deliver. Call or write 
SAGE & CHATER, 116 Elm St., Camden. Tel. 
(amden 274. 128*130
TO LET—Six room apartment at 59 .Masonic 
St. R. U. COLLINS. Tel. 77. 121-tf
TO LET—House at 18 Gay St. 
EDW. BENNER. Tel. 945-R.
Apply to 
121-tf
TO LET—Four rooms and bath. 
STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
V. F 
122-tf
HEADS GOLF ASSOCIATION
Robert L. "Braggo” Ervin of 
Waterville was- elected president of 
the Maine State Golf Association at 
the annual meeting of the association 
in Portland Saturday.
Ervin will succeed Harlan Turner 
of the Portland Country Club. The 
j re-elected officers are: Vice president,
: Col. Roy L. Marston of Skowhegan; 
j Walter P. Higgins of Bangor and Er- 
' win H. Boody of Portland; secretary, 
Joseph P. Williams of Augusta;
I treasurer, Alden S. Hichborn of Au- 
I gusta; handicapper, M. J. Rosenau of 
Willowdale.
The Biddeford and Saco Country 
| Club was awarded the Maine State
Amateur championship.
AYER'S
These are the days of heavier clothes. And we’ve got the 
goods, too, that will be just the thing for you. Come in and look 
at them.
Men’s Overcoats, all wool, beautiful patterns .... $15.00, $20.00, $25.00
Men’s Ski Coats, pretty plaids ......................................................... $10.00
Men’s Mackinaws .................................................................................. $12.00
Men’s Lumberjacks, all wool ................................................. $6.00, $7.50
Men’s Heavy Sweaters ..................................... $3.75, $5.00, $7.50, $10.00
Men’s Heavy Wool Pants ......................................................... $3.50, $5.00
Boys’ Laced Leg Pants ............................................................. $3.00, $3.50
Boys’ School Pants, best line in town ....................... $2.00, $2.50, $3.00
Boys’ Ski Coats ............................................................................. $7.50, $9.00
Boys’ Mackinaws ................................................................................. $10.00
Boys’ Lumberjacks ................................................................. $3.00 to $7.50
Boys’ Sweaters—all kinds, from .......................................  $1.00 to $10.00
In fact about everything to keep a man or boy warm. And we 
won’t rob you in regard to price, either. Every garment bought 
here may be returned and money cheerfully refunded.
WILLIS MYER
E. J. Elwell has sold his property on 
Main street to Mrs. Edward W. Bok 
of Philadelphia. The property in­
cludes the Elwell garage, two tene­
ments and a store occupied by David 
Langman. tailor and pressman. The 
property is to be vacated by June 1, 
when the buildings will be razed and 
the grounds cleared, leaving the cor­
ner of Main street and Atlantic ave­
nue an open space to connect with 
the boulevard Mrs. Bok is planning 
to make on the Atlantic avenue prop­
erty recently purchased by her.
Mrs. Philip Bickford and little 
daughter have returned, home from 
the Camden Community Hospital.
Joseph Emery and family moved 
this week to Rockland where they will 
make their future home.
Miss Anne Boynton who is enjoy­
ing a vacation from her duties at the 
Knox mill office is visiting friends in 
Skowhegan.
Mrs. Frank Tibbetts has returned 
from Philadelphia where she was the 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph French.
Mrs. J. F. Coombs and Mrs. T. Jen- 
ness French entertained at bridge on 
Tuesday afternoon at the home of 
Mrs. French on Sea street.
Mrrs. Arthur Smith of Portland is 
visiting Mrs. Emily Jagels.
Mrs. Robert Jamieson entertains 
the Friday afternoon club this week 
at her home on Elm street. Picnic 
lunch will be Rerved at 1 o’clock.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Stover 
of Lewiston are guests of Mrs. Jane 
Barron.
Dean’s Orchestra will furnish music 
this evening at the 25th anniversary 
gift ball of the Camden Commandery, 
Knights Templar.
Elmer Rossiter is critically ill -with 
pneumonia at his home on Elm street 
and is under the care of two trained 
nurses. Miss Grace Richards and Miss 
Alice Thorndike.
Mrs. Gerald Bryant and son David 
have returned from a visit with 
friends in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. William Satterlee and 
children of Pittsburg arq guests of 
her sister Mrs. Elmer Joy.
tributed to a better understanding 
of the Navy and of Its unity of in­
terest with every part of the com­
munity.
There is, I believe, a growing real­
ization that the physical well-being 
of our citizens rests primarily on 
production; that production has 
reached so high a level at this time 
that foreign trade is essential. Ordi­
nary prudence dictates that our man­
ufacturers, farmer? and miners 
should not be dependent on others to 
carry this vital trade, nor dependent 
on others to provide its security in 
peace or war. A general realization 
of these basic considerations, I be­
lieve, is desirable.
By availing ourselves of the co-op­
eration of the great body of the press, 
of the radio broadcasting stations, thn 
motion picture and other agencies 
which have been so helpful in pre­
vious observances of ‘he day, the 
thoughts of many millions may be 
turned to a consideration of what 
our changing economic and commer­
cial life means to them.
Th© United States is now a world 
power with world commitments and 
responsibilities. A growing number 
and volume of imported materials are 
essential to our horn© production. 
We have world-wide markets and in 
the natural order of things we seek 
to extend them.
As President Hoover has pointed 
out: “Our total volume of exports 
translates itself into employment of 
2,400,000 families, while its increase 
in the last seven years has inter­
preted itself into livelihood for 500,- 
000 families. And in addition to this, 
millions more families find employ­
ment in the manufacture of imported 
raw materials.” Our foreign trade is 
already vital to our continued pros­
perity and material progress. Each
FOR SALE—Farm, right on the State road
going through Rockville. Building In find re­
pair; 170 acres; 60 acres blueberry land 
Lots of young apple, pear and plum trees. 
Building laid side of the hill facing the sun. 
Electric lights and Oyster River water. Hy­
drant near buildings. Plenty of wood and 
will cut 60 acres of hay. Borders on the pond. 
Will sell for cash, time payment or exchange 
for other property. A great prospect for 
someone who wants to work and make money. 
GBOltGE M. SIMMONS. 23 Tillson Ave., 
Rockland. 126-131
interruption.
beginning.
tribute to the memory of the 
President Theodore Roosevelt, 
anniversary of whose birth fall 
the day preceding.• . « «
foregoing
says:
letter,
Navy will participate again as 
has done each year since 1922. I hf 
noted particularly the infermat 
and noncontroversial character 
previous Navy Days ar.d I feel tl 
the sponsors of the occasion arc do­
TO LET—Apartment of five rooms and 
garage. ALICE FULLER. 25 Unden STREET 
Tel. 106-M. 118-tf
TO LET—Three rooms for light housekeep 
Ing or roomers. All modern Improvements 
Apply 37 WILLOW STREET. 113-tf
TO LET—Nice house In good repair, just 
vacated by party who have occupied It fof 25 
years and have now moved out of town. Large 
garage or barn with work-bench In It. just the 
place for a carpenter. Plenty of land for a 
garden. Inquire of E. B. HASTLNGS. 120-tf
TO LET—Four room apartment In fine con­
dition ; large storage for fuel, etc. Garage. 
Adults only. C. A. EMERY, 28 Pacific St. 
Tel. 518-M. 110-tf
REAL ESTATE
Farms, City Homes, 
Cottages, House
and Cottage Lots 
EARLE LUDWICK
38 CHESTNUT ST. ROCKLAND 
Telephone 723-M
S4Stf
its vitality is more and more de­
pendent on the uninterrupted clrcu
on our great foreign comm 
carriage and its protection.
FOR SALE—Valuable piece of property 
known as the O'Neil property on Tillson are- 
nue. Buildings In first-class shape with land 
to put up buildings. Will sell or exchauge tor 
other property. GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 
Tillson Ave., Rockland. 126-131
FOR SALE—email farm at Pleasantville
Would make a nice hen farm or Ideal cottage. 
Land runs down to the water, nice fishing and 
good location. Buildings In first-class shape 
outside and In. Newly painted and papered. 
Will exchanze for other property or sell on 
easy terms. GEORGE M. SIMMONS, 23 Till­
son Ave., Rockland. 126-131
FOR SALE—Lorre b.rrel stove, suitable for 
club or offlee. Write BOX 500, Rockport
126*128
FOR BALE—Farm, buildings all connected 
and In first-class shape. Just been papered 
and painted. Good cellar through out. Elec­
tric lights and city water and beautiful 
scenery ; 35 acres of land, large lot of blue- 
berries, raspberries and lots of apple and 
pear trees. Ideal home for someone to get 
a living on the farm. About 1 mile from the 
city on Like Avenue. GEORGE M. SIM- 
MONS, 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland. 126-131
FOR SALE—Bungalow, new, on the State 
road opposite the Penobscot Camps, three 
miles out of Belfast. 20 acres of land. Look- 
Ing out the best sight of the Tenobscot Bay 
on the road. This place has three rooms up­
stairs and five down, electric lights and 
water. Would make a good summer place or 
Ideal home. Will sell for part payment or 
exchange for other property. GEORGE M. 
SLMJMONS, 23 Tillson Ave., Rockland.
126-131
FOR SALE—Cottages al Megunticook Lake 
and Crescent Beach and also cottage lots. 
GEORGE M. MMM0N8, 23 Tillson Ave.. 
Rockland. 126-131
FOR SALE—Farms, large and small, good 
locations. Shore property. Some bargains. 
M. R- MILLER, East Union, Me. 125*130
FOR SALE—Nine room house with bath and 
store, large lot of. land. A bargain for quick 
sale, at 56 Grace St. JOHN GU18TLN.
124*129
FOR SALE—-In South Thomaston, house re­
cently vacated and owned by Frank Fuller­
ton, lVa story. 7 rooms, large shed and barn, 
electric lights, pump In sink and nice water, 
1% acres land, 25 thrifty apple trees, best of 
fruit, nice shade trees, land running to salt 
water. 3 mins, walk from village, church and 
school. Apply to L W. BENNER. Rockland.
124-129
FOR SALE—Almost new dining room suite, 
used* less than year, best quality. Price very 
reasonable. Apply CHARLES H. BERRY. 
Fireproof Garage. 124-129
FOR SALE—Overland touring car, model 91,
. mileage 17,600. Guaranteed In good running 
condition. Tires all new. cords, side curtains 
and tools lucluded. Battery new this year. 
Price reasonable for cash. Inquire at 42 
FULTON ST., Rockland. 123-tf
g FOR SALE—Blacksmith shop and land,
South Main St., $350. House, large lot of land 
at Pleasant Gardens, Rockland, $1000 ; can be
£ paid in rent. Six room house on Beechwqods
O St., Thomaston. $850. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 
f Park St. Tel. 1080. 122-tf
t FOR SALE—Rug and knitting yams by
manufacturer. Samples free. H. A. BART­
LETT, Harmony, Maine. 122-133
FOR SALE—Six room cottage. Inquire R. 
e U. COLLINS or C. E. GOULDLNG, 54 Pacific 
e St. 121-tf
£ FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 cord;
- Junks. $12; 4 ft., $10; soft wood fitted, $10 ;
4 ft., $8. 0. H. CRIE, Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
’ 120*131
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14 ; long, 
$10; Junks, $12; soft wood fitted, $9; junks, 
’• $8. delivered. L. F. TOLMAN. Tel. 263-13.
113-tf
s FOR SALE—Twelve room house and forty
s acres of land situated In Warren on State 
road between Warren and Thomaston. Also 
farm wagons and farming Implements for 
sale. For further Information write to MRS. 
f W. E. BORNEMAN, Warren. 118-tf
FOR SALE—Cedar boat boards, all thlck-
e nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed two
1 sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps, 
buoys, oak laths. Also other boat lumber. 
JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 118-tf
t FOR SALE—Four foot mill slabs, $6.50;
srove length, $8 per cord; also building lum­
ber. *L. A. PACKARD, R. F. D., Thomaston 
__ ____ __ _ 118-tf
Miscellaneous
HORSE FOR THE MINTER—Would like to
SHERIFF'S SALE 
State of Maine
County of Knox, 88.
Taken tins twenty-first day of October,
A. I). 1929. on execution dated the twelfth 
day of October In the year of our Lord nine­
teen hundred and twenty-nine. Issued on a 
judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial 
Court, for the said ('ounty of Knox, at the 
term thereof holden at Rockland, within and 
for our ('ounty of Knox, aforesahl, on the 
first Tuesday of April, A. D. 1929 (said 
judgment having been entered as of said 
April, 1929, term of said Court, by virtue 
of a certificate received by the Clerk of said 
Court, from the Clerk of the Law Court, on 
September 9, 1929, In vacation, said term 
held on said first Tuesday of April, A. D. 
1929, being the preceding term of said Court, 
for said County, prior to the date that said 
certificate was so received. an<f sahh execu­
tion having been Issued as of said April, 1929. 
term, all as provided In chapter 82 of the , 
Revised Statutes of Maine, the next term 
of said court. In said (’ounty. to said 
April term. 1929, commencing on the second 
Tuesday of September, A. D. 1929). In fa­
vor of Frank H Ingraham, of Rockland, in 
the County of Knox and State of Maine, i 
against Isaac Berllawsky of said Rockland, 
for the sum of two thousand two hundred 
ten dollars and ninety-eight cents, debt or 
damage, and no dollars and no cents cost 
of suit, being two thousand two hundred 1 
ten dollars and nlnety-olght cents In the i 
whole, together with lawful Interest from | 
the.eighth day of April, A. D. 1929, being i 
the time of the rendition of judgment, and ' 
fifteen cents more for said execution, and 
will be sold at public auction at the Sheriffs 
office. In the Knox County Court House, in 
5ald Rockland, to satisfy, in whole or in 
part, said execution and charges of sale there­
on to the highest bidder, on Tuesday, the 
twenty-sixth day of November. A. D. 1929, 
at ten of the clock In the forenoon, all the 
right In equity which the said Isaac Berlla­
wsky has in and to the following descirbed 
mortgaged real estate and all the right, title 
and interest which the sild Isaac Berlla-' 
wsky had in and to the .'.ime on Ihe twenty- 
sixth day of October, A. D. 1926, at 6.30 
o'clock In the afternoon, the time of the f 
attachment thereof on the original writ In 
the same suit, to redeem said real estate ' 
mortgaged, to wit: i
1. A certain lot or parcel of land with the 
builulngs thereon, situate In Rockland on 
west side of Main Street, bcunded as fol-. 
lows: Beginning at a point where a lw 
drawn through the center of the middle wail 
of Rankin Block would touch said street ; 
thence N. 71 degrees 30 minutes \V. through 
the center of said middle wall. 65 feet anA 
nine Inches to the outside Vear wall of said 
block: thence N. 53 degrees 45 minutes W.. 
25 feet and nine inches: thence N. 71 de­
grees W. 15 feet: thence N. 20 degrees
22 feet and nine Inches to stake and stones : 
thence south about 56 degrees E. about 40 
feet to the center of a passageway dividing 
the two stores In the south liilf of said block : 
thence 8. 71 degrees 30 minutes E., through 
the cenjer of seld passageway. 75 feet add 
nine inches to Main Street; thence N. 17L2 
degrees E., by said Main Street. 27 feet", 
more or less, to the first bounds. Together 
with all rights of way belonging to said 
property, excepting however the rights of 
way. If any, across the land pack of said 
block. Reference may be had to deed of 
Agnes 8. Brown to said Isaac Berllawsky. 
dated November, 1929, and recorded In book 
207, page 590, In the Knox County Registry 
of Deeds.
Reference may also be had to mortgage 
given by said Isaac Berllawsky to Agnes I 
Shaw Brown, dated November 5. 1925, and 
recorded In book 208, pages 184 and 185, in ] 
said Registry. »
2. A certain lot or parcel of land, to-1 
gether with the buildings thereon, situated 
In said Rockland, and bounded and described
leep for the winter. TEL Union 
FOOTHILLS FARM. 128-133
NOTICE—Tills Is to notify all persons that 
fter this date I will pay no bills contracted 
by my wife/ Harriet E. Verge. ENOS H 
E, Thomastcn, Oct. 24. 128*130
BOSTON TAILORS—Suit made to order 
am $25 up. Ladies’ or Men's clothing 
eaned, pressed, repaired or dyed. Suit 
pressed 75c. All work guaranteed. 492 MAIN 
1. 8390. Open evenings. 127-tf
FARMS. COUNTRY’ HOMES, COTTAGES 
and estates; up-to-date property. In the gar 
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write 
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY’, Bel 
fast, Me. 118-tf
CENTRAL TRUCKING. Oyster River bridge 
Thomaston. Tel orders ROCKLAND 1060-M.
118-tf
DENTAL NOTICE—During the summer 1 
will be at my Rockland office Fridays and 
Saturdays. Call or phone 69-R. DR. J. H 
DAMON, dentist. Rockland. 118-tf
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws •<*/ 
repair your furniture at 216 LIMEROCK St 
Tel. 1010. 118-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the 
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders 
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES. 118-tf
FOR SALE—Hard wood, fitted, $14; long 
$10; Junks, $12; slabs fitted $8; also lumbei 
delivered. T. J. CAKROLL Tel. 2C3-21. 
P. 0. Thomaston. 118-tf
WHEN IN 
BOSTON
If quiet home-like surroundings 
with good food at moderate 
prices appeal to you.
Stop at
THE HOTEL 
-HEMENWAY
On the Fenway at Westland Ave. 
Rates from;
$3.00 to $5.00 Single 
$4.00 to $6.00 Double 
Telephone KENMORE 4330 
Leonard H. Torrey, Manager
BOSTON
BY STEAMER
Freight and Passenger Service
Make that business trip to Boston in 
comfort, on the big steamer CAM­
DEN.
Sailing 8 P. M.
Tuesday—Thursday—Saturday
Steamer WESTPORT* leaves Rock­
land 5.15 A. M. Tuesday, Thursday 
and Saturday for Bar Hadbor. Steam­
er WESTPORT leaves Rockland 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 
7.30 A. M. for Brooklin.
Returning from Boston, steamer sails 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays 
at 5 P. M.
For reservations apply 
Wharf Office
EASTERN
ulttimxliij) lines
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
......................................................................... STEAMBOAT CO.
as ffdlows. to’wit Beginning at"in Iron bolt Vina,h>ven’ No'th Haven. StoninQton and 
In the northerly side line of Chestnut Street I
and at the southwesterly corner of a lot I 
deeded by L. B. Keene, admr. to Charles H.
Achorn by deed recorded In Book 103. Page 
453 • thence running northwesterly by said 
Chestnut Street ninety and 65 hundredths i
(90.65) feet to bolt at corner of Broadway , ______ _
and Chestnut Street; thence northeasterly by riving at Rockland at 9.20 A. M., returning 
Broadway one hundred sixty-seven (167) feet , leaves Rockland at 2.30 I’. M., direct for 
to corner of Amesbury Street ; thence south- Vinalhaven. arriving at 3.45 P. M. 
easterly by Amesbury Street ninety (90) feet i STONINGTON ANO SWAN'S ISLAND LINE 
to land conveyed to said Achorn as aforesaid ; Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 6.30 A. M., 
thence by said Achorn’a land southwesterly Stonington at 7.25, North Haven at 8.20; 
one hundred sixty-three and one-half (163Y4, • due St Rockland about 9.30 A. M. 
feet, more or less, to place of beginning ; I Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.,
courses and distances according to a survey North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3.40; dua 
made by 0. H. Tripp, Civil Engineer, Decern- to arrive at Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
Swan's Island
FALL A It RANG KM ENT 
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
IN EFFECT OCT. 1, 1928
DAILY. SUNDAY EXCEPTED 
VINALHAVEN LINE
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven at 8 A. M., ar-
CURED THE TICKLING
The Lincoln County News, in its 
’’Threads from the Shuttle Column.” 
has been telling stories to illustrate 
the power of the mind over appar­
ent physical conditions; and includes, 
this week, the following, which is ac­
credited to this State:
A wealthy Maine woman had a 
tickling in her throat and thought 
that a bristle of her tooth-brush had 
lodged there and was causing the dis­
comfort. Her throat daily grew 
worse. It became badly inflamed and 
she sent for the family doctor. He 
examined it carefully and finally as­
sured her that nothing was the mat- 
tetr; he told her it was only a ner­
vous delusion. Still her throat 
troubled her and she became so much 
alarmed that she feared she would 
die.
A friend suggested that she should
call in Dr. J------ , a young man just
commencing practice. She did not at 
first like the idea but finally consent­
ed and Dr. J------ , was called. He was
a fine appearing and handsome 
young man. He lfftked carefully at 
her throat, asked her several ques­
tions and finally announced that he 
thought he could relieve her. On his 
visit he brought a delicate pair of 
forceps in which he had inserted a 
bristle taken from a tooth-brush.
The rest can be imagined. The 
woman threw back her head, the for­
ceps were introduced into her throat 
a pick—a loud scream—and it was 
all over; the young physician with a 
smiling face was holding up to the 
light and inspecting with lively 
curiosity the extracted bristle. The 
patient was in raptures. She imme­
diately recovered her health and 
spirits and went about everywhere 
sounding the praises of the young 
physician. This happened several 
years ago and speaks well for the 
youthful doctor who early recog 
nized the strong influence that the 
nerves and imagination wield over 
the actions of the body.
her 13, 1911. and beinc (he same premises 
conveyed to Helen A. Stone by Mary A. YVII- I 
Hams by quit-claim deed dated October 20. 
1879, and recorded In Book 54. Page 185.' 
Knox Registry of Deedi, less ten (10) ; 
feet taken from the northerly side of said 
lot In the laying out of Amesbury Street by 
the City of Rockland In 1891.
See deed of Luther L. Smith to Isaac Ber­
llawsky dated August 22, 1921. and recorded 
In the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 191,
" age 112.
Excepting and), reserving from the above 
described real estate the lot of land and | 
buildings conveyed In 1924 to Grover (’ 
Knight, the same being the bungalow and 
one-half of the garage on the corner of I 
Broadway and Amesbury Street.
Also excepting and reserving front the! 
above described real estate the lot and build - | 
lngs thereon conveyed Mar. 23, 1925, toJ 
Frank R. Blackington.
Reference may be had to mortgages given 
by said Isaac Berllawsky dated and recorded 
In said Registry as follows:
March 23. 1925, to Fred A. Thorndike, | 
Book 202. Page 494, and Lamont A. Well­
man. Book 202, Page 496. July 28, 1925, to 
Fred A. Thorndike; Book 20? Page 58, Aug 
26, 1926. to Fred A. Thorndike. Book 203. 
Page 514.
Dated at Rockland. Mattie, this twenty- 
first day of October, A. D. 1929.
FRANK F HARDING, 
Sheriff of Knox County, Maine. '
128-Th-134
B. H. STINSON,
General Agent
’ Satisfaction for
LIVE POULTRY and 
EGG SHIPPERS
If you want the best selling the market 
affords, ship to
W. F. Wym4n & Co.
4 Faneuil Hall Market Boston, Maes. 
Our guarantee—top market prices, prompt 
returns at all times. For twenty years 
we have been rendering better service 
to our shippers. Testimonials, quota­
tions and tags furnished on request.
116-tf
t Reference; Federal National Bank.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
YYhereas Clarence H. Cline, of St. George, 
In the County of Knox, and Btate of Maine, 
by his mortgage deed dated March 6, 1928. 
and recorded in Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 
218, page 108, conveyed to the undersigned. 
Fred A. Thorndike, of ItocklAnd, In said 
County of Knox, a certain lot or parcel of 
land with the buildings thereon, situated in 
St. George, and described as follows, to wit :
Beginning at stake and stones 27 feet 
northerly from tne north corner of the George 
Shuman house, so called, and on the south 
side of the highway leading from South 
Thomaston (formerly YYeskeag) to Spruce 
Head; thence south-east by the side of said 
road 111 feet to stake and stones; thence 
south-west by land now or formerly of Levi 
A. Hall, 88 feet to stake and stones; thence 
north-west 156 feet by land of said Levi A 
Hall, to stake and stones; thence north-east 
by land of said Hall, 85 feet to place of be­
ginning.
Excepting and reserving from the above 
described lot the Post Office building and lot. 
described as follows; Bounded on the north 
and east by the town road : on the south by 
line four feet from said building: and on the 
west by a line drawn four feet from said 
building.
And YY’hereas the conditions of said mort­
gage have been broken.
Now Therefore, by reason of the breach of 
the conditions thereof, I claim a foreclosure 
of said mortgage.
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this sixteenth 
day of October, A. I). 1929.
FRED A. THORNDIKE 
STATE OF MAINE
Knox SS. October 16, 1929.
Personally appeared tlie above named Fred 
A. Thorndike, and made oath that the fore­
going foreclosure notice, by him signed. Is 
true.
Before me,
GILFORD B BUTLER 
125-Th-131 Justice of the Peace.
WHAT IS KNOWN AS the Jere Brown 
place 307 Limerock street, Rockland, is of­
fered for sale. It comprises about 15 acres of 
land. The buildings are attractive and in 
splendid repair. There Is also an orchard. 
FRKUMAX S. YOUNG. Tel. rl4-M. 127-129
BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 Uile firm has 
faithfully served the families 
of Knox County 
LADY ATTENDANT 
Tel. Day 450;NiOht 781-1 
AMBULANCE SERVICE
BURPEES
ROCKLAND, ME.
DR. BLAKE B. ANNI8 
Chiropractor 
111 Limarook Strert 
(Corner Lincoln) 
Lady In attendance 
Phono TrdS 
Palnlaea Syotoni 
of Adjusting
Ji^i
ICHIROPRACTIC
WESTBROOK"
Seminary and Junior College ,
For 4(1 rls. Thorough college preparation. 
Member American Association Junior Colleges, 
ftuslc, art, dramatics, home economics, steno- 
raphlc courses. Small classes. Charming 
campus. Gymnasium, sports. Rate $1000. 
Catalog. Agnes M. Safford, Prin., Box T, 
Portland. Maine. 1-51
DR. E. L SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. llcBeath) 
Osteopathic Physician 
By Appointment—TpL 18«
85 Limerock St. RooklnnS
Graduate af American School off 
OntAnpw.thy
DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS 
. Osteopathic Physician
8M MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND 
Telephone 1298; Resldenoe 88S-M
zens with their sea service.”
I
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A member of the Forty Club who 
looked to be 39 years and 
months old, confided to me that at the 
mfetlng following his 40th birthday 
he would cease to be an active mem­
ber. He would be presented with a 
cane and the address of a good mor­
tician, the carte being the symbol of 
old age and the mortician's address 
simplifying his search for a good un­
dertaker.
I asked my informant what hap­
pened after that, and he advised me 
that he would not be ostracised by 
the members of the club, that he 
would be allowed to dine with them 
at their luncheons providing he paid 
his own check, and that he could as­
sociate freely with them until he 
reached the advanced age of GO. After 
that, he said, there seemed to be no. 
hope unless he joined the Rotary 
Club, an organization of aged ami 
honorable gentlemen who had lost 
their speed and pep and were satis­
fied to live entirely in the past.
This statement led me to believe 
that a little research would not nec­
essarily prove that a man of 50 years 
was past all hope. I recalled that in 
Genesis, the 5th chapter, 27th verse, 
it says: "And all the days of Me­
thuselah were nine hundred and sixty 
Sind nine years; and he died.” That 
gentlemen would have been out of 
the Forty Club a mighty long time— 
about 929 years between the gift of 
the cane and the pearly gates.
It takrts the average boy 18 years 
•to get up and through high school, 
and four years more to finish college. 
At 22 he starts In the business world 
and if he learns the tricks of busi­
ness in 10 years, and applies the next 
10 years to accumulating a little 
money, he reaches the age of 42 and 
has Just learned how to live, to enjoy
life, to invest hi* surplus income.
I He is now past 40, has the cane or 
staff, emblematic rtf age, presented 
by the Forty Club, and with his ac­
quired knowledge of business meth­
ods he often accumnlates a million 
or more dollars between 42 and 02. 
He seldom accumulates a great deal 
before 40 unless some one has oblig­
ingly passed on and left It to him.
And not only in the business world,
I and industry, are men at their best 
between 40 and 80; this is also true in
, art, literature and the sciences. Her­
bert Spencer was ove- 70 when he
1 wrote some of his best essays, and 
revised his 'Synthetic Philosophy.”
1 Corot, the famous ar.ist, painted his 
best picture when 77. At 87 years
1 of age, Bonnat painted portraits 
| which took prizes at the Paris salon 
I in 1914.
....
And history says that Titian, at the 
age of 95 completed his masterpiece 
“Christ Crowned With Thorns,” and 
that tho famous historian, Guizot, 
wrote the first four volumes of his 
remarkable "History of France” when 
he was 83 years of age.
That should give the Forty Club 
members, who kiii the llotarians, 
something to shoot at.
Gladstone, at 89, was one of the 
j greatest statesmen that Great Brit­
ain ever produced. Of course in those 
days they did not have automobiles, 
necjtin;; parties, synthetic gin,, cig­
arettes, hip flasks; and the stately 
minuet had nothing in common with 
the Charleston, the tango, the fox
trot, the one step, or the sh'mmy.
Some of the finest young business 
men in any community are members 
of the Forty clubs, but when they 
receive their cane they should not 
give up hope and think that It is all 
over. They are just on the edge of 
getting a good start.
Our Great
"NEW CUSTOMER”
* SALE
of famous
ALLEN-A Underwear
for Men and Boys is now on
Newest Fall and Winter Styles at
20% Reductions
until Monday night
L. E. BLACKINGTON
Clothing and Shoe Dealer
310'Main Street, Rockland, Maine
Featuring the New
IS WELL PLEASED
Congressman White, Back
From Hurried Call To the
Capital, Visits Rockland
Congressman Wallace H. White. 
Jr., was a visitor in the city for a few 
hours yesterday, making a prelimi­
nary survey of the ground with ref­
erence to his candidacy for United 
States Senator. He has visited sim- 
larl> practically every county in 
the State, but will not begin his in­
tensive campaign until spiing. He 
is very much encouraged cy condi­
tions as they now stand, particularly 
with the many voluntary proffers of 
support which he is receiving. In 
his opinion Senator Gould of Aroos­
took County will not be a candidate 
for renomination, and he doubts if 
there will be a third mm in the field 
at ail.
Congressman White addressed a 
joint meeting of Rot:vy chibs in 
Damariscotta Tuesday night,' and 
while here war a guest of tlie Rock­
land Lions Club. He had Just re­
turned from a hurried trip to Wash­
ington, whither he was summoned by 
President Hoover for a conference 
with Secretary Lamont, chairman of 
the interdepartmental committee set 
up by the President for the further 
study of shipping problems. He 
sptnt the entire forenoon with Sec­
retary Lamont land then hastened 
back home.
“We believe that we are making 
subrtantlal progress," Congressman 
White told a Courier-Gazette re­
porter. “Many steamship lines have 
received mail contracts under the 
mail title of the Merchant Marine 
Act. of 1928. (These lines are on a 
firm foundation and their activities 
should result in a suostantial in­
crease of American Commerce. Un­
der the terms of the contracts with 
the Government manv lines arc 
obligated to build new and better 
ships. I understand that mail con­
tracts are pending with .other com­
panies. A substantial number of 
loans has been authorized to aid in 
the construction of large seagoing 
vessels of the best types. We have 
moved ahead more than half a cen- 
turv since the Act was passed.”
Mr. White became a member of 
Congress during the war period, in 
1917, and has served continuously 
ever since. His service has not gone 
unrewarded, for he has or.e of the 
most Important chairmanships in the 
House, that of Merchant Marine and 
Fisheries, with a jurisdiction over 
shipping, navigation laws of the 
United States, fisheries, :adlo and 
allied subjects. He has been termed 
the "Father of Radio legislation,’ 
and was selected to open t'e broad­
casting exercises at a recent anni­
versary observance In New York.
Mrs, White accompanied her hus­
band on his trip Into Lincoln and 
Knox Counties.
HITS AT PRECEDENT
Mayor Wilson of Bangor In Camden Address, Paves Way 
For His Own Candidacy
Hollywood Vanity
We have received a full car shipment of charming 
Bedroom Suites, featuring the ultra new
URGE COMPLETION
Petitioners Want the Link
Built Between Union and
Cooper’s Mills
A moral obligation rests on the 
State to complete at the earliest pos­
sible date the construction of Route 
101, the designated hignway between 
Augusta and Rockland, it was argued 
before the State highway commission 
at a hearing held Tuesday at the 
State House. The cities of Augusta 
and Rockland and the intervening 
towns were strongly represented, the 
attendance being about 100.
The petitioners are particularly 
anxious just ,now for work to be 
started early on the 17-mile link 
connecting the town of Union with 
Plummer's Corner near Cooper's 
Mills—no work on that section of 
the highway having yet been under­
taken. They argued that the moral 
obligation rests on the State to com­
plete this highway because it was 
designated as a State highway in 1914 
and because the cities and towns 
along the way have expended their 
State-aid appropriations there In the 
belief rtiat the project was going 
through at an early date.
Route 101 connects Augusta and 
Rockland, passing through Chelsea, 
Whitefield, Windsor, Somerville, 
Washington, Union and Rockport, a 
distance of about 46 miles.
Further argument was made by 
speakers that since this highway was 
designated, highways of apparently 
lesser importance have been built 
and rebuilt; and that the road is 
greatly needed to take care of the 
regular travel and the summer tour­
ists, for along the route there are 
several prosperous boys' and girls' 
summer camps.
Senator Dwinal of Camden was the 
first spokesman for the petitioners 
and others Included Mayor Carver 
of Rockland. Representative Fred E. 
Burkett of Union, H, L, Grinnell, 
chairman of the Union selectmen; 
Charles Hewett, secretary of the 
Kockland chamber of commerce, and 
A. E. Johnston of Washington.
The City of Augusta was repre­
sented by a special committee from 
the Augusta Kiwanis club consisting 
of ex-Mayor Ernest L. McLean. Sam­
uel Titcomb representing Mayor 
Robert A. Cony, who could not be 
present on account of a business en­
gagement out of the city; Senator 
Burleigh Martin, and Frank E. Mace, 
Representative Ralph Farris and 
Daniel E. Foster spoke in behalf of 
the Augusta Chamber of Commerce.
Chairman Frank A. Peabody at the 
close of the hearing, said that the 
highway commission would give the 
matter their attention and consid­
eration.
In an address before the Camden 
Board of Trade last nigh: Mayor 
John Wilson hit a sharp uppercut 
at the matter of precedent In State 
politics and conveyed a very strong 
hint of his Intention to enter th£ gu­
bernatorial race when ihe primaries 
art held next June. This is quite irr 
line with the statement which ap­
peared Tuesday in The Courier-Ga­
zette to the effect that Mayor Wil­
son would probably announce his 
candidacy within a short time. The 
Bangor executive devoted a consid­
erable portion of his address to the 
recenr referendum on power export.
• • • •
Mayor Wilson said in part:
New let me tell you two things 1 
am not going to discuss tonight, first 
the campaign issues which might 
arise if I should ent?r 'he guberna­
torial contest in next June primaries, 
for I suppose you have heard ru­
mors to that effect, and secondly the 
merit! of the two sides ir. the re­
cent referendum about which there 
was an absolutely honest difference 
of opinion. In this recent referen­
dum, regardless entirely of ’.he merits 
of Ihe question, every possible old 
time method was used by those in 
favor of this export to prevent the 
people from thinking when casting 
their ballot Tlie Governor told them 
to vote “yes'- without giving any spe­
cial reason or appealing to their judg­
ment. The voters resented it as can 
be shown by the fact that in one 
precinct there were about 350 straight 
“no" votes on all five issues on which 
the Governor directed the people to 
vote “yes.”
Those in favor of exportation said 
In circulars sent to a vast number 
of voters, if not to all, you should 
vote "yes" because the Legislature 
voted so and they understood the 
issue und the Governor approved it. 
The voters again resented this in­
sult to their intelligence and when, 
using their brains they discovered it 
to be untrue as well, of course they 
resented it more deeply still and it 
had a decided effect on the result. Of 
course the Legislature only voted to 
submit the question to The people 
and not to allow the expert.
Again certain distinguished sum­
mer visitors, notably two beloved and 
yespected summer residents of this 
section gave advice how to vote, of 
course at the solicitation of the huge 
combine and without attempting to 
tel! you wha. effect it may have had 
on friends and neighbors of these 
two gentlemen, certainly in the state 
generally, it was resented or treated 
as a joke and helped the "no” vote. 
In tlie same way the names of distin­
guished residents of Maine who ad­
vised voting “yes” without giving 
any real reason therefore published 
day after day in the Gannett papers 
did their cause, as it is now agreed, 
more harm than good.
There were countless other evi­
dences that the people if Maine 
thought on that occasion. They 
would not believe that the holding 
companies were for the benefit of the 
consumers of power nor many other 
wild assertions of the proponents and 
of course also did not believe all the 
statements of those opposed but the
evidence is conclusive that they 
thought, thought for themselves, and 
voted honestly even if you still wish 
to assert and believe they voted 
wrongly.
Presumably those on one side must 
be wrong but who ran say which and 
certainly no one will venture to say 
that one side thinks und the other 
side does not. The radicals of today 
have on many occasions been the 
conservatives of tomorrow’.
Now it does no good for me to as­
sert that the people do think, that 
the new type of politician is correct, 
and that a democratic form of gov­
ernment under those conditions is 
possible. You might believe me but 
if you only depended on my judg­
ment you would be likely to change 
your mind when some good friend of 
yours conies along in whom you and 
I both have confidence and says that 
Is all hunk which Wilson tells you.
I want you to think for yourself 
about one more matter. If you be­
lieve with ms in *he ability of the 
people to think and govern them­
selves, do you think that they should 
stop thinking for two years because 
the old time politicians developed a 
precedent that an office holder should 
have two terms regardless of his 
ability, regardless of the principles 
for which he stands or any other 
cause and that until tins time has 
elapsed no one should enter a pri­
mary against him. And after you 
have decided whether the people 
should slop thinking for themselves 
for two years and submit to be gov­
erned by one who does not truly rep­
resent them then, think a little too, 
whether the men and women will be 
hound by that precedent.
I personally do not believe for a 
moment that if that condition doe* 
exist, and I am not saying it does 
nor am I going to argue it at all, but 
If it does exist now or should exist 
In the future that the holder of some 
important office no longer lepresents 
the will of the people in regard to 
some fundamental principle of our 
government, if democracy is really 
an issue, I do not believe the citi­
zens of Maine will sit still without 
thinking, without ac’ing, without 
voting because of some old precedent 
of a rapidly vanshing political regime
And look a bit to see how strong 
even the precedent Is. Many of thes? 
old paity leaders who arc now so 
worried about this sacrel custom 
were the very ones who against Gov. 
Brewster at his second Term sup­
ported Mr. Thayer, running without 
an issue and with an open statement 
that he would not support Brewster, 
even if he won the Primaries. There 
-are old political war horses in Ban­
gor, whom I know and could name 
and I believe too in almost all com­
munities in exactly this inconsistent 
position. It is a good plan if any­
one is arguing in favor of this pre­
cedent to first ask him how he stood 
in regard to Thayer, Of course I 
do not claim that all are so inconsis­
tent but a good many thousands are 
in just that position and many 
prominent politicians among them. 
Baxter and Brewster, the last two 
governors both had such opponents 
so is there much of precedent after- all 
to apply to Gov. Gardiner.
“Thanks for Tip, Old Boy”
This picture shows how Rockland men feel about this Remarkable Sale of 
Men’s Clothes we are running
ONLY THREE DAYS MORE!
This Sale Positively Closes Saturday Night and We Hope Everything Will Be 
Gone
LOOK AT THESE SMASHING VALUES
Men’s Overcoats, $6.95 Men’s Suits,. $9.95
(only a few of these left) Men’s Caps, $1.25
Morey Hats, $3.95 (always sold $2.00 to $2.50)
(regular $5 00 value) Leather Jackets, $10.00
Buckskin Shirts, $2.00 Flannel Shirts, .59
Fleece Lined Union, .98 Blue Serge Suits, $22.50
(a great value) j Working Pants, .95
Ladies’ Ipswich Silk Hose, 10c pair
LINCOLN’S LAST
Hollywood Vanity
a piece destined to set the vogue. See 
these remarkable sets, beautifully fin­
ished, strongly made—a bargain!
and up
CASH OR EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street, Rockland, Me.
<
N. B. Ask to see our new Boudoir Lamp, ivory finish, 
delicate colored glass shades, $1.69
WORLD’S OLDEST CITY
It is generally supposed that Da­
mascus, the chief city cf Syria, is the 
oldest city in the world. Although 
positive evidence is lacking, there is 
some reason for believing that its 
site has been continuously occupied 
by a city longer than any other spot 
on the earth. The Jewish historian. 
Josephus, who probably based his 
assertion on a Hebrew tradition, at­
tributed the foundation of Damascus 
to the great-grandson cf Noah. In 
Genesis 14 it is related that Abraham 
pursued the routed kings to Hobah, 
"which is on the left hand of Da­
mascus.” This statement, of course. 
Is not conclusive, but collateral evi­
dence Indicates that Damascus was 
a place of importance already in the 
time of Abraham.
Chief Justice Deasy Presiding
Over the Term At Wis­
casset
The October term of the Lincoln 
County Supreme Court opened Tues­
day with Chief Justice Luere B. 
Deasy of Bar Harbor presiding.
A new grand jury was empanelled 
for service at this term and at the 
term to be held next May. Tills 
grand jury was made up thus: S. D. 
Wood of Newcastle, foreman, Daniel 
M. T. Alley and Arthur Winslow of 
Boothbay, John Auld, K. M. Barter 
and Chester L. Holton of Boothbay 
Harbor, Manning L. Blagdon of Wis­
casset, Elbridge Caswell of White- 
field, William H. Crowell and Clinton 
B. Gross of Waldoboro, Charles J. 
Crummett of Somerville, Alden J. 
Giles ot Damariscotta, Theodore W. 
Greenleaf of Edgecomb, Arthur Hall 
of Jefferson. Melvin P. Houdlette of 
Dresden, Delmar B. Little and Ernest 
W. Weeks of Bristol.
Two traverse Juries were empan­
elled thus; First Jury: Arthur R. 
Greenleaf of Boothbay Harbor, fore­
man: Ambrose P. Alley of South 
Bristol, Clinton R. Bailey of Wiscas­
set. John A. Geyer of Bristol, Oral E. 
Ludwig of Waldoboro, Marshall 
Moore, and Edward W. Pilnian of 
Boothbay Harbor, J. B. Shattuck of 
Newcastle, George E. Sherman of 
Edgecomb. Walter C. Wat's of Booth- 
bay. Harry Winslow of Bristol, and 
Percy O. Sherman of Boothbay.
• • • • '
Second Traverse jury are Herbert 
Clark of Jefferson, foreman; Actor F. 
Abbott of Boothbay. Richard T. Colby 
of Wiscasset, Winnfield Coos of Bris­
tol, Arthur J. Dodge of Somerville, 
W. H. Hull of Bremen, Walter E. 
Kaler and Herbert E. Witcher of 
Waldoboro, John Mathews of Dam- 
arisccttl, Roland Walter of Waldo­
boro. Fred M. Weeks of Dresden and 
M. Lee Perkins of Boothbay Harbor
Lowell Cunningham of Whitefield 
and William A. Moody of Nobleboro 
are supernumeraries.
The docket of civil cases coming 
■ver from the term held last May was 
very light, there being but 34 cases, 
four of which are pending in the Law 
Court. The calling of the docket 
showed few cases for trial at this 
term. From the docket of cases 
which came forward from the last 
term but one case was placed on the 
list for jury trial.
Eleven indictments of which 1ft 
were made public, were reported by 
the grand jury. The bills made pub­
lic are:
William Henry Jones of Jefferson, 
assault with a dangerous weapon 
with intent to kill.
Francis Burnham of Bath, break­
ing. entering and larceny.
Jack Simonton of Wbldoboro. il­
legal manufacture of Intoxicating 
liquor.
Leon Gove of Newcastle, cheating 
by false pretences.
Clarence Curtis and Oliver New­
comb, Jr., of Boothbay Harbor, four
STRAND THEATRE
Practitioners have cured ills with 
drug3, without drugs, with “tools” 
and without, but the only successful 
doctor who ever cured entirely with 
udvice is "The Love Doctqr," that 
delightful physician who specializes 
in love affairs.
"The Love Doctor" is the name of 
Richard Dix's latest Paramount all- 
talking feature, coming Thursday and 
Friday to Strand Theatre.
The whole thing started when the 
doctor returned from his studies 
abroad and his first patient was a 
young man suffering from love In a 
very extreme stage. The girl he loved 
wouldn't pay any attention to him, 
so Dr. Dix laid down three rules guar­
anteed to both cure the patient and 
win the young lady his heart desired. 
Here are the three rules: First, if you 
fall in love, say so. if you like, but 
never let the loved one be quite sure 
you mean it. Secend. make yourself 
scarce. Be as devoted as you like but 
don't always be on hand. Third, try 
and make the loved one jealous.
The chap followed the rules, but 
his nurse had overheard the doctor's 
advice and decided to try it on the 
doctor, a confirmed bachelor. The 
young lady the patient was in love 
with decided that the doctor would 
make a nice husband and went after 
him. It Is stiff competition between 
the nurse and the young deb until— 
well that would be no fair telling. 
You will be able to see and hear 
Thursday and Friday this all-talking 
farce from the famous stage play 
“The Boomerang," at the Strand The­
atre.—adv.
PARK THEATRE
The boy who broke Into the movies 
by making Cecil M. DeMIUe laugh 
during the making of “The Godless 
Girl,” comes into his own in “The 
Sophomore” a Pa the dia’ogue picture 
which begins a two-day engagement 
at tlie Park Theatre today. He Is 
Eddie ’iQuiUau. youthful Pathe come­
dian, whose meteoric rise from the 
comparative obscurity of a vaudeville 
performer to that of a screen star, 
has been accomplished in less than 
two years, in this production Eddie 
is given his biggest chance. playing a 
wise-cracking college boy with an 
overgrown sense of humor, which 
constantlygets him into trouble. He 
loses his tuition fee shooting craps 
and someone unknown to him pays 
his fee to the faculty. This results in 
some amusing and highly dramatic 
•developments. Sally O’Neil, star of 
countless successful screen features, 
plays the feminine lead opposite Ed­
die with Jeanette Loff in another 
important part. Others in the cast 
include Stanley Smith, Marilyn Mor­
gan, Lew Ayres and Russell Gleason. 
—adv.
indictments for freaking, entering 
and larceny.
Arthur Wentworth of Yfaldobor.i,
larceny.
Lemuel Jones of Bristol, illegal 
manufacture of intoxicating liquor.
Rocklan’ds Greatest Men’s Wear Sale
Only Three Days—Come In and Take Your Pick Open Evenings
The Men’s Shop
PARK THEATRE BUILDING ROCKLAND, ME.
VINALHAVEN
O. P. Lyons was in Lockland Tues­
day on a business trip.
Frances Maclntosi who is a stu­
dent at Rockland Business College 
arrived Tuesday for a few days va­
cation.
B. L. Lane who has been In Balti­
more the past week re turned Tues­
day and is the guest of his niece Mrs. 
E. C. Macintosh.
John Baggs and Max Conway left 
Monday for Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Webster and 
children Avis and Lois spent the 
weekend in Camden returning home 
Monday.
Mrs. Max Conway and sers Stan­
ley and Herbert are guests of her 
parents, Mr. nnd Mrs. Angus Henni- 
gar, Rockland.
Charles Robinson and Fernald 
Ames were In the city Monday.
Miss Ruth Barton returned re­
cently from Iowa.
Thad C. Carver, Mr. and Mrs. Wal­
ter Robbins and son Thad left Mon­
day for Pratt, Kansas.
Public school teachers are attend­
ing the State convention at Portland 
this week. There will be no school 
until Monday.
Mrs. Flora Ames returned Tuesday 
from a visit with relatives in Thom­
aston.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Nelson visited 
Rockland Tuesday.
Mrs. E. L. Glidden was hostess 
Tuesday night to the Sewing Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman A. Brown 
returned Monday from Rockland.
The Economy Cluo met Tuesday 
evening with Mrs. Herbert Patrick
Mrs. Fred Lawry and Mrs. Oscar 
Lawry returned Monday from Rock­
land. I
The senior class, V.H.S., will bold 
a fair at the G.A.R. rooms Oct. 26 
and a Halloween dance in the evening 
at town hali
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Delano are 
to occupy ths upstairs apartment of 
Mrs. Jennie Patterson’s house on 
Main street for the winter months.
By kindness of Mrs. Alton Roberts, 
Mrs. P. J. Clifford and her Sunday 
School class are enjoying a camping 
trip at The Ritz on the Roberts es­
tate, Calderwood’s Neck.
Union Church Cire’e will hold Its 
usual supper at the vestiv Thurs 
day at 5.30.
Lafayette Carver Corps will bold 
inspection Nov. 5.
SOUTH WARREN
Mr. ai;d Mrs. J3rne,st Jbrdan of 
Portion 1 were recent guests at L. R. 
Bucklin’s. Mr. and Mrs. Fnncis Sa- 
ville and Mrs. Josie Hyler and Mrs. 
Letha Munroe of Rockland were also 
entertained there.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlock, Mr. 
and Mrs. O. B. Lbby, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Page, Mr. and Mrs. L. It.
Bucklin and O. A. Copeland attended 
the Poultry Association meeting in 
Waldoboro Tuesday.
Fred Folsom of Auburn who has 
been visiting his sister, Mrs. Lula 
Libby, has returned home.
Mrk and Mrs. Frank Page visited 
his sister Mrs. Howard Smiley in 
Farmingdale Sunday.
Mrs. Rosa Cutting attended the 
Grin’dle-Wincapaw wedding in War­
ren, Oct. 12.
Mrs. Rose Marshall called on Mrs. 
Ada Feyler Sunday in Waldoboro, a 
former pupil with whom she had not 
met for 17 years.
Eight members of Good WH11 
Grange attended Pomona in Cushing 
Saturday. The expression was heard 
on all 2*des ‘Best Pomona I ever at­
tended.” The chaplain of the State 
Grange was present and added much 
to the interest of the meeting. This 
Grange is small in number*: but wide 
awake. Members from Limerock 
Valley and Lincoln County were glad­
ly welcomed. No one can fail of get­
ting inspiration from a meeting like 
that.
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland called 
on his brother Uarri.3 Copeland at 
the Meadows Sundiy evening.
HOPE
Next Monday evening at 7 o’clock 
there will be a supper at the Grange 
hall.
Mrs. Will Wellman and daughter 
Mrs. Childs and her daughter of 
South Hope visited Mrs. Eleanor Pay- 
son Sunday. Four generations were 
represented.
Roland Robbins and twe friends 
Wyman Clark qnd Fern Taylor spent 
the weekend with his parents Mr. and 
Mrs. W. K. Robbins. Mr. Robbins has 
beeh working in Allston, Mass., for 
the past few months.
Mrs. Nellie Fish who is making her 
home with her daughter Laura in 
Rockland, is in town for the week.
True Spear was a Sunday guest of 
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. True.
DRY HAND STUNT
Despite its simplicity this is really 
a startling little trick. For it you 
have to purchase about an ounce of 
lycopodium . at the drug store 
Sprinkle some of the powder on the 
surface of a pan of water. Then an­
nounce to the audience that if some­
one will drop a coin in the water you 
will try *to get it out without get­
ting your hand wet. As soon as the 
coin has been dropped in plunge your 
hand in after it. Upon withdrawing 
the hand and coin all you have to do 
is to give the hand a quick shake to 
knock off tlie powdered lycopodium. 
To the surprise of everyone your hand 
is still as dry as it was before it was 
i»ut into the water. The secret is | 
that the powder adheres to the hand 
and prevents it from getting wet.— 
Tlie I’aL^Xiuavr.
COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
Wendell H. Thornton of Rockland 
is one of the Colby students eligible 
for membership in th** Varsity Club 
which is being organized at the col­
lege this fall. The aim of the club 
is to assemble “the separate runks of 
athletes into a unit of fellowship 
and inliuer.ee.” Only men who have 
earned their major “C” may become 
members. • • ♦ •
Franklin Winslow Johnson, Presi­
dent of dolby College, was born in 
Jay, Maine, Aug. 17, 1870. He re­
ceived an A.B. degree from Colby 
in 1891 ar.d an A.M. in 1894. He was 
principal of Coburn Classical Insti­
tute, Waterville, 1894-1905; principal 
of Academy, Morgan Park, Illinois, 
1905-1907; principal of Univer­
sity of Chicago High School 
1907-1918; Major of Sanitary Corps 
U.S.A., 1918-1919; associa’e profes­
sor of education at Teachers College, 
Columbia 1919-1029, and in June 
1929, he was inaugurated as presi­
dent of Colby. In 1915 he published 
his “Problems of Boyhood;” he has 
also contributed educational articles 
to various periodicals. Already Pres­
ident Johnson has shown that the 
interests of Colby are his interests 
and that he intends doing all in his 
power to improve the college.
♦ • • •
Among the new Colby students 
who are pledged to fraternities are 
the following: John M. Fletcher, 
Donald H. Rhoades and Horace B. 
Wescott of Belfast, Kappa Delta 
Rho; and Tillson Davis Thomas of 
Camden, Delta Upsllon.
♦ • ♦ •
As a part of the Colby Day exer­
cises to be held in Waterville, Nov. 1, 
a memorial to the late Arthur Jere­
miah Roberts, former President of 
Colby College will be unveiled. The 
memorial has been placed in Station 
Square which is to be renamed Rob­
erts Square. Mayor Dubrod is chair­
man of the committee in charge.
DO TREES DIE OF OLD AGE7
Nc close parallel exists between 
Jrees and animals in reaps’t to long­
evity and maturity. Trees do not 
die of old age in the sense thut hu­
man beings and animals do. Their 
death results either from accident 
i or disease. The disease usually takes 
Ihe form of decay in the trunk, which 
shuts off the water and food sup­
ply from the soil. A human being 
reaches his maximum height at a 
comparatively early age. Ir. fact In 
later years his height may, and usu­
ally does, decrease somewhat. But a 
tree continues to grotv as long as it 
i - alive, although after It reaches a 
certain size, depending on the spe-
, oit s and other factors, the rate o( 
i-r- . ...
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See the new 
1930 RED LINE
Delco-Light
With its 15 improvements, this is the greatest 
Delco-Light ever offered
Wc haven't space iiere to talk about the new 1930 
Delco-Light having heavier armatures, new brush ten­
sion controls, improved switch mountings and things 
like that. But you can take the word of an authorized 
Dclco-Light Dealer that the 15 improvements on this 
new line of Delco-Light plants are real improvements! 
And they make these new plants the biggest thing 
Delco-Light ever put out. .And that's saying something.
But after all, that’s only talk. Wc want you to tee 
this new plant for yourself. Then you’ll know why it’s 
the greatest Delco-Light ever built. And we want you 
to know how easily you can have one on your place. 
Stop in and let’s talk it over.
ROY H. GENTHNER
Telephone Damariscotta 1 05--1 
Waldoboro, Me.
Just phone or drop us a card and we’ll bring Delto*
Light to your hme for a nirht demonstration
DELCO-LIGHT
ELECTRIC POWER AND LIGHT PLANTS
Also Manufacturers of Ehctric Water Systems
PRODUCTS OF GENERAL MOTORS
MeJe and Guaranteed by Dcleo-LisKt Companr, Dayton, Ohio.
9-34 A BIT DULLER
But Stonington Has High 
Hopes For the Granite 
Business
From the report of*Alex McGuflle 
corresponding secretary of the Ston­
ington quarrytnen's union, as pub­
lished in the current issue of the 
Quarry Workers Journal, these ex­
tracts are taken:
"Business in this town has fallen 
off a bit since my last report. On the 
John L. Goss’ job the cutters have 
just got through—the last man just 
finished his stone on Saturday—but I 
understand that they have not laid 
off any quarrymen as yet and one 
or two of the cutters are at work 
shingling the cutting shed so it looks 
as if they had something in view. 
Here’s hoping that they have.
"On the Deer Island company's job, 
the cutters got through about a week 
or so ago but they are going to start 
work again on another small bridge 
job. We are quarrying the stone for 
it now and the cutters will be at 
work on it sometime next week.
"We had quite a delegation here 
from New York last Thursday, giving 
the quarries the once over. I under­
stand that they were officials of the 
Hudson river bridge, if they were 
they surely got an eyeful—they saw 
more granite freed from the ledge 
in the quarries here. I bet, than they 
ever saw in their lives before. On the 
Deer Island company’s job. I should 
say to be conservative, that they 
have enough stone all free to load six 
or eight 150U ton barges and on the 
Goss’ job it is about the same. Now 
some of *ou may think that having 
that amount of stone all free is some­
thing unusual for the quarries here 
but it is not. On the contrary, they 
frequently have more than that freed.
"I have just been looking over the 
result of our balloting for a conven­
tion and it does not look as if our 
members at large were very much in­
terested in improving their condition 
Brothers, think of it—a grand total 
of 348 members went to the meetings 
and voted on the question of having 
a convention. Before next meeting 
night rolls around you members who 
have not been attending the meetings, 
sit down and think what organize,1 
labor has done for the working man— 
think of the pay you are receiving 
now compared with 25 years ago: 
think of the laws it has forced 
through on your behalf (we have the 
workmen's compensation law in 
nearly every state in the I’nion) ,and 
the eight-hour day. Do you think for 
.1 minute that these laws would have 
come to pass if every one stayed at 
home or went to the movies or auto 
tiding when meeting night came 
around ?
“Brother Dacey thinks I have an 
exalted opinion of the quarries here. 
1 have not—I try to give you the facts 
I hut he seems to be from Missouri 
Well. Brother Dacey, next time you 
have a vacation, come to Stonington 
and you will he convinced. You say 
that they have stone enough in Mil­
ford to last for five hundred years and 
that it does not change in color. Well 
brother. 1 do not doubt your word, but 
1 they have been quarrying stone here 
1 for the last hundred years and they 
have hardly scratched the surface yet 
. I have never heard of any of it 
changing color and for quite a few 
years now eighty per cent of the stone 
-cut in New York comes from this 
town. There may he better stone for 
monumental work but Stonington 
1 Deer Island I’ink Granite has no pec:
' for building work.
The wise modern housewife shares 
’her burdens and lets The People’s 
Laundry. Tel. 170. do her family wash, 
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the 
service prompt, the work excellent
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KNOX ARBORETUM
Director Lermond Returns 
From a Specimen Spotting 
Trip
Twenty-live visitors at the Arbo­
retum Sunday the 20tb. coining from 
Appleton. Belfast, Friendship, Orono, 
South Bristol, Tenant’s Harbor. 
Thomaston and Billerica. Mass. Four 
young ladies from Rockland the 19th.
The Henry Lermond collection of 
minerals has recently- been donated 
to the Academy by Mr. Lehnond’s 
sister. Mrs.* Grae«3 (Lermond) 
Wyllie.
We are now prepared to receive 
and store in basemont of our fireproof 
museum, all collections on hai d, or 
that may be donated.
On two trips of four days each we 
visited our president, Prof. Perkins 
of the Department of Geology of 
Colby, and mineral collectors in Au­
burn. Backfield, Heleon, Andover. 
West Paris. Norway. Paris Hill, and 
Albany bringing and shipping home 
many fine specimens collected by 
ourselves or contributed by the col­
lectors called on. A North lav we 
w< shown over the plant of the 
Maine and New Hampshire Granite 
Company and present'd wPh b» tuti- 
ful polished specimens of both their 
Maine and New Hampshire granites. 
In t*me we hope t » l uild hi the 
largest and finest collection of Maine 
building and ornamental stones to 
be seen anywhere in the United 
States. All who can ’Mease L In out 
with specimens.
Our grea‘est immediate need is a 
fti mace. Cannot some good friend 
give us $100 toward buying same?
Norman V. Lermond.
Director.
Thank You
ore Great Values Are Offered
Fancy Sugar Cured Hams
Swift Premium 
Armour Star
The lowest price in many years, 
this sale for winter use.
lb. 27c
Buy a whole ham during
U. S. S. KICKAPOO.
Capt. Hays Trying Luck 
With the Gun—Floating a 
Derelict
Albert Hays, commanding officer 
of the Kickapoo, leaves today on 
15-day leave of absence, part of 
which will be devoted to hunting and 
part to a visit in Portland. •
* * * *
The Kickapoo did not have to wait 
for peak tide of the month to haul 
the f mr-masted schooner Dorothy 
from her resting place on the sandy 
: beach at Bucknam’s Head as the old 
toaster slid off easily on high water 
when the powerful steamer pulled fln 
her and within a few mintues she was 
on her last voyage at the end of the 
Kickapoo's hawser enroute to Addi­
son where she will end her days as a 
breakwater for the vessels carrying 
granite from A. T. Lang's quarry to 
New York. Mr. Lang having pur­
chased the well known old coaster 
from her former owner, Capt. Charles 
E. Trynor of Portland, who planned 
on wrecking her at Bucknam’s Head.• • ♦ *
W. T. Murphy, executive officer, 
has returned from 45 days’ leave spent 
, wltk his family at West New 
' Brighton. Staten Island, N. Y. %
| •
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Clemmans have 
moved here from Norfolk. Va.. Mr. 
Cremmans is one of the quartermas­
ters on this ship.
NEVER FOUND IT
But the Old Professor Discovered a
Truism About Down East Stone.
Apropos of the address delivered 
before the Rockland Lions Club last 
Wednesday is the following poem 
which was written by F. H. Winslow 
of Vinalhaven for the Granite Cut­
ters’ Journal:
» * ♦ •
GRANITE
'Tis the year Pour Thousand Twenty-nine
In America's desert land,
An old Professor delves away
In the dry and gritty sand.
Hi has a gang of Robots
Anil he works them night and day 
Id'.'UiiiK and dumping loads of sand
In a coulee ’crost the way.
Fiom time to time he studies
A wrinkled and worn old map 
That tells of a bulled city
In the desert's sandy lap.
They called the place Chicago,
And very soon lie’d know 
If that concrete block still held the wealth
llid there by Bootleg Joe.
His Instruments so accurate
Locate within a yard 
Ot where the coin is buried
So he works his Robots hard.
He drives a tunnel fifty feet
Before he stays his hand 
Down underneath the surface,
Put all he finds is sand.
In dire distress lie tries again
To learn if he is right,
If some miscalculation
Has worked this sorry plight.
But though he figures forty ways
The answer is the same.
And now he knows beyond a doubt
That fate has queered his game.
And he moves'west two hundred feet
To try his luck once more.
To find the concrete building
That hides the Bootleg store.
So down again he drives a shaft,
Into sand as dry as bone.
He'd scarcely tunneled twenty feet
When the shovels scrape on stone.
Ano there, before his wondering eyes
Uncovered from the sand 
A granite roof, the finest
Ever shaped by human hand.
He let his Robots labor oil,
His wonder grew apace.
As loads of sand was scraped away
Along a building's face.
From window ledge and cornice
From moulding cap and hand 
He scrapes away the debris
With sure and careful hand.
Uncovering granite treasures
Whose excellencies show 
The art of those that carved them
Two thousand years ago.
And letters hold across the front
By skilful hands were made 
That tell the world this building housed
Chicago's Board of Trade.
And just below two other lines
Smaller, hut just as plain 
Proclaims the fact this job was cut
At Vinalhaven, ’Maine.
L'Envoy
The old Professor never found 
i The loot of Bootleg Joe,
The concrete block had turned to sand
Hundreds of years ago.
But a truth he found that very day
As he pondered there alone.
There's nothing stands the test of time
Like good old down-east stone.
Our Great ' - 
“NEW CUSTOMER”
SALE a ,,,,
of famous -*
ALLEN-A Hosiery
is now on
Newest Styles... Newest Shades at ’
20% Reductions
until Monday night
CUTLER-COOK CO.
346 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND
We Are Cutting Native
Little Pigs
Fresh Shoulders 
Pork Steak 
Fresh Ham Whole 
Mixed Fresh Pork 
Our Famous Sausage 
Pigs’ Liver
lb 21c 
lb 39c 
lb 25c 
lb 20c 
lb 35c
2 lbs 25c
Boneless Corned Beef
Try Our Sourkrout
Steak Sale
Sirloin 
Porterhouse 
Top Round
lb 39c 
lb 49c 
lb 39c
Beef Sirloin
Boneless Oven Roast
Pound 43c
lb 29c
2 lbs 19c
SATURDAY SPECIAL
Steaming Hot Brown Bread and Beans
both for 35c
A New Low Price for All Time. A Real Money Saver
One quart of Beans 
One loaf of Brown Bread
Fancy Native Fowl lb 37c
A large lot to select from almost any size dressed as desired
Lean Boneless Pie Meat lb 25c
Fancy Smoked Shoulders lb 19c
Newly Smoked for this Sale. Notice the difference in quality
PERRY’S MARKET
WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Frewin have | 
moved lnto’the summer home of Har- 
| old Boggs at Hinkley’s Corner. Mr. 
Frewin is regional director for the 
Maytag washing machine.
Rev. D. T. Burgh was called to . 
Brockton. Mass.. Tuesday by the seri- !
| ous illness of his niece.
Warren teachers left Wednesday 
J afternoon for Portland where they | 
will attend the teachers' convention.
Mrs. X. B. Eastman and Miss M. 
(Grace walker motored to Bangor 
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Decker. Mrs. 
i Bonney and Miss Lamson of New* 
i castle were callers Sunday on Mr. and 
i Mrs. John L> Teague.
| Several members of Warren Grange 
| went to East Warren Oct. 16 to at- 
j tend the annual get together meet- 
| ing at the home of Robert and Leon- 
| aid Sinunons and as usual they 
I opened wide their doors and bid them 
welcome. Thirty sat down to a bo'un- 
i tiful feast. Games and a social eve- 
i ning followed.
I Sunday morning at the Baptist 
Church the pastor will speak on the 
subject “Loyal.” “Higher Levels" is
I the subject for the evening service. 
The volunteer choir is furnishing ac­
ceptable music with Mrs. Harold] 
Drewett at the organ. Chester O. 
Wyllie serves as precentor and solo­
ist at the evening meetings. The 
services of Rally Day proved of real 
help to the added number attending. 
Autumn leaves made a gorgeous dec­
oration for the church. The W.W.G.. 
girls meet at four o’clock Friday aft­
ernoon with Mrs. Boyd Caler.» • ♦ ♦
Alice M. Peabody
The death Oct. 12 of Alice, only 
daughter of Albert and Flora (Cope­
land) Peabody, brought sorrow to 
many in this cc.mfnunity. To an un- 1 
usual degree she had become en- | 
deared to a large circle of friends, de- 
I spite the fact that she had seldom j 
been able to enter into the social life 1 
of the town. Always a frail chikL as 
she grew to young womanhood she 
| became more or less of an invalid and 
during the last four years she had 
been confined almost wholly ‘to her 
hed. Although suffering intensely at 
times she never lost her courage and | 
I hope that soon the blessing of health 
I would he hers. She was ever cheer- 
| ful. ever thoughtful of those she 
loved, and the life of the family 
centered .about her couch. Every­
thing that loving hands and hearts 
and the best of medical science could 
do was done to alleviate her suffer- 1 
ing^f She native of this place. •
having been born in the Copeland 
~ i homestead on the Camden load Nov. 
i 26. 1902, and Warren had always been i 
her home. Besides the parents those 
of the immediate family who survive 
her are an older brother Clarence F. 
and her aged grandfather, Alberti 
Copeland. Fimerafservices were held I 
at the home Oct. 15. with the Rev. II. 
M. Burlington of the Baptist Church , 
i officiating. The floral tributes | 
were many and beautiful and many 
sorrowing friends gathered to do her 
honor. The bearers were Clifford 
Spear, Irvin Spear. Herbert Thomas 
and Joseph Stickney. Interment was 
in the Fairview cemetery.
For Sale—Kolster Radio, 6-tube 
console model with Philco socket 
power. 3. F. Copeland Warren.
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Hallowe’en
Novelties
To insure the success of your 
Halloween Party, visit
Carini’s
Fruit & Candy Shoppe
Replete with Delightful Novelties 
and a Choice Collection of Favors 
Mail and Telephone Orders Filled
“Doctor, Doctor, 
can you tell 
What will make 
The ladies well?”
Doctor Dix thinks he can tell ! 
His three simple health rules to 
prevent falling in love lay the plot 
for the best comcily Dix has made! 
Because he falls in love—! Oh, 
Doctor!
A show thaffs a lot better than 
"Nothing But the Truth!”
SATURDAY ONLY
Monte Blue,
Betty Compson
in
“SKIN DEEP”
A PUBLIX SHOWS
THEATRE at
TEL. 892 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
As the Pirates of Old
Have Discovered Chests of Gold—
BON-TONE
has discovered the Roots and Herbs that helped 
hundreds back to the road of Health and Happiness
The herbs used in Bon-Tone 
have been carefully selected as 
to their therapeutic value in the 
treatment of ailments arising 
from disordered stomath, liver, 
kidneys and bowels. Many rem­
edies of today are make-shifts. 
Herbs picked at random and 
compounded in such a way as
to be incompatible (for instance 
a nerve tonic and an excitant or 
a laxatiy and a constipating 
medicine combined) not so with 
Bun-Tune. Each and every herb 
assists the other and combines 
to form a tonic and system 
cleanser and alternative of the 
highest type.
Bon-Tone Merits Your Good-Will
TRY IT FOR KIDNEY, BOWELS, LIVER AND STOMACH DISORDERS
FREE
An Interesting Booklet
“The Road to Success”
Come in and ask for a copy
Exclusive Agents
Corner Drug Store 
Main and Limerock Sts.
Rockland Pharmacy 
Main and Park Streets 
Rockland, Me.
Il
Hallowe’en
Dance
Auspices Itocevik Club
THURSDAY, OCT. 31
Temple Hall
Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra
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COHEN BROS. WANT YOUR
LIVE POULTRY
Will pay highait price 
No lot too larga; non. too small.
Call Warren, Me. 3*22
*
or write, cere of
Al Rines, Warren, Me.
Reference: Any Poultry Raifcer 
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TODAY AND FRIDAY
‘THE SOPHOMORE’
ALL TALKING-SINGING-LAUGHING
With '
EDDIE QUINLAN) SALLY O’NEIL
All dialogue picture with a 
tremendous football game in 
which the hero is sent into 
the struggle at the crucial- 
moment and doesn't win the 
game, but—a remarkable pic­
ture of college life—yotl'll vote 
it tlic best you’ve ever seen. -
If you’ve never laughed be­
fore, you will when you see 
"The Sophomore”—it’s won­
derful—-it’s great—you'l! re­
gret missing It.
NEWS. VITAPHONE ACT AND ALL-TALKING COMEDY
THURSDAY NIGHT IS R. H. S. NIGHT
Football Team Guest of Honor 
CONCERT BY R. H. S. JAZZ BAND 
COMING SATURDAY
Rod LaRocque Tel.
409
in
‘The Delightful Rogue’
All Talking Drama 11W
Pricos: 
t Matine 25c 
| Evening 25c 
35c
Children 10<
One of the Publix Theatre* 
HOME OF PARAMOUNT
TALKING-SINGING PICTURES
i—.
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EMBARKS ON ANOTHER SEASON
In addition to personal notes regarding 
departures and arrivals, this department espe­
cially desire:: Information of social happenings, 
parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent by mail or 
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .... ............................................... 770
■■ ------------ - ■■ ■■
Mrs. Ambrose Mills livia today 
for Boston where she will be the 
guest of her son Llewellyn, for three 
weeks.
Mrs. Herman Wlnehenhaugh and 
sister. Miss Theresa Burns, left Tues­
day for Portland and Boston where 
they will be over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Bartlett and 
children Evelyn and r'redeulck and 
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Bartlett left Wed­
nesday ft»r Somerville, Mass., to visit 
relatives over the weekend.
Mrs. William Clement and Mrs. L. 
B. Cook entertained at luncheon and 
bridge Tuesday evening at Mrs. Cle­
ment's bom? at South Thomaston, 
honors being taken by Mrs. Arthur 
Lawrence, Mrs. Harold Coombs and 
Miss Gladys Blethen.
Ml. and Mrs J^V. Hunter and Mrs. 
Ralph Lufkin of The Highlands are 
in Sargentville for a lew d^tys.
Tlte Rubinstein Club meets tomor­
row afternoon in the Congregational 
vestry at 2.15 with Mrs. Kathleen 
Marston as chairman.
Mr. and Mrs Everett Munsey have 
returned from Boston where 'hey at­
tended tile Erigidaire convention.
Mr. and Mrs. 11. H. Stoter, Mrs. 
Roland Small (Minerva Stover) and 
Mrs. Joe McGary (Madeline Stover) 
and two children, left Tuesday on a 
motor trip tc Methuen, Mesa.. Mrs 
MoGary's home. Front there Mr. and 
Mrs. Stover go to Stamford. Conn., to 
visit their daughter. Mrs. Small con­
tinuing to her new home In Elmira, 
N. Y.
Dr. It. W. Bickford. Mrs. Bel't 
Wilham and Mrs. Charles Emerv 
motored to J^ents Hill Saturday 
where they witnessed the game be­
tween Hebron and Kents Hill. Mrs. 
Witham, a Hebron alumnus, was the 
only happy member of the party on 
the homeward trip, as .he game went 
to Hebron.
Mrs. Zebedee Simmons entertained 
tlie Merry Meeters Club yesterday at 
luncheon and cards at her home in 
Soutli Thomaston.
Mrs. Katherine Studl y has closed ; 
her cottage at Crescent Beach and 
is with Miss Della Aylward, 5 North 
street, for the present.
Clifton Cross arrived home Tues­
day from a ft w days’ visit in Boston 
and vicinity, while vacationing from 
the Corner Drug Store.
Dr. N. K. Wood who'has been the 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Aimon B. 
Cooper, Limerock street, is at North 
Haven for a few days, returning to 
Rockland for a brief visit before go- i 
ing to liis home in Boston
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Linby anti 
grandson Herbert of Kingsboro, 
Mass., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. ' 
Fred Harden at The Highlands for a ■ 
week.
Misses Edith and Elizabeth Gard­
ner of Orono arc guests of their aunt. 
Mrs. Clarence Beverage, Chestnut 
street, until Sunday.
Capt. E. W. Skinner of South Port 
land was the weekend guest of his 
mother. Mrs. Amelia McIntosh. 
Hollies street.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Everbeck. 
who have been visiting Mrs. H. B. 
Waltz, Mrs. A. .1. Bates and relatives 
in Lincolnville, have returned to 
their home in Winthrop. Mass.
Mrs. Nancy I. Hall has gone to 
Waltham.Mass., to spend tlte winter 
with Mr. and Mrs. John II. Thomas.
Misses Harriett Howard and Flor­
ence .McFadden went to Portland 
Wednesday night to attend the teach­
ers' convention. Miss Howard will 
also visit friends and relatives.
Mrs. Hannah Murphy of 30 Lisle 
street who was injured in an automo­
bile accident about five weeks ago. 
remains in a serious condition at 
Knox Hospital.
Miss Imttie McLaughlin arrived 
... v__i. .... ..nd js ti1P
.u ixtii jicuaugnu
from New York last night and is the 
guest of lie.' parents. Mr. and Mrs. 
George E. McLaughlin.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Birr! of Mel­
rose Highlands are making a week's 
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. 
Wall
Mrs. Sabra Chandler who lias been 
visiting friends in liatli has returned 
home.
Mrs. E. C. Ingraham is visiting her 
brother, Andrew Coffey, in New York.
The Rubenstein Club will hold its second meeting of the season tomorrow after­
noon at the Congregational vestry, the session'beginning at 2.15. Non-members admitted 
to regular meetings for 25 cents each, excepting guest days, when the meetings are for 
the club members and their guests only. The season’s schedule, which is here append­
ed. pro-mises many enjoyable afternoons.
Oct. 25. Miscellaneous pre gram. Mrs. Kathleen Marston, chairman. Vurrent events. 
Vocalists, Mrs. Veazie, Mrs. Havener, Mrs. Bicknell. Mrs. Benner, Mrs. Morgan. Piano 
solos, Mrs. Magune, Mrs. Pooler. Piano duet. Miss Fuller and Miss Lamb.
Nov. 8. Exchange program with the Philharmonic Club of Lewiston and Auburn. 
(Nov. 1. 1829). Guest Day/Mrs. Dorothy Smalley, chairman.
Nov. 22. Ttpsa Ponselle Observance. Mi.-s Mabel Lamb, chairman. Paper, Miss Lamb. 
Vocalists, Mrs. Veazie. Miss Mabelle Brown, Mrs. Atwood, Mrs. Mitchell, Mrs. Morgan. 
Vocal trio, Mrs. Wentworth, Miss Lucy Marsh and Mrs. Browne. IPiano solos, Mrs. 
Eldridge, Mrs. Hayden and Mrs. ‘Sanborn. Piano duet, Mrs. Waterman and Miss iStahl. 
Dec. 6. Carrie Jacobs Bond. Mrs. Emily Stevens, chairman. Paper, Mrs. Stevens. 
Vocalists. Mrs. Hewett, Mrs. Beulah Ames, Mrs. Marston and Mrs. Benner. Ethetbert 
Xevin. Mrs. Edna French, chairman. Paper. Mrs. French. Piano solo, Mrs. Pooler. 
Piano duet, Mrs. Berry and Mrs. Averill. Violin, Miss Knight.
Dec. 20. Yuletide. Miss Alice Erskine, chairman. Current Events. Yuletide music, Miss 
Erskine. Vocalists, Mrs. Havener. Mrs. Constantine. Mrs. Atwood. Vocal duet, Miss Reed 
and Miss Marsh. Piano solos, Mrs. Beta Rdbinson, Miss Julia Woodcock and Mrs. 
Magune. Yuletide Caro’s by chorus.
Dec. 27. Special meeting for the homecomers. Guest Day. Mrs. Morgan, chairman. 
Vocalist, Miss Adelaide Cross, two groups. Piano solos, Miss Ruth Thomas and Mrs. 
Charlotte Jacks.-.n. Organ and piano duet, Miss Marion Marsh and Miss Esther Stevenson. 
Violin solos, Miss Bertha Luce, two groups.
Jan. 3. New Years Greeting and P— :n. Mrs. Ellingwood. Vocalists, Mrs. Creighton, 
Mrs. Storer. Mrs. Nutt, Miss Stevenson. Piano solos. Miss Margaret Everett, Mrs. 
Magune. Piano duet. Mr . Waterman and Miss Fuller. Violin. Miss Elizabeth Knight. 
Mrs. Ellingwood, chairman.
Jan. 17. Dudley Buck. Miss Caro Littlefield, chairman. Paper. Miss Littlefield. Vocal­
ists, Mrs. Wentworth, Mrs. Marston. Mrs. Mitchell and Miss Reed. Quartette by Dudley 
Buck, to be e’ected. Frederic Chopin—Mrs. Lizette Emery, chairman. Paper. Mrs. 
Emery. Piano sobs. Mrs. Berry. Mrs. Hayden. Miss Hall. Plano duet. Miss Stahl and
Miss Lamb.*
Jan. 31. Charles WakefieW Cadman. Mrs. Benner, chairman. Paper. Mrs. Benner. 
Vocalists. Mrs. Zulieita Ames. Mrs. Bicknell. Mis. Atwood. Mrs. Nutt and Mrs. Creighton. 
Vocal duet, Mrs. Hewett and Miss Marsh. Piano solos. Mrs. McMillan, Miss Woodcock and 
Miss Everett. Piano duet, Mrs. Eldridge and Mrs. Parker.
Feb. 14. Love Songs. Guest Day—Valentine Tea. Mrs. Hewett, chairman. Vocalists, 
Mrs. Veazie, Mrs. Mitchell. Mrs. Storer. Musical Readings. Mrs. 3’eular Ames. Piano solos, 
Mrs. Sanborn and Miss Hall. Piano duet, Mrs. Jackson and Miss Stevenson. Violin, Miss 
Luce. Chairman for the Tea, Miss Caro Littlefield.
Feb. 28. Student Day. Mrs. Gladys Morgan, chairman.
March 14. Folk Music. All Nations. Mrs. Wentworth, chairman. Vocalists, Miss 
Stevenson, Miss Brault, Mrs. Zulietta Ames, Mrs. Nutt and Mrs. Storer. Piano solos, Miss 
Creighton. Mrs. Pooler, Mrs. Sanborn. Piano duet, Mrs. Berry and Mrs. Smalley. Chorus. 
March 23. The Music of Lent and Easter. Mrs. Alice Karl, chairman. Pa^er, Mrs. Karl. 
Vocalists. Mrs. Havener, Mrs. Bicknell. Mrs. Constantine. Vocal trio. Mrs. Wentworth, 
Mrs. Stevens and Mrs. Browne. Piano solos, Miss Stevenson and Mrs. Robinson. Piano 
duet, Mrs. Eldridge and Mrs. Parker. Violin. Miss Luce.
April 11. Miscellaneous program. Mrs. Dorothy Smalley, ■ m. current events. 
Mrs. Kathleen Fuller. Vocalists, Miss Brault. Miss Stevenson. Miss Reed, Mrs. Zulietta 
Ames and Mrs. Marston. Piano solos. Miss Creighton. Mrs. McMillan. Piano duet, Miss 
Fuller and Miss tStahl. Annual meeting, election of officers, etc.
AT THE METROPOLITAN
George Arliss In “Disraeli,” the Fea­
ture—Fourth Birthday Week Com­
ing.
The management of Metropolitan
Theatre lakes great pleasure in an­
nouncing the New England premiere 
of George Arliss in his first talking 
masterpiece. “Disraeli.'' in which the 
world-famed stage and screen star 
re-creates his greatest role.
Disraeli, master of men . . . and 
women; the quintessence of wit, wis­
dom and courage; a great lover and 
Reader; a character who will live 
through the centuries as a source of 
inspiration to those who cherish the 
, worthwhile things of life.
Supporting Mr. Arliss in “Disraeli’’ 
are Joan Bennett, daughter of Rich­
ard Bennett; and Florence Arliss. as
Lady Beaconsfield.”
In addition to this brilliant and 
spectacular feature, the Metropolitan 
Theatre presents on the stage, “Sky 
Harbor.’’ a new type of stage enter­
tainment, devised and staged by 
Frank Cambria, in which the entire 
action takes place in a Zeppelin while 
i it is touring in the air..
“It Won’t Be Long Now,’’ before the 
fourth birthday festival celebration 
* program of the theatre will have ar­
rived. All the vast resources of Para- 
| mount and Puhlix have been called 
■ upon to make the week of Oct. 31 the 
greatest entertainment ever presented 
1 at the Metropolitan Theatre. The 
.feature picture will he “Sweetie” co- 
starring Jack Oakle. Nancy Carroll,
and Helen “Sugar” Kane.
MORE FORD CARS
Production Shows Stoady Increase
With Year’s Total At 2.022,030
With production on the ir.r reuse] 
despite the approach of who is gen-| 
erally regarded as the slack season, 
the Ford Motor Comp my. today is­
sued a Htatorenl to the < ffeet that 
tlie October | rograni it the Rouge 
Plant tails lor a full ilve-dav sched­
ule.
The company's output of passenger 
and commercial curs during Septem­
ber amounted to” 161,305 units, a, 
marked increase over its production 
fur tlie corresponding i iont'1 of 1928 
This month's output is set at 175,000 
units.
Total production for the nine ! 
months of 1929. the official state­
ment shews, was 1.633.198 units. Tlie 
year's production is estimated at 2,- 
000,006.
A total of iOS.138 men were em­
ployed in the three Ford Plants in (lie 
Detroit area on October 2nd.—adv.
Mrs. C. O. Perry entertained tlm j W. H. Maxey, who has been the 
Tuesday Afternoon Club at cards at j guest of his daughter. Mrs. Martha 
her home on Masonic rtroet. ■ Watts, in Warren, has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Otis who 
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. 
O. Perry, Masonic street, returned 
to their home in Scituate, Mass.. 
Tuesday.
The winter series of bridge parties 
sponsored by the BPW Club opens 
tomorrow evening at the looms, with 
Mrs. A. L. Harmon and Mr^. Willis 
Anderson in charge.
Mrs. Guy Gannett entertained the 
ladies of the executive board of the 
State Federation of Music Clubs a* 
luncheon Tuesday at her home “Gray 
Rocks,” Cape Elizabeth, Mrs. Faith 
G. Berry of this city being among the 
guests. Miss Julia Noyes, president 
who has recently returned from an 
European trip was also present. 
An invitation has been extended 
by Langor to hold the I‘'30 State 
Federation in that city, and 
will probably be accepted.
The Itooevik Club held a special 
meeting Tuesday evening at the home 
| of Mrs. Walter H. Butler, when plans 
were completed for the Halloween 
dance to be given in Temple hall th? 
evening of Oct. 31. Mrs. E. L* Toner 
is general chairman, and tickets may 
be procured from any member of the
c.ub or at the door.
DR. DENTON 
SLEEPING GARMENTS
There is ncthing better to protect 
the baby these cold nights 
Sizes 0-1-2, open in back, drop 
seat, tie at wrists
Sizes 3-4-5-6, open front, extra 
heavy feet, washable buttons, 
prices from $1.00 to $1.65 per suit. 
We also carry a Sleeping Garment 
for $1.00, for any size from 1 to 6 
years.
THE BABY SHOP
393 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
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Miss G. Louise Ayers has closed
! her New York season and will spend 
the holidays with her sister. Mrs. 
Grace Ayers Black. Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Edward Connors end son
! Richard of Laiigor are guests of Dr. 
and Mrs. Perley Damon, Broadway.
"On Halloween night when ghosts 
walk and goblins fill the air there is 
r.o type of entertaining more pleas- I 
urable than a party at home.” writes ,
( Marie Gifford of Armour and Com- 
i pany’s department of food eeo- 
' nomies. “The attic or basement fixed 
| up in black and orarue with pump­
kin heads, corn stalks and autumn
! leaves lend a fascinating touch and 
' transform these places to a real party 
I ball. The guests should be dressed 
I in appropriate costumes and be 
| masked. Ducking for apples still re- 
mairs one of the outstanding sports 
of the pa:rty. Fortune idling by 
cards or reading of the palm will help 
make your party the event of the sea­
son. and of course the lunch should
I be truly Halloween for the food served 
: will do much to make or mar the 
‘ party. Here is a suggestive menu: 
Jellied Star ham salad in pumpkin 
molds masked with mayonnaise, 
brown or whole wheat bread lettuce 
sandwiches, cider or Veribest grape 
juice punch. Jack o’Lantern cakes
and orange ice.’’
Mrs. Albert Averill entertained the 
Tuesday evening sewing club at her 
home on Crescent street. The next 
meeting will be with Miss Lillian 
Baker, Franklin street.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley 
are home from a motor trip which 
took them to Washington. D. C. and 
through Virginia. The Delaware Wa­
ter Gap and Storm King Highway 
were interesting links in the home­
ward trip.
Dr. and Mrs. H. L. Stevens have re­
turned from a stay of’several weeks 
in Farmington where they cared for 
Mrs. Stevens' parents, during their 
last Illness.
The bridge given under the aus­
pices of the auxiliary Sons of Union 
Veterans at Grand Army hall Tui s- 
day evening had eight ta«»les. with 
honors falling to Mrs. L. F. Chase, 
Mrs. Thomas Foley, Mrs. I. o. Ste­
vens, Mrs. Fred Achorn, I. J. Shu­
man, Mrs. Emma Douglass, Mrs. 
Henry Jordan, Mrs. J. P. Cunning­
ham and Mrs. Herbert Hall.
To Let—-Storage for autos. Beat 
. J
Moody's Gas Station, 70 Park street^ 
Call at station or see S. F. Copeland.
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FULLER - COBB - DAVIS
Rain May Be Expected At This Sea­
son of the Year—
i
So get your raincoat from our stock 
which is most complete, prepared dur­
ing the dry spell, for the wet spell that 
is here
We have just received a large sliip- 
i ment of artificial flowers, the best wr 
! have ever shown and they certainly 
i look like the real thing. Gonia’s.— 
I adv.
?iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii!iiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiM
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Blankets! Blankets!
66x80 in. blankets
Large size with carefully over­
edged ends!
Striprd borders I QO
Fine, fleeiy cot-
ton! Per pair .... pr.
Fine Part Wool!
Large 66x80 inch size with sat­
een, b'nding! Neat 
plaids in beauti- 4Q
ful bright,'clean * 
colors ..................... pr.
With Silk Edge
Beautiful fleecy part wool thick
and warm. Sateen
borders. Wonder- QO
ful color combi-
nation ................... pr.
Indian Blankets
Those wonderful bright colors 
66x80 Navajo In- 
d i a n designs. €9 40
Special for this 
Sale ........................ pr.
ON TWO COMMITTEES
C. F. Snow Draws Warden
Service and .Game Conser­
vation and Sanctuaries
The matter of fall distribution of 
fish was taken up and allotment was 
made to the lakes and pond? in the 
State?at a meeting of the advisory 
council on inland fisheries and game 
Monday with Commissioner Stobie.
It was not considered advisable to 
stock, any of the brooks anti streams 
until reports had been made by the 
wardens as to the water conditions 
this past summer.
The advisory council, which was 
created by act of tlie last legisla­
ture, consists of: Chairman, Charles 
P. Kinsman*of Augusta; secretary,
I. Harold Angell of Saco; Willis E. 
Parsons of Dover-Foxeroft. former 
commissioner of inland fisheries and 
game; Commander F. Snow of 
Rockland; Ralph K. Wood of Presque 
Isle. George Goodspeed of W ilton and 
C. E. Carll of Gorham.
On the recommendation of Com­
missioner Stobie. it was decided yes­
terday to divide the advisory coun­
cil into committees, and tiiese com- | 
mittees were made up as follows:
Warden service; Messrs. Parsons, 
Snow and Goodspeed.
Hatcheries: Messrs. Goodspeed.
Carll and Angell.
Game conservation and sanctu­
aries: Messrs. Snow, Parsons and 
Carll.
Research; Messrs. Angel, Wood 
and Kinsman.
Legislation: Messrs. Kinsman
Wood and Angell.
This week's special, the nationally 
advertised Burgess Kitchen Memo­
randa “write it down and be right” 
Bridge prize or gift $1.0*. Crie’s Gift 
Shop.—adv. * j
FULLER - COBB - DAVIS
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
DANCE
R. V. F. A.
SNOW HALL
ThuiSday Evg., Oct. 24
KIRK’S ORCHESTRA 
| Popular Prices Dance at 8.30
128*lt
OLD FASHIONED
ENTERTAINMENT 
AND DANCE
Allspices
Old Fashioned Singing School
MONDAY, NOV. 4
K. P. HALL
7.20 o'clock
127-132
FAIR
PENOBSCOT VIEW GRANGE HALL
GLENCOVE
Friday, October 25
Afternoon and Evening
Baby Show 2.00 o’clock Supper 5.30-7.00
Dance, Evening at 8.00
IMPROVED PARKING SPACE FREE
127-128
SELLING OUT!
WONDERFUL VALUES 
PRICES SMASHED BELOW COST
LADIES' COATS 
LADIES' HOUSE DRESSES 
CHILDREN'S COATS 
CHILDREN’S DRESSES 
A LOT OF MEN'S SUITS .
MEN'S OVERCOATS .....
MEN’S LEATHER COATS 
MEN'S SKI COATS 
MEN'S WORK PANTS 
MEN’S HEAVY WOOL WORK PANTS
MEN’S OVERALLS ..... . ............................
MEN’S UNION SUITS, part wool ..........
MEN’S FLANNEL SHIRTS ....................
MEN’S DAVIES DRESS SHOES
MEN'S AND BOYS’ RUBBERS FOR LEATHER TOPPING 
MANY OTHER GOOD VALUES NOT LISTED IN HERE
FRANK W. KOSKI
I
LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S CLOTHING
500 Main Street Rockland, Maine
$5.C0 and $7.51
.... £5c to $1.r0
$2 75 and $3.'5
.......................... 65c to C5c
$5.00, $7.50, $10.0C and up 
$5.C0, $7.50, $10X0 and up 
$8.50 and $'20)
.......................... $5X0
.....  75c, $1.00 and up
.......... $2.75 and $4.03
................ 75c and up
.......... $1.00 and $1.75
................ 75c to $1.75
............................. $3.53
Townlcy: “What did you have in | 
your garden this year? *
Suddubs: “My neighbors' Plymouth I 
Bocks. Leghorns and Rhode Island 
Reds.”
DEPARTMENT STORE 
410-12 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND'
FRIDAY, SATURDAY and MONDAY
SPECIALS
jarafZfgigfZJZfZJeraJgrararaararaJB F. J. SIMONTON CO.
,1|, '•
Sale Starts Friday, Oct 25, Closes Nov. 2
Silk Dresses 
Wool Dresses
(Two Racks)
ONE PRICE
$8 79
(One Rack)
Silk Dresses . 
$12.79
Regular $16.50 Pr'nt3 
Crepes, Satins—a beautiful 
line—all reduced
Sizes up to 44
TWEED
Sport Coats 
$13.98
Plain Collars—No Fur Col’ars
WE ARE NOT GIVING
THIS SALE AISY FANCY
NAME, BUT WE WILL 
GIVE REAL VALUES
(One Rack)
$9.50, $15.00
Wool Dresses
$5.95
Broken Sizes and Stj les 
Come Early!
Dress Coats 
$24.50
AH Fur Trimmed
(One Rack) 
One-ha,f Size
Silk Dresses
$12.50
Regular $16.50 Values 
to close at $12.50
REMEMBER THE DATE 
FROM OCTOBER 25 
TO NOVEMBER 2
CUTLER-COOK CO. 346 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, MAINE
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Sale Nears End! Easy Terms to the Rescue!
, v 'V . • .7 <■ W'.r • • • «• r . . vo <«.• x ..
i*» ' . "h
co-
** 283 Ma in. St.
ROCKLAND, MB.
■ e . , * . / .■
v • s, >
•iV •’■• A »
$ J .00 Delivers Any Article
THIS DRESSER
9.87
Other unheard cf dress­
er bargains going at 
13.67, 18.37, 23.27, 35.37
Complete 12.61
1.00 Delivers
IllRjlhJ I,II ill
THIS DAVEN­
PORT TABLE
7.67
Other davenport tables 
going at 9.37, 12/7,
16.87, 21.37
This
Maine
Fibre
Mattress
ALL CAN SAVE! EASY TERMS!
A'though there has been terrific selling during the busy days 
since our Going Out of Business Sale started* there is yet 
about 5C.0O3.CO worth of Home Furnishings for final disposal. 
This branch has just received authority to sell on easy terms 
to more speedily sell out.
outhe
(EASIEST) 
TEBfi
WHEN DOORS CLOSE—MAIL PAYMENTS 
TO OUR BANGOR STORE!
Until now all sales during our Going Out of Business Saie 
have been for cash only. The longer it takes to sell out the 
greater is our loss—so we use “easy terms to the rescue’* to 
push out quickly all remaining goods. Come! Save!
AXMINSTER 
RUGS 9x12
25.00
Other axminster rugs 
going at 28.67, 32.37, 
38.97, 43.67, 51.27
Beautiful Sup Covers included WitliVm
A Suite That Combines Luxury and Beauty
Not only do you reeceive this modern new living room group includ'ng club 
chair, davenport and button back chair, but you get the slip covers at r.o »ddltion- 
, al cost. Indeed this is an excellent feature and
the thrifty will be quick to take advantage of 
such an offer. All three pieces are beautifully 
upholstered in Jacquard velour, built with 
loose spring filled cushions that are reversible.
Our Going Out of Business Sale will come to 
an end soon and these bargains will be only a 
matter of history. 5.00 Delivers the Suite- One 
year to pay the balance and no interest to pay.
Mohair Parlor Suites going at 97.00, 117.00,137.00,167.00,187.00. Some have 
been cut at one-half and more.
I A\V
^CREDIT,
TERMS x
< y
Fernery 77c
Clear Plate 1.87
Each 57c
Folding Card 
Tables 67c
BIG WONDER BARGAIN!
First time ever tinea day beds were made could 
this Bargain be had. Double end with cretonne 
covered mattress and valance d* 1 C’T
1.00 DELIVERS $ 1 4.0 «
With upper and lower Layer Felt Pad­
ding and Art Ticking.
$eoo
OTHER MATTRESSES GOING AT
12.C0 Mattresces 
15.00 Mattress.es 
18.00 Mattresses 
22.00 Mattresses 
21.00 Mattresses 
23.00 Mattresses 
28.00 Silk Floss Mattressrs 
Simmons Beauty Rest Inner Spring 
Mattress 28.87
Other Inner Spring Mattresses 19.67
This Suite — Give - Away Price ! Our Going Out Of Business Prices Will Never Be Forgotten!
There are just a few Dining Room Suites left. They are go­
ing fast. It won’t be long, now, when we will be all sold out. 
There is an actual saving for you of 75.00 and you don’t need the 
cash either; 5.00 DELIVERS and one year to pay balance. Other 
dining suites at 67.00, 97.00, 127.00, 147.00, 167.00, and 197.00.
When the doors close here payments can be mailed to our Bangor 
store 110
Here is a high grade 4-piece American Walnut Suite at what 
you would ordinarily pay for the cheapest suite on the market. 
Newlyweds or those soon to be married are buying their home 
outfiits now at half price; *5.00 Delivers and one year to pay. 
When our doors are closed here, payments can be mailed to our 
Bangor store. 110
Come early and got first choice. We 
know there will be a grand ruth for 
this feature attraction in our Going 
Out of Business Sale. These chairs 
cannot ba manufactured at this price. 
1.00 Delivers.
STORE
OPEN
tnu
9PM
J
"» V&S MKIN ST.
?. ROCKlMto'MMNE
STORE
OPEN
TILL
9P.M.
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CHANGING COURT SYSTEM
What Is Meant By the Establishment of Superior Circuit 
—More Trial Terms
rfACH year since the 
introduction of Vicks VapoRub, 
more and more people have 
given up “ dosingv colds and 
turned to the better way of 
treating them externally. To­
day, the trend of medical practice 
isaway from needless “dosing."
Just rubbed on, Vicks acts 
through the skin like a plaster; 
it also gives off medicated va­
pors which are
inhaled.
Ever-growing
demand again 
changes the fam­
ous Vick slogan 
—there are now 
“Over 26 Million 
Jars Used 
Yearly."
lillion 
Jars used 
yearly
V1SJM!
After Jan. 1, Maine will have a new 
system of rourts. So far as Mr. 
Average Citizen is concerned, says 
the Lewiston Journal, the only dif­
ference between the present and the 
new court plan will be, more trial 
terms and more rapid disposition of 
litigation.
Under the present court system of 
Maine, which has existed since the 
State came into being and was adopt­
ed from Massachusetts in 1820, there 
has been a Supreme Court of the 
State. The size of this court—num­
ber of judges—has been increased 
until now it numbers eight. Since the 
resignation of Chief Justice Wilson 
to accept a United State’s judgeship 
there are seven.
The judges of the Supreme Court 
have performed two functions. First: 
They have presided as justices at 
the trial terms of the court. These 
are the terms held in each county of 
the State at stated times. In all. 
under this system, there have been 
about 40 trial terms a year, divided 
among the 16 counties. The number 
of these has grown as the needs of 
the State have increased.
In addition to this work of presid­
ing at trial terms, the judges of the 
Supreme Court have sat as a Law 
Court, Court of Appeal, or what you
that the eight members of th© eourt 
were obliged to go out into th© State 
and preside at 40 trial terms each 
year.
From time to time, as a means of 
relieving the Supreme Court and 
speeding up litigation In Maine, Su­
perior Courts have been established 
until there are four of them. These 
are located in Androscoggin, Cum­
berland, Kennebee and Penobscot 
Counties. Each has a resident jus­
tice.
Under the law as it now is these 
justices may go into another county 
and hold court under certain condi­
tions, but as a rule they preside only 
in their own county. The jurisdiction 
of these courts is not all alike. In on© 
county for years the Superior Court 
had no jurisdiction in divorc© cases, 
but did in murder case#, while In an­
other it was the reverse.
What New System Does
The system of courts which will 
become operative in January, 1930, 
makes these changes:
Judges of the Supreme Court will 
no longer hold trial terms of court, 
but will sit at all times as a law court 
or court of appeal. Instead of eight 
members of this court there will he 
hut six justices, a chief justice and
may feel to call it. The purpose of five associate justices.
KILLS RATS AND MICE 
BUT NOTHING ELSE
Won’t K/U Livestock, Poultry, 
Doga, Cate, or Baby Chlcka 
K«**O (Kills Rats Only) is a new extermina­
tor that can be used about the home, barn 
or poultry yard with safety as it contains 
no deadly poison. Hundreds of testi­
monials. Sold on Money-Back Cuaraa*
tee. AU druggists. 75< and $2.
’85 00
A Genuine All Electric 
Radio
33
this court is to consider appeals 
taken from jury verdicts, or a judge’s 
decisions. This court decided where 
such lower court decisions, as ver­
dicts of the trial terms and single 
judges are termed, violated the law 
of the State, or were contrary’ to the 
facts as presented by witnesses at the 
trial.
• • • •
This last work is of the greatest 
importance, for upon the decision of 
the judges so sitting depends the law 
of the State.
In addition to this it Is frequently 
the duty of the court to pass ui>on the 
Constitutionality of a law enacted 
by the Legislature.
In this work the judges of the Su­
preme Court have' the printed evi­
dence given at the trial of the case 
before them and also hear arguments 
of lawyers relative to the conten­
tions on one side or the other as to 
the appeal which has brought the 
matter to the law court. They then 
study the case, consult among them­
selves and finally decide what is the 
law and fact and render their deci­
sion, which is known as an opinion.
In the matter of questions of Con­
stitutionality their decision is final. 
In this they have to decide what was 
the intent of the Legislature when 
it framed the law in question and in 
this their decision becomes the last 
word.
It has long been the contention that 
these opinions would be rendered 
much sooner after a case was 
argued before the Law Court, than 
they now are were it not for the fact
Under the law creating this new 
system no present member of the 
Supreme Court will be dropped until 
his present term shall expire or he 
shall retire voluntarily ‘or through 
reaching the age limit. Until that 
time arrives the court will consist of 
its present number, seven members 
Judge Wilson having already re­
signed, as stated, but only six of 
them will sit at terms of the court.
All trials of cases will be in the 
Superior Court. To meet this work 
the special Superior Courts of An­
droscoggin, Cumberland, Kennebec 
:>nd Penobscot Counties are abolished 
Jan. 1, and in their place Is estab­
lished a circuit of Superior Courts 
having seven judges, who will go 
about from county to county, as Su­
preme Court Judges have done, hold 
ing terms. These trial terms will be 
increased from 40 to 60 in the State.
In short, the Superior Court w’ill 
handle the trial of all cases; the Su­
preme Court will devote itself ex­
clusively to Law Court work. The 
expectation is that it will result in 
more rapid trial of cases in lower 
court, and earlier decisions from the 
Law Court.
PLEASANT POINT
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis enter- 
tained’at their home Sunday Mr. and 
Mrs. Oliver Libby of South Warren 
nd Mr. and Mrs. Horald Robinson of 
Thomaston.
Visitors at F. A. Flinton’s last 
week were Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davol 
of Manchester, N. H„ and Mr. and 
Mrs. A. E. Morton of Rockland.
L. O. Young has boug+it an auto­
mobile.
A number of our people have re­
ceived invitations to the Haag-Web­
ster wedding, which takes place In 
Somerville, Mass., Saturday evening 
Nov. 9.
Mrs. Minnie Beckett of Thomas­
ton spent Sunday at her cottage and 
had as guests William Gilchrest and 
family and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lunt 
of Thomaston.
Miss Madeline Young has returned 
home fiom the Portland hospital.
Miss Belle Orne, R. N. of Portland 
spent the weekend with h"r parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne.
Mrs. D. L. Maloney visited Sunday 
with her daughter Mrs. Percy Moody 
in Waldoboro.
Capt. Clyde G. Young of South 
Portland is visiting relatives here and 
calling on old friends.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Dunn of 
Thomaston are spending tlie week 
at their farm here.
Visitors at A. W. Maloney's the past 
week were Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Hilt 
of Warren, Mrs. Laura Littlefield of 
Boston, Mrs. Richard Diebold of New­
castle, Mrs. Oscar Williams and 
Eloise and Eleanor Williams of 
Thomaston.
Mrs. Huldah Stone, who is making 
her home with her daughter Mrs. 
Dana Miller in Thomaston is slowly 
tecovering from her long illness and 
is now able to be about the house 
She enjoys having friends call her 
and says the many gifts she has re­
ceived of flowers, fruit, cards, etc., 
have helped While away the weeks in 
bed, and she thanks her many 
friends.
BREAD
GRANDMOTHER’S bread 
is better . you can tell it 
at the first taste
1HIS is the week 
sale .
the week of A & P’s greatest food
. the sale of SALES. Scan the list of amazing 
values. Hundreds of other fine foods at lowest prices. This is 
a rare opportunity to make substantial savings in your food 
budget. Anticipate your food and household needs for weeks 
ahead. Seventy years ago the first A & P Food Store w as opened. 
Today, A & P serves 5,000,000 customers daily in thirty-four 
states and two Canadian provinces. You are invited to A & P’s 
70th birthday party.
Complete with Tubes and 
Speaker, delivered to your 
home for only $85.00.
The greatest value in high 
grade radio ever offered. 
Come in and see it or tele­
phone 708 for a home dem­
onstration.
USICVj
ROCKLAND, ME.
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WANT TO LOOK YOUNG?
The secret of keeping young is to 
feel young—to do this you must watch 
your liver and bowels—there’s no 
need of having a sallow complexion— 
dark rings under your eyes—pimples 
—a bilious look in your face—dull 
eyes with no sparkle. Your doctor will 
tell you ninety per cent of all sickness 
comes from inactive bowels and liver.
Dr. Edwards, a well-known phy­
sician in Ohio, perfected a vegetable 
compound as a substitute for calomel 
to act on the liver and bowels, which 
he gave to his patients for years.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are 
gentle in their action yet always effec­
tive. They help bring about that nat­
ural buoyancy which all should enjoy 
by toning up the liver and clearing the 
system of impurities.
Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets are 
known by their olive color. i5c.30c.50cj
W. D. Heald’s Special Oiler
Something Free!!
Until Nov. 1 we are giving FREE to the pur­
chaser of every Roosevelt Car
A Complete
Majestic Radio
AU Electric, Model 91 or 92 
And with the purchase of every Marmon 68 or 78
A Majestic Combination 
Radio and Phonograph
Complete and Absolutely Free
ROOSEVELT......................................$1,155
MARMON 68 .................................... 1,675
MARMON 78.................................. 2,195
W. D. HEALD
There is one exception to the 
statement that the Supreme Court 
devotes itself exclusively to Law 
Court work. Its justices will con­
tinue to handle certain equity work 
on demand. It will hear injunction 
and mandamus proceedings, as now 
The reason for this is that the court 
can do it and it will help to hasten 
legal procedure, for it will make 13 
judges available for this work instead 
of but seven, as would be the case 
but for this provision.
Under the law creating the new 
system the chief justice has many 
responsibilities. He must arrange 
the assignment of the Justices of the 
Superior Court. He will also appoint 
the offipial reporter for the court. 
Heretofore each Justice has appointed 
his own reporter, who has traveled 
with him from term to term. Now 
the chief justice will name them and 
designate the terms at which they 
will serve, as he will the Justices, so 
that a reporter may be with one judge 
one term and another the next. Un­
der the law he can appoint as many 
as 11 such reporters if in his judg­
ment they are needed. This will 
provide one for each Superior Court 
judge when holding court and four 
who can work with the Supreme 
Court as substitutes for the other then 
In term time.
It has been suggested that a sys­
tem of regional reporters be adopted. 
Under it reporters would be desig­
nated according to the mass of work. 
For example one man might be desig­
nated to handle the courts of Hancock 
anil Washington counties, while an­
other might take Lincoln, Knox and 
Waldo, possibly Sagadahoc, while 
one might be assigned exclusively to 
Penobscot, Kennebec and Androscog­
gin and two to Cumberland. There is 
no certainty that this plan will be 
followed, though it is understood that 
it was the idea of former Chief Jus­
tice Wilson, who was largely instru­
mental in having the new court sys­
tem adopted
Miss Evelyn Mossman who is 
teaching the fall term of school in 
this district is to give with the aid 
of her pupils an entertainment in 
the schoolhouse Wednesday evening. 
Oct. 30, when a good program is 
promised. There will also be a baked 
bean supper with all the fixins. The 
proceeds are for supplies for the 
school, so good attendance is desired.
Road Commissioner George Cazal- 
lis and his crew of men have com­
pleted the new piece of joint road, 
which has reached to the school- 
house, much further than anyone ex­
pected it would go. When it comes 
to building a road, all have got to 
take their hats off to Capt. George, 
who is receiving much praise from 
everyone. The final day Ralph Pease 
of Broad Cove furnished two trucks 
and an extra man, besides himself, 
ail free of charge, for which many 
thanks are extended him. To all who 
have worked so hard and given so 
liberally of both time and money, 
the members of the Pleasant Point 
Improvement Society extend wai 
thanks.
Acorn Grange entertained Knox 
County Pomona, last Saturday. An 
ideal day and a large attendance 
helped make it one of the best ever 
held in the Grange hall. The morn­
ing was devoted to business, after 
which dinner was enjoyed. As the 
members of Acorn Grange are few in 
number, the visiting members helped 
serve, and when it came to washing 
dishes, everybody was ready to help 
and the work was soon accomplished. 
Afternoon session was in charge of 
tlie worthy lecturer and the follow­
ing program was enjoyed: Address of 
welcome, O. II. Woodcock; response, 
Mrs. Addle Norwood; singing, 
"America,” by the Grange; reading, 
Mrs. Maud Gray; address, L. B. Ly­
man. of Naples, chaplain of the State 
Grange; trio, "A Perfect Day,” Sis­
ters Alien and Norwood and Brother 
McIntosh, Mrs. Grace Maloney at 
piano: recitation. Clarion Clark; vio­
lin and piano selections, Brother 
Philbrick and Sister Veazie; song. 
Brother McIntosh; recitation, Grace 
Maloney; recitation, Sister Veazie; 
remarks by Brother Obadah Gardner 
and other speakers; questions dis­
cussed by the brothers, were as fol­
lows: "Resolved that the‘farmer who 
specializes is more sure of success 
than one who carries on general 
farming;’’ “Is success on the farm 
due to location, the farm, or the farm­
er?” singing, “God Be With You Till 
We Meet Again.”
"THE CHEMICAL EYE”
And Some Of the Unique Things It Is 
Expected To Accomplish
A device for which countless mothers 
have sighed, that might be used for 
Junior to read on a gauge when he 
has his neck clean, Is on exhibition In 
New York at the National Electrical 
Exposition.
It is a super-sensitive chemical eye, 
shown by the New York museums of 
the peaceful arts. The "eye” is a 
small tube standing alongside a dial 
both occupying barely a square foot 
of space.
The eye transforms reflected light 
directly into electricity, which swings 
an arrow across the dial face. A per­
fectly clean hand or neck has a fixed 
place on the dial reading. But even 
a very little dirt on the skin reduces 
the light, and the arrow registers a 
low numeral on the dial, because less 
electricity is produced.
Young electrical wizards could in­
stall dials in their mother’s rooms for 
long distance readings. They could 
also make easily paper reflectors that 
would register the equivalent of a 
clean face. A demonstration of hand 
cleansing will be .installed at the 
museum.
A paper manufacturer brought in 
two sheets of special paper, made 
especially pure nnd white by washing 
dirt out of the wood pulp. To the 
human eye they were equally white. 
The chemical eye agreed for one 
sheet, but registered dirt in the other, 
in which evidently the wood pulp had 
not been thoroughly cleansed.
The sensitive portion of the eye is 
a cell of chemicals, copper and lead 
plates.
UNION
Chester Harrington of South 
Thomaston called on friends in town 
recently.
Seven Tree,Grange will confer the 
third and fourth degrees Wednesday 
evening. Members of Pioneer Grange, 
East Union are invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harrington and 
son of Natick, Mass., were guests of 
Mr. and Mrs. George Cameron.
Miss Winnifred Stickney is the 
guest of Mrs. Augusta Ross for a few 
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Smith and 
son and Edna Ames of Thomaston 
called on Miss Augusta Ross Satur­
day.
Sadie Cunningham is home from 
the hospital.
Mrs. W. L. Stevens of Warren 
called on relatives in town Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Messer have 
returned from a trip to Canada.
Your Child’s Health 
and Happiness
One of the moat annoying and 
general complaints children suffer 
from is worms. You know the 
signs—constipation, deranged 
stomach, offensive breath, eyes 
heavy and dull, coated tongue, 
grinding of the teeth. Don’t let 
children suffer. Promptly give them
Dr True's Elixir
CAMDEN, ME.
‘‘What does your mother do these 
days?”
“What she likes.”
"And what about your father?” 
"Oh, he does what mother likes as
well.”
LAXATIVE 
WORM EXPELLER
“My little girl became seriously 
111 by eating too many sweets. I 
used your Elixir with most bene­
ficial results; she improved rap­
idly. My girl has not had one sick 
day since.” — Mrs. Shay, Gam* 
bridge, Mass.
Cleanses as It clean—a mild, pure- 
herb laxative. a
Family size tl.20; other slim Me ft 40c. 
Successfully used for over 77 years
LARGE
LOAF 8
BOKAR
FLOUR SALE
YOUR CHOICE OF
GOLD MEDAL or PILLSBURY
CERESOTA
24X LB 
BAG $1.15
Family 95c 
A & P Pastry 85c
FINE MEATS
STEAK
Cut from
Extra Fine Young Tender Cattle
TOP SHORT CHOICE PORTER-
ROUND SIRLOIN RUMP HOUSE
41c 43c 55c 52c
Lb.
lb. 19c
Lb Lb ‘ Lb.
Smoked Shoulders,
Sugar Cured
Pork Roulettes, lb. 28c
Boneless
Sirloin Roast, lb. 43c
Boneless
Pork Chops, lb- 39c
Best Center Cut
HAMS
Your Choice Extra Fine Sugar Cured Smoked
LARGE
SIZE
BONE­
LESS
STOCK­
INETTE
PREMIUM
STAR
25c 31c 29c 31c
Lb. Lb. Lb. Lb.
SALADA TEA
Another special Anniversary low price
XXCX LBPKG ft#Ol KLBPKG
FRESH FRUITS
-4 & /’ stores e ver \ where recei ve reg­
ular deliveries 0/ freslt fruits and veg­
etables You'll finil the produce you 
want at your .1 iV I' store at prices 
thut make suvingsfor you
POTATO SALE
Maine Aroostook County 
Green Mountain 
Winter Keeping 
Buy at this Low Price
1201b qa
Bag
Educator Combination
A box of each of the popu/o/ Cn/i t'.od 
Cookies
NUT COOKIES 
CHOCOLATE COOKIES 
CAPE COD COOKIES I 4V
, THE 
GHEAT
The personal blend of 
great coffee planter . . 
try it
POUND TIN 
Flavor Tight 47c
▼
Red Circle, lb. 37c 
J Eight O’Clock, lb., 33c
Values
Peaches 
Quaker Oats 
lux Toilet Soap 
Palmolive Soap 
Shredded Wheat 
p & 6 Soap 
Ivory Soap
DEL MONTE
SLICED or HALVED
QUICK COOKING 
’ or REGULAR
Tire WHITE 
NAPHTHA SOAP
FOR YOUR 
TOILET AND HATH
HELPS MAKE 
WASHING EASIER
2 45
PKGS 25'
7^ CAKES 19*
CAKES 19* 
PKGS
7
4
2
BARS
6 07- 
CAKES
LARGE
PKGS
25*
25*
37*
N.B.C. 5* Cookies ’SffigTS?’ 4*
3 PKCS Jig®
DO7- $<
JOTS
£ PKGS 19C
Shaker Salt 
Clicquot Club 
Diamond Matches 
Aunt Jemima
FLAVORS BETTER 
ECAUSE IT’S FT-AKED
FALK er OOLDEN 
OINOER ALB
DOUBLE
TIP
PANCAKE
FLOUR
BRER RABBIT
GREEN LABEL
CONDENSED
PKGS 23*
2 No 1H CANS
CAN
CAKE
FOR SALADS, , * orc ICINGS LAKGt
and CANDIES CAN
BLUE LABEL
Molasses 
Eagle Milk 
Fleischmann’s Yeast 
Marshmallow FluSS 
Karo Syrup
Hershey’s Cocoa 
Gold Dust 
Lucky Strikes 2 
S’ /eetheart Soap 3 
Mushrooms 
Aalston’s J %
Kirkman’s Chips 3 
Apricots MONTE NCAP^ 33* 
Guest Ivor; Soap 6
LET THE TWINS 
HELP YOU WORK
IS*
J.
19*
2 23*
2k lb ngcCANS
23* 
25* 
17* 
35*
LARGE <1OC 
PKG
PKGS
CAKES
CAN
j PKC JX*
25*
N°- 1 J
SMALL
PKCS
CAN
CAKES Z5
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PORT CLYDE BEACON X"01 TAKES A STROLL
WHAT’S WRONG AND WHERE?
How good are you at finding mistakes? The artist has intentionally 
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them 
are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long it will take 
YCU to find them.
Marshall Point Light Keeps
Open All Winter, Visitors
Are Informed
It Is always interesting to see our-
! selves as others see us. And here is ■ 
what Alfred O. Elden. former mana­
ger of the Western Union telegraph 
office In this city (now a Portland 
newspaper man) had to say about the 
Matshall I’oint Light Station at Port 
Clyde.
• • • •
. "Land's End."
"That's the way the sign read. Not 
believing in signs that day. I motored 
between two massive stone posts and 
kept on for nearly half a mile before 
I came to the real jumping off place.
That was at the Marshall Point i 
Light Station in the town of Port 
Clyde. There is actually (he ultimate 
so far as the land journey goes. To j 
continue one must take a boat or an 
airship—or swim!
It is two miles from Pert Cyde down 
to tlie light. Along that peninsula are 
located most of the summer cottages. 
The little fishing port itself is almost 
exclusively given over to tlie all-the- 
year home of the native residents.
Marshall Point station, like most of
Uncle Sant's light reservations is Im- I 
maculate in its whiten.ss. Somehow 
nothing ever seems quite so white as 
h lighthouse. Perhaps it is because 
the government furnishes unlimited1 
supplies of paint and the keepers are 
expecteel to use it liberally. 1 never 
saw a lighthouse tiiat wouldn't create 
j envy in the heart of any good house- i 
keeper.
Four young women from Michigan 
touring Maine drove up and parked i
, their ear on the little plot provided ! 
for such purpose.
I "Oil, what a beautiful summer home 
i you have here." one enthused to the 
keeper, who came forward graciously 
to answer such questions as he has 
to answer when land-lubbers call.
"Indeed it is—now!” lie smiled. 
"Not quite so attractive perhaps in 
winter."
IS NOT OPPOSED
Promoter Reed Explains
That His Bureau Wishes
To Cooperate
An opinion that the people of 
Western Maine and that various 
newspapers have been misinformed 
as to tho real purpose of the newly 
formed Eastern Maine Publicity and 
Civic Service Bureau was today ex­
pressed by Pick Reed organizer of the 
Bureau. "It would appear that it is 
generally thought in Western Maine 
ihat the Eastern part of the State 
feels that it is getting an unfair deal 
on the tourists business and is at­
tempting to split a united effort to 
give the entire State publicity by 
forming ; n individual publicity or­
ganization of its own,” he stated.
“To think that we would oppose the 
good work of ihe State Publicity Bu­
reau is absurd. We want to cooper­
ate with that organization in any way 
possible to strive fyr a bigger and 
better Maine and Eastern Maine. Our 
Bureau is merely an additional ef­
fort to give Eastern Maine wide­
spread publicity and to render indi­
vidual publicity service to our mem­
bers, the towns in our district and the 
section *n general.
“We appreciate that a tourist war 
between the two sections of the State
would be very injurious, and natur­
ally do not want to stir up any preju­
dices. However we feel that by our 
organization we can accelerate the 
efforts of the State Bureau in giving 
our section enough additional pub­
licity to make it advisable and profit­
able for the Eastern Maine Bureau to 
operate.
“We feel that the State Bureau is 
doing much to help Maine in general 
but that the State is tbo large for one 
Bureau to describe and exploit in 
detail. We would advocate a similar
IT’S HIGH TIME
An Attempt Being Made To
Solve Nation’s Great Traf­
fic Problem
Thirty-one menVbers of the national 
traffic congestion committee, meeting 
under auspices of the Department of 
Ci mnierce, have asked fact-finding
| local surveys as the first step looking 
to traffic improvement.
One such local survey, from a large 
Southern city, showed that among 
20.000 persons going to work each 
morning 44.9 per cent went by street 
ear. 38 per cent, by automobile. 11 
per cent on foot, and 4.7 per cent, by 
bus. with 1.4 per cent, unlisted.
Making similar surveys of all 
American cities now trying to find 
traffic problem solutions was urged 
as necessary to analysis of the prob­
lem and formulating of "sound con­
clusions."
Three sub-committees were ap­
pointed to continue the congestion 
analysis.
In its report to Secretary Lamont, 
(lie traffic congestion committee also 
made several general suggestions, in­
cluding progressive instead of syn­
chronous control light systems: proper 
laning of streets, better enforcement
I of existing regulations; betterment of 
mass transportation by public car- 
|riers: -street widening; elimination of 
'bottlenecks'' increasing intersection 
capacity, and erection of bridges and 
elevated roadways.
Tlie parked automobile was blamed 
for using street space sorely needed 
for moving vehicles. A survey In a 
midwestern city was cited as show­
ing only that five per cent of autos 
parked along the 4rt0-foot frontage of 
a large department store brought 
customers to the store. The commit- 
I lee advocated a definite national pol- 
pcv on parked ears and other traffic 
congestion matters.
N’fii, three-year-old baby gorilla 
at tlie Washington zoo, snapped’ 
while out for liis daily stroll witli 
Head Keeper William Blackburn. 
N'GI is one of the only three baby 
gorillas that have survived after 
being removed from their native 
haunts. F1p is treated just like a 
baby—petted, fed nnd taken on a 
daily walk by his keeper.
SOMEWHAT MUDDLED
Laws Intended For Motorists’ 
Convenience Do Not Seem 
To Jibe
Tlie last legislature endeavored to 
"Winter!" retorted Miss Michigan, make easier the method by which ap- 
“You don't mean to tell me you keep pljcants may secure automobile regis- 
tbis r'lacc open in winter! What in [rations and licenses by doing away 
the world for. ’ with the necessity of making sworn
"Well, you see. patiently explained statements in their applications, 
the kee|>er. "ships go right on sailing t It was argued that the information 
up and down our coast evert in winter, required in such applications is not of 
We have to keep the light burning.' | such nature or moment as to necessi-
"Of ail things! Think of that. t late that it be made under oath, and
THE FAITHFUL CAT
There have been many tales of dogs 
saving their masters in time of danger 
but here is a eat tale- At Niagara 
Falls. N. Y. Ernest and Kenneth 
Lundy and Billy Dietz, all under 
seven, went to sleep in a play house 
they had constructed of frail boxes 
and canvas. With them was a pet 
eat und a dog. In a bottle was a
AIDING OUR MARKET
Conference With View To
Getting Eetter Prices Fo*-
Maine Products
Practical advice on how to market 
Maine’s farm, shore and factory out­
put so that increased prices and j 
steady demand may be built up for . 
Maine products will be the purpose of 
the second annual Economic Confer- , 
ence in Lewiston Nov. 1 and 2, ac- I 
cording to an announcement by the 
Maine Development Commission, i 
which is sponsoring the event.
Marketing of milk and conservation i 
of herds, the dollars and cents value 
if the package in disposing of farm 
products, modern wholesale and retail | 
merchandizing methods, how surveys 
can help Maine's fisheries and similar 
discussions of problems affecting 
farmers, manufacturers and fishery 
owners will be conducted by na­
tionally known experts. The whole 
conference is set up in the belief that 
a knowledge of how Maine products 
are handled In the big markets, and 
why certain products from other sec­
tions of the country bring higher 
prices, will help Maine to take ad­
vantage of Its consumer situation.
The conference will begin on the 
afternoon of Nov. 1. It will be open 
to the public. The official confer­
ence bedy will bp made up of 100 dele­
gates representing each county, 
presidents of the four Maine colleges, 
two men from each college represent­
ing the student body, speakers and 
members of the Maine Development 
Commission.
Governor Gardiner will welcome the 
conference in behalf of the State and 
Mayor Robert J. Wiseman will offer 
greetings from the city government. 
Among speakers secured for the first 
session are Dr. Arthur W. Gilbert, 
Commissioner of Agriculture. Massa­
chusetts: Harry R. Lewis. Commis­
sioner of Agriculture. Rhode Island: 
Dr. H. C. Taylor, of the Vermont 
Commission on Country Life, and Joel i 
J. Lamere. vice president of the Bay 
State Fishing Co.. Boston.
Speakers for the Friday evening 
session are .lames W. Millard. Chief 
Business Specialist of the Domestic ; 
Commerce Division. I'. S. Department 
of Commerce, and E. M. West, of the 
Dodd-West Co., of New York. On the 
program for Saturday morning arc 
Clifford S. Anderson, of the Norton 
Co.. Worcester. Mass.: Frank Hoy. 
president of the Lewiston Chamber 
of Commerce: W. Tlerald Holmes, of 
England Service Co.. Au-
When You
Mabel.
winter
"I'll
lie
I lit I1VYV1 lllclllji tt 1
organization being formed in other | keeper •• commented Mabel, 
sections of the State with the State • • ♦ •
Bureau serving as sort of a mother i 
organization. In this way we believe 
that greater service could be ren­
dered.
“Individual publicity service and 
advertising for our members is tlie 
keynote of our organization. We 
hope to take care of the detail in this 
section and have the State Bureau 
continue its splendid wonk of boost­
ing the State in general. We are 
boosters of the State Bureau and hope 
to receive its cooperation.”
Stops Hang-On Coughs n
A neglected cough can lead to a lot 
ot trouble. But It you use Adamson's 
Balsam the first thing—there's no 
danger.
The first dose relaxes strained 
throat muscles, breaks up. and expels 
phlegm and heals irritated membrane. 
That stops the coughing. With that 
ove r—o ther ingredients, acting 
through blood attack the germs at 
seat ot trouble and in a day or two 
all danger is gone. Adamson's Bal­
sam contains no dope or anything 
harmful. 35c and 75c. At all drug 
stores. A safe, pleasant cough and 
sore throat medicine for children. 
Get a bottle today.
candle—lighted to keep the spooks 
away. Early in the morning, while tlie New 
I tlie kids were sound asleep, tlie bottle gusta. and Henry W. Dennison, pregi
says he lives here in also that, for that very reason, con- tipped over and the flames from the denr of the Dennison Manufacturin
j tinuance of the practice would lessen ! candle set fire to the house. The dog Co., internationally known makers of
never marry a lighthouse | the public feeling of the seriousness ran out but the cat, alarmed by the paper novelties.
of an oath in other circumstances j names, tore clothing from the young-
where it is necessary. Besides, for
many persons, especially those in I one of them, waking him. The boys dents can make practical use of re- 
.. . o t.. . .scattered communities, it was and is scrambled out just in time.
Marshall I oint is one of the really de- something of a hardship to locate and i
stable stations of the coast. Only a a jUSycc of the peace or a notary
few minutes ride to Port Clyde, and a pUbjjc 
perfect boulevard over a dozen mile
All in the viewpoint. I would say
A resolutions committee will be ap- 
sters' bed and scratched the face of i pointed to suggest how Maine resi- 
i 
; suits of the conference.
Telephone
Three factors account for the remarkable in* 
crease in out-of-town telephoning. They are
SIMPLICITY—whether the call goes one mile or 
a hundred, you may give the number to your 
local operator.
SPEED—almost instantaneous, whether you call 
your next-door neighbor or a friend a hundred miles 
away.
LOW COST—the lowest rates consistent with 
rendering good service.
The evening period from seven to eight-thirty 
has been instituted to proride low rates on social 
calls at the time when you are most likely to find 
friends at home.
On calls by number at distances above 
forty miles, the evening rates are about one- 
quarter less than normal day rates. And 
traffic records show that a greater percentage 
of calls can be completed promptly during 
this period than at any other time in the 
evening.
Plan your social calls during this seven to eight* 
thirty period. We are sure you will be pleased with 
the speed and economy of this service.
New England Telephone 
and Telegraph Company
But the legislature went only half 
or more from there to Thomaston and way as „ turnert out. The revised 
Rockland—the outside world, so to ; [notor vehicle law provides that ap- 
speak. Not a lonely station because plants for registration of ears need 
of its proximity to man and the halii- ,10{ |,ave their application sworn to. 
tations of man. Plenty of callers, y.UL that those who seek operator's 
too, yet not enough to be a nuisance, licenses must continue to follow tlie 
Safe to venture a guess that there is o]d practice. The law says regarding 
a waiting list of applicants for va- registration: ■z
fancies at Marshall Point. Application for such registration
Many a winter's gale has flung solid may be made by mail or otherwise to 
Ale is a kind of beer. All ale is sheets of salt water against the glass the secretary upon blanks prepared
beer hut all beer is not ale. Originally windows in the light tower. To the unded his authority. And elsewhere,
the terms were synonymous. Now west nature threw up a barricade in it says:
beer is a general name for all intoxi- the shape of the Georges Islands Applications to operate motor ve-
cating malt liquors, while ale Is ap- group—McGee, Thompson s. Davis, hides shall be made under oath and
plied specifically to the paler kinds. Barter, Ber.ne's, Alien’s and Burnt I may be presented by mail or other-
the malt of which lias not been roasted Island. But to the east and south wise to the secretary, upon blanks
or burnt. Ale differs from ordinary there is tlie rolling deep. Six miles , prepared under his authority. . . .
beer in having a lighter color, a small- eastward lays Metlnic and 10 miles Whether tile distinction between
proportion of Imps and a higher southward looms Monhegan. In 1 applications for registration of cars j
alcoholic content. It is generally clear weather of course. and licenses of operators with respect
sweeter than tieer because it contains 'When it Is foggy Monhegan an- to the oath was intentional or not on
less unfermented saccharine nounces its presence through the tiie part of tlie legislature, tiiat is tin*
way the law stands and will stand 
until the legislature at some future
ALE VERSUS BEER
more or
matter. Of course the application of voice of the Manana Island fog-trum- 
the terms "ale" and "beer" varies pet. Ever hear that fog signal? 
considerably in different countries Comes the nearest to the wail of a 
and localities. Before tlie adoption J lost soul of any signal on the coast, 
of prohibition American brewers ap- navigators say. ,
plied "ale" to a malt liquor made by I Reverting briefly to summer visit- 
"top fermentation." in which the new- j ors from the big inland cities. I know 
ly formed yeast went to the top and j they must try the souls of our hard- 
was removed.
time revises it again.
“A GALLON OF HEAT”
This compact new Glenwood
Minister: “Well, rny little fellow, 
do you always do as your mamma 
tells you?”
Little Joe: “Yes, sir, I do. And so 
does paiyt!”
Seems To Be a Most Popu­
lar Way of Ordering Fuel 
Nowadays
ened old sea-dogs.
"Wien will this fog go away?" 1 ’
overheard one ask in rather peremp- 1 
tory tone of a lobsterman.
“Couldn't say. ma'em. Not while 
the wind sticks atween south an' 
east."
i "Well, we want to find out sure, so 
we ean fix a date to go sailing! I
I thought you fishermen know every- ' "inter, according to a survey made 
j thing about the weather. Really, you b> oil Heating Institute. I his rep- 
don't know any more about it than I re?e"‘s a"increase of nearly two and 
,1,, do you. and you have lived here a haIf mll,lon »allons over lllst Star's 
all your life, while I've been here only !
three days. Isn't that funny!"
Possibly, but the lobsterman's ex-, , .
pression indicated that he thoUght th? c«anlr'- and comput-
* .. . J ing the consumption of each. New
lotieiwise. * * t t [installations thus far during. 1929
: have far exceeded those of any simi- 
There have been many clambakes lar period. The Institute attributes 
J down around the shores of Marshall j the gain to the fact that householders 
Point. There is one place at the foot ,ar^ becoming more aware that they 
of a cliff where the shells have been , ean install an oil burner in any base
Approximately a billion and a half • 
gallons of fuel oil will he used to heat i 
American homes, apartment houses. ! 
office buildings and factories this !
j consumption.
Tlie estimate was made by taking
I the number of new installations
[ flumped on the rocky 
, years. Naturally there
accum ulatlon. 
covered them.
bottom for 
is quite ai. 
A Chicago miss dis-
ment to generate heat for any kind 
of system, whether designed for hot 
water, warm air or steam. It is also 
due. in the opinion of the institute, to
“They work while you sleep”
"Oh, Captain." she gushed lo the \ improvements that have brought oil 
lobsterman. “That's where you get \ burners to the point of demonstrable 
al! your clams, isn't it?" . Perfection.
Igiter there was a reference to short i Tlie last report of the United States 
! lobsters. | Bureau Mines analysing the oil
"Shot lobsters?" she queried. “I j Heating industry from its early he- 
didn't know they shot them. 11 winnings, stresses especially Its rapid 
thought they fished for them with | Rri’wt.h. <ln''ing the past five years.
, nets!”
When the bowels need help 
there is nothing like Cascara; 
nothing more efficient, nothing so 
good for the system. Any doctor 
can confirm these facts.
Candy Cascarets give you pure 
cascara in a most pleasant form. 
.Take one tonight. Sec how fine 
you feel all next day. Without 
discomfort and without harmful 
effects this gentle laxative cleanses 
the whole thirty feet of bowels. 
Cascarets never produce, that 
nauseous feeling usually asso­
ciated with the use of laxatives. 
And their action is so natural 
that there is no danger of forming 
the laxative habit. You can take
them as often as you please—or 
give them freely to children or 
old folks.
A coated tongue or a laden 
breath is a signal for a candy Cas- 
caret. Or a sick headache, or any 
sluggish feeling; any time you be­
lieve the liver and bowels arc not 
functioning fully, Cascarets will 
sweep away accumulations in the 
lower bowel. They are sweetened 
with pure cane sugar and flavored 
with real licorice, making them 
the ideal laxative for children.
Full medical endorsement 
proves their principle is right; 
the use of 20 million packages a 
year proves their effectiveness.
"Gil lias been used as a fuel in the 
heating of buildings in the United 
States for nearly 50 years." says the 
Bureau, “but its widespread utiliza­
tion and its application to domestic
It is a wonder to me tiiat more sum­
mer folk haven't established their 
[ vacation-day homes around the
i shores of this point. Perhaps the ..... j
[..omparativeiy few cottagers who do ; -Hng are Is net deve ,„= of
revel in the marvelous view are not 
1 broadcasting its attractions. Cer­
tainly they are enjoying rather ex­
clusive privileges just now.
At a few points may more magnifl- 
, cent surf he witnessed when the 
I Storm King rips a gale up from the 
j east or south. The seas race . in
across hundreds of miles of deep 
water, gaining in height and momen­
tum until finally they dash uiwn this 
real Land's End. Just off tlie point, 
almost in the front door.vard of tho 
light one might say. the spectacle of 
! the surf is heightened by a chain of 
1 islets and half-tide ledges.
There are Hart's Island, with its 
[ single one pine tree, the Gunning 
Rocks. The Brothers. Hay Ledge, Old 
, Cilley and Black Rock. Over these 
i the lowering gray backs pour their 
i aqueous dynamics. Great gcyrers .of
the latter half of the post-war 
period. On the Pacific coast and in 
portions of the Middle West, oil has 
been used as a fuel for several 
decades, but along the Atlantic Coast 
and particularly in the cities from 
Portland. Me., to Washington. D. C. 
the most rapid strides have been 
made only within the past five or six 
years.
"The inherent qualities of oil as 
fuel in urban heating, coupled with 
tlie development of improved burners 
and definite sales stimulation by oil 
producers and burner manufacturers, 
resulted in a widespread adoption of 
oil 'as a fuel for commercial and do­
mestic heating. Oil burning lias been 
adopted in boiler plants of every type 
and size from that of tlie central sta­
tion, factory, office building, hotel, 
apartment house, hospital, theatre 
and school down to the smaller plants
spray and spume shoo up. There is ; such as are used in the private home.
a thunderous roar as the solid water 1 ---------------------
1 pounds the shore. The whistling Y’our rug problems can he settled 
winds whisk the spindthrift like soap with satisfaction.guaranteeil by call- 
! from a Gargantuan washtub and ing Tho People's Laundry, Limerock
I
to
j
5
K
.. gives you 
ample ca* 
parity in a 
small 
space
X.
ONLY
37 x 32/2
INCHES
Cooks with
THE UTILITY MODEL
This compact new Glenwood range is 
only a few inches wider than an ordinary 
bridge table, yet it combines all the ad­
vantages of the most up-to-date gas range 
with an additional section for heating the 
kitchen in cold weather.
Most ranges of this type are not only much 
larger but much more expensive. The Utility 
Glenwood requires only 37 x 32J4 inches of floor 
space but it gives you an 18-inch-square gas oven,
CASH 
PRICE
AU "Utility” Models have 
Glenwood AutomatiCook
a new patented broiler, four gas burners and two 
extra 8-inch covers in the heating section.
The whole range is beautifully enameled inside 
and out, so that even the lining of the oven is 
easy to keep clean. The Utility Model has the 
Glenwood AutomatiCook as standard equip­
ment. This device, which measures and controls 
the heattfor all your oven cooking, is a wonder­
ful convenience when you are busy with other 
things.
If you live beyond the city gas mains, Pyrofax 
Gas Service will enable you to enjoy this new 
Glenwood jpst the same. Ask us about it.
STANDARD RETAIL PRICES
Range, Mantel and Heat Control, 
With 4 pipe hot water coil,
With regtdar cast water front, 
With cast water front (galvanized)
CASH PRICE TIME PRICE
Gray Enamel Colon Gray Enamel Colon
$130.90 $138.00 $143.00 $151.80
142.00 150.00 156.20 165.00
138.00 146.00 151.80 160.60
140.00 148.00 154.00 162.80
Glenwood Ranges
MAKE COOKING EASY
Burpee Furniture Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE.
plaster it willy-nilly on the dripping street. Tel. 170. We shampoo your 
An artist’s delight is Mar- rugs and return them promptly, like. rocks
' shnll’s i’oint in a winter gale.
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When
are upset
Baby ills and ailments seem 
twice as serious at night. A sud­
den cry may mean colic. Or a 
sudden attack of diarrhea—a con­
dition it is always important to 
check quickly. How would you 
meet this emergency—tonight? 
Have you a bottle of Castoria 
ready ? There is nothing that can 
take the place of this harmless 
but effective remedy for children; 
nothing that acts quite the same, 
or has quite the same comforting 
effect on them.
For the protection of your wee 
one—-for your own peace of mind 
—keep this old, reliable prepara­
tion alw.-ys on hand. But don’t 
keep it just for emergencies; let 
it be an everyday aid. Its gentle 
influence will ease and soothe the 
infant who cannot sleep. Its mild 
regulation will help an older child 
whose tongue is coated because of 
sluggish bowels. All druggists 
have Castoria: the genuine bears 
Chas. H*. Fletcher's signature on 
the wrapper.
World’s Non-Stop Automobile 
Record Shattered by Plymouth
More than one year’s average driving 
in 26 days! 11,419 miles ol travel in 
632 hours with never a moment’s rest 
for motor or chassis. That is the record- 
breaking feat performed by a Chrysler- 
built standard stock Plymouth 4-door 
Sedan in and about Tyler, Texas!
The finish was voluntary, with the 
motor functioning perfectly. No single 
8IZE part required repair or replacement.
Here is proof of unduplicated engi­
neering soundness. Here is the great­
est value jn the low-priced field today I 
Come in and learn for yourself.
FULL
5655
and upwards
f.t.b. factory
4 7 7
AMERICA’S LO W EST-P RIC ED FULL-SIZE CAR
Dyer’s Garage, Inc.
54 PARK ST. ROCKPAND. TEL. 124
WALDOBORO
James Calderwood is excelling as 
j a breeder of thoroughbred White Leg- 
' horns and R. I. Reds in quantities.
Miss Hilda Wilson returned Thurs- 
I day from Knox Hospital at Kockland.
Dr. Coombs is attending her.
Mrs. May Stetson and daughter,
| Dorothy called on M”.>. Bertha Cast- 
i ner Monday.
Miss Eva Jackson visited Mr. and 
! Mrs. Otis Benner in Nobleboro Sat- 
! urday.
Mrs. Grethel’Achorn of Koxburv,
| Mass., and Mrs. Celia Teague called 
i on Mrs. Bertha Castner recently.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. Otis Benner and chil- 
dren spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
L. E. Jackson.
Mrs. Charles Finn and daughter of 
J Washington, Mrs. F. L. Farwell and*
daughter, Mrs. Dr. Pierpont and chil­
dren of Unity called on Mrs. Charles
M. llardy and Mrs. Bertha Castner 
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Copeland and Mr. 
and Mr<. McLellan of Albion spent 
the weekend at E. G. Castner’s.
Miss Violet Jackson accompanied 
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Benner to Rock­
land Tuesday.
Leon and Norman Benner started 
for a hunting trip to the Maine wopds 
Tuesday and /returned Wednesday 
with a buck.
Orin Folsom called on Irving Gile 
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Darius Rackliffe and 
Mr. and Mrs. Hail and daughter of 
| Thomaston called on Mrs. Bertha
I Castner Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Orland Barrows of 
| Rockland and Mr. and Mrs. Orrin 
Black culled -on Mr. and Mrs. Orrin 
Folsom and Mrs. Frank Wilson Tues­
day.
James Calderwood and Lewis Tol- 
nian are repairing buildings for Mrs. 
Lizzie Levensaler.
There is soon to be a revival at 
the Levensaler schoolhouse; date not 
yet set. Opening service w’ll be led 
| by William D. Walter; chorister,
George Flanders. All welcome.
William Kennedy has sold build­
ings on his place (formerly owned by 
Barden Turner) to Cifstner Bros. The 
lumber is being moved to the village.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ruggles of 
Gardiner, Mrs. Mattie Weeks and 
Miss Phyllis Pitcher of Jefferson 
were guests Saturday of Mrs. Jennie 
Benner at Kaler’s Corner.
Mies Gladys Flint passed the 
weekend at ho ne from Portland.
A conference of the voung people of 
Lincoln County will be held in the 
Methodist Church Nov. 1 at which 
the Rev. Henry E. Dunnack of Au­
gusta, State Librarian, wii; address 
the gathering.
E. l-Iayes of Boston, Walter Knee- 
land of Biddeford, Joseph de Nopoli 
| Revere and Miss Edith McLain of 
Medomak have been registered at the 
Medomak House this week.
Miss Frances Simmons has gone 
to Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Kuhn have been 
guests of relatives in Woolwich.
Miss Ellen Smith of Coopers Mills 
has been visiting her parents, Judge 
and Mrs. Harold R. Smith.
Roxie It. Wiley has returned from 
Martin's Point wher? he has passed 
the summer.
Miss Mary Burns, who has been 
with her mother, Mrs. Fannie Burns, 
for a month, has returned to Boston.
Harold Sprague lias gone to San­
ford where lie has employments
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Benner and Mr. 
and Mrs. J. II. Miller have been on a 
1 motor trip to Quebec.
The Auction Club held its first 
| meeting of the. seaso.i with Mrs. Ella 
I L. White. This week’s meeting will 
be with Mrs. V. B. Hagerman.
Capt. and Mrs. Millaro Wade spent 
the weekend at home Irom Wollas­
ton, Mass. They were accompanied 
by Mrs. Alice Flint, who has beer, 
their guest.
Mr. and Mrs. K?’sey Lash have 
returned from Canada.
The Woman’s Club will hold th» 
first meeting of the season at the 
home of Mrs. Harold K. Smith, the 
president, next Tuesday afternoon at 
2.30. The year’s caitndar embraces 
a \ariety of subjects inducing les-
• • and it has the
safer in zero weather
In a field of twenty-one medium- 
priced automobiles only Oakland 
has the Cross-flow Radiator. All of 
the other cars use down-flow radi­
ators, despite the fact that thirteen 
of them arc higher-priced than 
Oakland. Yet the Cross-flow Radi­
ator is recognized as one of the 
greatest automotive developments 
of recent times. Its design is revolu­
tionary. It practically eliminates 
losses of water and alcohol through
boiling. And as a result it is safer 
in zero weather. This is an Oakland 
advantage which becomes increas­
ingly important with the approach 
of winter. Dozens of others of equal 
importance combine to make this 
car America's finest medium-priced 
automobile. Come in—and we will 
tell you all about them—and show 
you how easily you can own an All- 
American Six.
Prices, $1145 to $1375, f.o. b. Pontiac, Michigan, plus 
delivery charges. Spring covers and Irovejoy Shock 
Absorbers included in list prices. Jlumpcrs and 
rear fender guards extra. Ceneral Motors Time 
Payment Plan available at minimum rate.
Consider the delivered price as well as the Vet (f.o. b.) 
price tchen comparing automobile values.. .Oakland- 
Pontiac delivered prices include only authorised 
charges for freight and delivery and the charge 
for any additional accessories or financing desired-
C. W. HOPKINS
. 65 Limerock Street Rockland, Maine
OA.K.I.AIV D 3L11S,
ALL-AMERICAN SIX
PRODUCT ol GENERAL MOTORS
You wont be late with a 
Gas Heater in your Garage
YOUR car is always ready with a simple and de­pendable garage heater.
You need no longer struggle with a cold car. Don’t 
pay the repair bills for costly wear and tear on battery 
and motor which often result from frequent cold 
weather starting.
With this heater,your garage is always warm.
You simply start your heater at the first cold snap 
and turn it off in the spring. There is a size for every 
garage.
Your own gas company will show you how easily a 
gas garage heater may be installed and used. Get in 
touch with them at once for a demonstration.
Heat your Garage
wit^ C&une iru
Tuesday Evenings 
— 7:30 — 
Stations 
WBZ - WBZA
A Real Musical 
Treat for
Tj e - Everybody
. . .THE DETTCK FUEL
Any gas appliance may be purchased on easy terms
THE GAS INDUSTRY OF NEW ENGLAND
■OF WHICH YOUKOWN CAS COMPANY IS A PART
sons from Miller’s course of English 
which was used last year. The study 
of art will also be taken up for sev­
eral afternoons and the holidays ob­
served as usual. Interesting features 
of the program include addresses by 
John H. Lovell of Waldoboro and 
Mrs. Annie Peaks Kenney of Port­
land. Better Homes Day and Child 
Health Day will be given proper ob­
servance, the first occurring January 
28 and the latter March IS. The 
meeting of November 5 is designated 
as ‘An Afternoon with Music” and 
will be held at the home of Mrs. 
Louise F. Jackson who with Mrs. 
Sace K. Weston ani’Mrs. Maude 
Clark Gay comprise the calendar 
committee.
ORFF’S CORNER
Orman Ludwig lift Saturday for a 
three weeks visit with his son in 
Allston, Mass., before going to Chi­
cago to spend the winter with his 
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Blaine Swift and 
children of Bunker Hill were Sun­
day guests of Mr. and Mrs, Harold 
Achorn.
Mrs. James Hall returned to her 
home in Elmore Wednesday, after a 
10 days visit here.
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Brown and 
daughters Dona and Beverly, Miss 
Eliiel Brown and Mrs. Golden, all of 
Worcester, Mass., were recent guests 
at A. H. Brown’s.
Mrs. Lyman Wheeler of Malden. 
Mass., was the guest of Mrs Marjorie 
Ralph Thursday.
Leonard Stetson of Thomaston 
with his sons Carl and Eddie and 
daughter Helen an J granddaughter 
Rachel were Sunday callers at Ken­
neth Elwell’s.
The ladies of the Farm Bureau met 
Tuesday for an all day meeting with 
seven members and three visitors 
present. “Basketry” was the subject 
and a tray, a vase ar.d four hanging 
baskets were made.
On Monday evening Mrs. Jeanette 
Mann, national lecturer of the Chris­
tian Temperance Union, will deliver 
a lecture in the Methodist church 
here. Mrs. Evle Morelen Studley, 
county president will also be present.
CUSHING
Mr. und Mrs. Henry Gilhaus, Mr. 
and Mrs. George Reitao, Mr. and 
Mrs. William Reitze of Oradel, New 
Jersey have been gueats of Mrs. Dor­
othy Schmid and Mrs. Rose Wales.
Mr. and Mrs. George Pendleton 
and Mrs. Martha Robinson of East 
Boston were guests of Wilder Sher­
man over the holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Young, son 
Frederick and Mr. and Mrs. George 
Cook of Friendship were callers at O. 
II. Woodcock’s Sunday
Mrs. Dorothy Schmid spent a few 
days lest week with Mrs. Grace Pay- 
son while convalescing from a se­
vere attack of ptomaine poisoning.
Jack Bedell is at Knox Hospital 
where he has been operated upon for 
injuries received wh’Je working in the 
quarry.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Jones and chil­
dren Irving, Wjiliiam, Clifford, Clar­
ice , Inez and Allan, Jr., of Stoneham, 
Mass., were guests last week of Mrs. 
Inez Fogerty.
Miss Mina A. Woodcock, who had 
an attack of grippe a few’days after 
her re*urn from Boston is r\ow slowly 
improving.
The Ladies Aid supper held Tues­
day night with Mrs. Susie Holder 
housekeeper was a success as usual, 
the sum of $11.74 being netted.
SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Kay Simmons and 
son of Hopkinton. Mass., were week­
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Merrill 
Simmons motoring down with Mr. 
and Mrs. Erank Dobson and son Mer­
win of Lynn, Mass., who visited Mr. 
Dobson’s sister Mrs. Stanley Sim­
mons.
Mr. and Mrs. Lem Tinney and Mr. 
and Mrs. Alex Phillips of Quincy, 
Mass., spent the weekend at Wlsh- 
Me-Well, Mrs. Cassie McLeod's cot­
tage’.
Sirs. George Snow visited her 
daughter Sirs. Elwell in Kockland 
Friday.
Sir. and Sirs. Norman Drlnkwater 
and Sirs. Jasper Drlnkwater have re­
turned home from llewett’3 Island 
where they have been spending tlie 
summer.
Sir. and Sirs. Roland Crockett of 
Rockport were guests Sunday of Sir. 
and Sirs. Clarence (far?.
Richard Waldron of Rockland was 
the weekend guest of ills grand­
mother, Sirs. S. S. Waldron.
Sirs. AI Carroll and son Ray of the 
Highlands were callers at the home 
of Mr. und Sirs. Stanley Simmons 
Sunday.
Sir. and Sirs. Ve3per Burton of 
Reeding, Mass., and Sir. and Sirs. 
Arthur Allen of Wellesley. Massy, 
were guests of Sirs. Anni? Burton 
over the holiday.
TENANTS HARBOR
The stated meeting of Naomi Chap­
ter, O.E.S., was held Friday night 
with a good attendance. After tlie 
meeting the members adjourned to 
the banquet hall where Halloween 
decorations and autumn foliage lent 
a eharm to a special occasion. The 
cake with its 87 candles in the form of 
a star let the cat out of the hag, that 
it was H. F. Kalloch’s 87th birthday. 
The tables bore a Halloween aspect 
with a black cat holding a birthday 
with a large yellow bag adorned 
card shower. The favors consisted of 
bags with black cat3 and candy 
pumpkins. Harriet Long presented 
tlie hos; a gift, in behalf of Naomi 
Chapter. Mr. Kalloeh responded with 
deep feeding. He is not only the old­
est member of Naomi Chapter but a 
charter member and beloved by all. 
The birthday cake was made by Dor­
cas and Sewall Wlagle and decorated 
by Harriet Rawley. The committee 
in charge was Harriet Rawley and 
Nina Leach. A practice meeting is 
called for tomorrow night.
GLENMERE
Charks Wiley has gone to Peak’s 
Island to visit his brother Adam.
Robert Felt mate of Portland was 
a weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter Barter.
Miss Mary Henderson motored 
from Allston. Mass., for the holiday. 
On her return Monday she was ac­
companied by her mother, Mrs. Elsie 
Giles who will spend the winter with 
her.
Mrs. Irene Bond has closed her 
cottage and gone to Milton, Mass., 
where she will spend the winter with 
her son.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Miller and 
family and Donald Watt of I’ortland 
passed the weekend with Mr. and 
Mrs. Winslow Watt.
Mrs. Eugene Smith and Mrs. Frank 
Wiley were dinner guests Friday of 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barter.
TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS
The recent article In The Courier- 
Gazette, “Old Shipping Days.’’ was 
lead with a great deal of interest, es­
pecially where Capt. Kanlett writes. 
“During my years in coasting vessels 
] I was often at tlie home of my mother.
; who lived then in St. George. In 
these intervals between voyages my 
chief delight was in the little sub- 
I scription library of the village.’’
It was news to me that there was 
ever a library in St. George. Dad 
came to my native town about 1855.
' I am wondering if he ever had access 
to the volumes in that library. Any 
man who can repeat “Tlie Deserted 
Village,” and the other writings men­
tioned in the article must have a re­
markable memory and a keen mind 
for the beautiful in English literature.
I How many educated men, young or 
| old, of today can do so?
I always loved poetry, and I came 
Ly that love from my Dad, who loved 
it also. When in 1922 the homestead 
was sold. I brought away his diaries, 
from 1876 to 1920. the books, etc., and 
have them at my home. On my desk 
as I write lie three volumes—how or 
when “Dad” came into possession of 
them I do not know—all by Alexan­
der Pope: “Tiie Poetical Works,” 
which includes the “Essay on Man;” 
the Iliad of Homer and tlie Odyssey of 
Homer . As a hoy I read those vol­
umes, also Cooper, Jack Harkaway, 
Youth's Companion, etc. I could al­
ways get interested in tlie Classics, 
and can to this day. Our forbears 
read good literature, not the trash 
they put out today under that name. 
The above volumes bear the names 
of New York publishers. Two are 
from the “Press of W. F. Brown & 
Co,, of Boston” but no year of issue 
is given. Still city folks think coun­
try folks don’t read.
Speaking of Favorite Drives, one of 
the finest walks in Knox County is 
from Wiley’s Corner, St. George, to 
Thomaston, along the Georges River 
road. Time, mid-winter, after a 
heavy fall of snow, and tlie river 
frozen over. Either about noon of a 
bright sunny day, witli the wind nor’- 
west, or else on a bright moonlight 
evening.
Until you arrive at that Eternal 
City whose wails are built of jasper 
and whose streets are golden nnd 
broad, you will not come upon a finer 
sight than that across those fields of 
snow, with Thomaston and the Cam­
den Mountains in the view. Boze.
BURKETTVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Esancy and 
son Robert were in Augusta Sunday 
visiting Walter Esancy.
Henry Turner «5f Bangor has been 
spending a few days with his family 
here.
Several men from thH vicinity have 
gone up in the big woods hunting 
deer.
Mr. Gottjack: “I'd like to have you 
I make a paintng of me, blit .$200 is
too much.”
Portrait Painter: ‘ Weil, if you only 
want to pay $100, I will have to make 
the painting look more like you.”
WHEN IN BOSTON Keniemher that you 
can buy copies of The fourler-Gnzthe with 
the home news. «t tlie Old Koutli News Agency, 
Washington St., next Old South’Church.
The People';. Laundry, Limerock 
street, is prepared to lighten your 
household Burdens at only nominal 
expense. Telephone 17(1 and let us 
rail for your family wash and return 
it to you Immaculate. The cost Is 
surprisingly low. 121-tf
7Vee<Z leas 
Pain!
Nowadays, people take Bayer Aspir­
in for many little aches and pains, 
and as often as they encounter any 
pain.
Why not? It is a proven anti­
dote for pain. It work?!
And Bayer Aspirin tablets are 
utterly harmless. You have the 
medical profession’s word for that; 
they do not depress the heart.
So, don’t let a cold ‘‘run its 
course.” Don’t wait for a head­
ache to ‘‘wear off.” Or regard 
neuralgia, neuritis, or even rheum­
atism as something you must en­
dure. Only a physician can cope 
with the cause of such pain, but
you can always turn to Bayer Aspir­
in for relief.
Bayer Aspirin is always avail­
able, and it always helps. Famil­
iarize yourself with its many uses, 
and avoid a lot of needless suffering.
BAYER ASPIRIN
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidestcr of Salicylicacid
GROSS NECK
Miss Myra Genthner. daughter of 
Mi and Mrs. Melvin Genthner and 
Clarence Richards of Friendship 
were married at Friendship Saturday 
evening, Oct. 12.
Fred Waltz of Damariscotta was 
in this place Monday.
Alfred Rich. Alton and Woodrow 
Simmons have employment in the 
canning facto-v at W’nslov s Mills.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were 
in Kockland Saturday.
Harry Creamer spent the weekend 
at home fretm Pemaquid Point.
Ernest Eugley who lias had em­
ployment in Lewiston has returned 
home.
Mrs Isabel Sidel'ngrr ot' Damari­
scotta was the guest of her mother 
Mrs. Annie Creamer last week.
Miss Alice Simmon was in Rock­
land recently.
Miss Goldie Gentle.icr of Camden 
spent tlie weekend with het parents. 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Gent',ner.
Mrs. Alfred Waltz was in New Har 
bor Monday.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner and two 
children have returned home from a 
visit in Lawry.
READY FOR THE CHILLY DAYS? 
BUILD STRENGTH TO RESIST THEM
SHREDDED
With all the bran 
of the whole wheat
Fortify’thc body against sudden changes of climate by eating 
nourishing, easily digested foods. Start the day with Shredded 
Wheat and hot milk—it’s delicious, nourishing and satisfying. 
Gives lots of energy for the day’s work.
SCHOOL LUNCHEONS
— and after school
Give the children delicious sandwiches 
spread with Cloverdale Preserves - 
containing nothing but pure fruit and 
sugar. The kiddies will relish them-and 
gain health and strength from them.
Strawberry-Cherry 
Peach - Raspberry 
Pineapple
1LB.
JAR
DIAMOND CRYSTAL. The salt that’s all salt!
Shaker Salt 3 pkgs-
23
CHIP8O “QUICK SUDS" LGE. PKG. 19^
ROYAL BAKING POWDER 1XOZ.TIN 45^ 
BUFFALO PEANUT BUTTER lb. pail 23I 
GILLETTE BLADES 5 FIVE-PACKS $1.00
Attractive glass cake-serving tray with two packages!
Pillsbury’s Cake Flour A PKGS. 69
CIGARETTES 2 PKGS. 2S?
ONIONS FANCY CONN. VALLEY 8 LBS. 25^
IVORY SALT 5 PKGS. 25?
PURITAN MALT HOP-FLAVORED 2 CANS $1.09
Fancy floating cannery pack !
Crab Meat OEMHAMAND N°. 1 CAN
NO.
CAN 31
MORE VALUES 
JUNKET pkg. Ilf!
REX COFFEE “The Best” lb gift 
PAN AMERICAN COFFEE lb 43< 
SURPRISE COFFEE lb. 37^
PEPPERMINT PATTIES lb box n? 
NANKI TEAS ?4lr. pkg. 3$^
CLOVERDALE FLYER”
A fine sturdy coaster wagon that will be 
a source of great delight to your boy - 
sec it at your nearest store.
with the purchase of 
$5.00 worth of groceries.$5.90
Better Groceries 
At low Prices □
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The new Ford 
Tudor Sedan is a 
great family car
(F. O. B. Detroit, plus charge for freight and 
delivery. Bumpers and spare tire extra.)
You save many dollars 
in repair bills 
when you drive 
the new Ford
The quality that has been built into 
the new Ford is reflected in its low 
up-keep cost.
You’ll save many dollars in repair 
bills because this new car has been 
built to endure—to stand up under 
thousands of miles of steady running.
Come in and let us tell you of the 
manufacturing methods that 
enable the Ford Motor Company to 
sell such a really fine car at such a 
low price.
Roadster, $450 ,
Phaeton, $460 Tudor Sedan, $525
Business Coupe, $525 Coupe, $550
Sport Coupe, with rumble seat, $550
Fordor Sedan, $625
C4// prices f. o. b. Detroit, plus charge for freight and delivery. 
Bumpers and spare tire extra.)
- -'A,
HEADS AUXILIARY
Mother of Mrs Clifford Smith 
of Boston and Warrenton 
Chosen President
The Boston Sunday Globe published 
a large portrait of Mrs. Donald Ma­
crae. Jr., of Council Bluffs, la., who 
lias Just been elected national presi­
dent of the American Legion! Auxili­
ary; likewise a portrait of hen daugh­
ter. which claimed local attention, as 
Mrs. Macrae's daughter is Mrs. Clif­
ford Smith of Boston and Warren­
ton.
And this is what the Council Bluffs 
correspondent had to say about the 
new president.
• • • •
Mrs. Donald Macrea of this city, 
new national president of the Ameri­
can Legion Auxiliary, is a woman 
peculiarly well qualified for that 
position. She has occupied a promi­
nent place in Legion Auxiliary activi­
ties from the inception of the organi­
zation. Since then practically her 
whole time has been devoted to the 
interests of the service men and wom­
en of the World War.
Being a woman of ample resources, 
a leader in State and local social af­
fairs, and possessing a personality 
that wins confidence and respect of all 
she has steadily advanced in power 
and influence, and several laws enact­
ed for the benefit of the service men 
and women bear the imprint of her 
wise counsel and stirring appeal.
....
It is doubtful if any woman occupy­
ing the position of national presi­
dent has enjoyed th? acquaintance 
within the various local and State 
units of the two organizations Mr? 
Macrea already has. She has trav­
eled extensively, always pleading and 
working for relief for the service men 
and their families, and her many 
friends assert she never has been 
known to quit once she Is convinced a 
measure is wise and will ameliorate 
the condition of the men and women 
who served in the war.
As head of the Iowa State unit, Mrs. 
Macrea attended the first national 
convention of the Auxiliary in Kan­
sas City in the fall of 1921. She was 
appointed chairman of the national 
child welfare committee and had an 
important part in the formation of the 
Auxiliary program for the care of de­
pendent children of World War vet­
erans.
In 1922 she was elected Central Di­
vision vice president, and in both the 
first and second years of the organi­
zation she represented Iowa on the 
national executive committee.
The Iowa department reached a 
membership of 18000 under her lead­
ership as president the first year and 
was established as the largest State 
unit. The second year of her regime 
closed with a membership of 23,041, a 
figure that was not reached again 
until 1927.
Following her retirement from the 
department presidency. Mrs. Macrea 
was made a life member of the Iowa 
executive board. She continued to 
hold important State and national 
positions, including national mem­
bership chairman, national chairman 
of the past presidents' parley, na­
tional Aloha chairman, department 
and unit Americanism chairman and 
department Fldac chairman.
Bad Stomach Cause 
of Bad Shin
You can’t expect to have a good 
clear fresh-looking complexion if 
your stomach is weak and disor­
dered.
Undigested food sends poisons 
through your whole body, pimples 
appear in your face, skin grows sal­
low and muddy and loses its color. 
Your tongue becomes coated, breath 
most unpleasant. But these troubles 
will end quickly and skin clear up if 
you will start today taking that 
simple herbal compound known to 
druggists as Tanlac.
Tanlac contains nothing but 
herbs, barks and roots which have a 
cleansing, healing effect on a poor 
upset stomach. Just a teaspoonful 
before each meal stimulates the di­
gestion naturally so that you can eat 
what you want without fear of dis­
tress. And when your stomach is in 
good shape again see how much 
keener your appetite is—watch how 
quickly skin begins to grow free of 
disfiguring eruptions. The cost of 
Tanlac is less than 2c a dose. Get a 
bottle from your druggist today. 
Money back if it doesn’t help you.
FIVE MILLION MARK
Has Been Passed By Bow­
doin College In Matter of 
Endowments
The total endowment of Bowdoin
College as of June 30. 1929, was 
35,008.995. an increase of 388,000, dur­
ing the past fiscal year, acoording to 
the report of the finance committee 
and treasurer of the college. This 
figure represents an increase of over 
82,375.000 since President Kenneth C.
CROPS IMPROVED
Joint Government Bulletin 
Shows Greater Totals 
Than Last Year
Nearly all Maine crops showed 
some improvement during September 
and prospects are now for greater 
production totals than were harvested 
last year, according to a joint report 
issued by the United States and 
Maine Departments of Agriculture.
The Oct. 1 forecast for Maine po­
tato production is placed at 46.440.000 
bushels, as compared with 42,983,000 
bushels expected a month ago, 
39.380.000 bushels harvested in 1928 
and 36,994 000 bushels the 1923-1927 
average. Comparatively dry weather 
siice Aug. 1 has held late blight in 
cheek and tubers have made a good 
growth. Yields are expected to be 
irregular, varying from very light on 
light soils to quite heavy on heavier 
soils. The New England crop is now 
expected to total 55.175,000 bushels 
compared with 52,234.000 bushels, the 
forecast for Sept. 1, 48,092,000 bushels 
harvested last year, and 47.253,000 
bushels the five-year average. There 
i is a slight reduction in the forecast 
for Vermont , Massachusetts and 
1 Connecticut
Commercial apples in Maine are 
forecast at 6&5.0U0 barrels compared 
with 287.900 barrels harvested last 
year and 538.000 barrels the five year 
average crop. This month all varieties 
which Were reported show prospects 
of a larger crop than last year or two 
years ago. In fact, apple prospects
M. Sills assumed office, and is nearly in Maine are the best for a number 
double the endowment shown for the „f years. For New England the corn- 
year 1918-19. Roughly the increase mercial crop is expected to total 
in endowment is made up of 351/100 i,820.000 barrels compared with 
from the sale of securities, 827,000 psoO.OOO barrels forecast last month, 
from gifts and legacies and 39,000 1,479,000 barrels harvested a year 
from Income added to principal. The aR0, an(j 1.821,000 barrels the 1923- 
average Income yield from college 1927 average. Apple prospects are 
investments was 5.4 per cent.. j the best in Vermont and poorest in
The college budget has more than 
tripled in the past 10 years, now 
amounting to more than 8450.000 The 
swimming pool, the establishment of 
various professorships, and other 
gift9 for stated purposes help to swell 
this total. The income received from 
students for tuition is 8136 000. slight­
ly less than one-third of the total. 
Scholarships amounting to over 
325,000 were given last year, making 
the actual support from tuition even 
les9. The Alumni Fund income was 
rather low. amounting to about 38,0*
Connecticut.
During the past month a six point 
improvement in the Maine corn con­
dition raised the prospects to about 
the same level as that harvested last 
year. Yields of wheat and oats have 
turned out somewhat better than ex­
pected earlier in the season. The oat 
crop is now estimated at 5,040,000 
bushels compared with 4.200.000 
bushels harvested last year. As com­
pared with a year ago. a smaller crop 
of buckwheat and a larger crop of 
barley are indicated. Maine tame
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KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
Telephone 333
583 Main Street Rockland
NOTICE
Corn Growers of Maine
EUROPEAN CORN BORER is known to be present over a 
considerable area of Southern and Central Maine, and recent re­
ports from Scouts sent out by the United States Department of 
Agriculture, indicate an extensive spread during the past year. 
This infestation has not yet reached a point of commercial damage 
and it is possible to check the increase of the Borer and retard its 
spread by careful cleanup methods. The best known method of 
control is thorough FALL PLOWING of all corn stubble land.
Acting under authority conferred on me by Chapter 134, Public 
Laws, 1923, and also upon advice and direction of the United States 
Department of Agriculture Plant Quarantine and Control Admini­
stration, I hereby Declare and Announce that Fall Plowing of ell 
land this year planted to corn, will be required before freezing up 
time in the following Counties and Towns of Maine:
All of the Counties of York, Sagadahoc, Lincoln and Knox; the 
towns of Baldwin, Bridgton, Brunswick, Cape Elizabeth, Casco, 
Cumberland, Falmouth, Freeport, Gorham, Gray, Harpswell, Naples, 
Portland, Pownal, Raymond, Scarboro, Sebago, South Portland, 
Standish, Westbrook, Windham and Yarmouth in Cumberland 
County; Lisbon in Androscoggin County: Bluehill, Brooklin, Brooks­
ville, Bucksport, Castine, Orland, Penobscot, Sedgwick and Surry 
in Hancock County: Augusta, Chelsea, China, Farmingdale, Gardi­
ner, Hallowell, Pittston, Randolph, West Gardiner and Windsor in 
Kennebec County; Brownfield, Denmark, Fryeburg, Hiram and Por­
ter in Oxford County, and Belfast, Lincolnville, Northport, Prospect, 
Searsport, Stockton Springs, Swanville and Waldo in Waldo County.
The State Law provides a penalty for failure to comply with 
this requirement, but it has not been necessary to invoke this pen­
alty in the past because farmers and corn growers have recognized 
this as a measure for their own protection. This Department ex­
pects 100% cooperation again this year.
Plow your corn stubble now or as soon as sufficient moisture 
comes to permit the operation.
Plow deep and carefully, covering all stalks.
Don’t wait 'till the land is too wet or frozen; the Law does not 
accept either excuse.
Small gardeners may comply by pulling up and burning stalks 
and roots of corn.
F. P. WASHBURN, Commissioner
State Department of Agriculture
Augusta, Me., Oct. 18, 1929
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The fine home of the Macreas In 
this city, with its spacious lawn has 
often been the scene of American Le­
gion and American Legion Auxiliary 
gatherings, both local and State, and 
it has long been the logically accept­
ed headquarters for Auxiliary work­
ers.
Mrs. Macrea has always had the 
backing and inspiration of her hus­
band. whose record as surgeon in 
charge of an overseas hospital unit 
is a matter of world history. Dr. 
Donald Macrea is Just as enthusiastic 
in the work of the Auxiliary as hi9 
wife.
Mrs. Macrea is endowed with phy­
sical attractions, which, combined 
with an appealing personality, in­
spires confidence. She is tall and 
strikingly handsome, and bears her­
self with a dignity that strikes one 
with a feeling of force and strength 
of character.
Mrs. Macrea's first activities in the 
American Legion Auxiliary were with 
the local unit, of which she became a 
member in 1920. And for the nine 
succeeding years she has been a 
growing power and worker of steadily 
increasing activity.
She was president of the Council 
Bluffs unit in 1928 when it enter­
tained the State convention attended 
by national officers. Her interest in 
child welfare and in the baby roll has 
been especially keen, and her efforts 
in developing those features of the 
work decidedly progressive and fruit­
ful.
She ha9 attended every national 
convention since its organization, has 
attended every Iowa State convention 
and the State conventions of many 
other Commonwealths, and her advice 
and efforts have always been In de­
mand and freely given.
Mrs. Macrea is a member of the 
Council Bluffs Woman’s Club, the 
Parent-Teachers' Association and the 
Auxiliary to the United Spanish War 
Veterans. She is also a member of 
the Daughters of the American Revo­
lution and has been regent of the 
chapter.
Dr. and Mrs. Macrea have one 
daughter, Mrs. Clifford Smith of Bos­
ton, whose husband is a member of 
the Maine Smith family whose for­
tune runs into the millions. Their 
son, Donald Macrea 2d. lives in Des 
Moines, la.
Salaries for instruction amounted to hay yield averages 1.30 tons per acre 
8218,000, an amount almost equal to and indicates a production of 1,585,- 
the entire budget of the college in 000. This is about thte same as har- 
1923. vested yast year, but slightly above
Notable among gifts for designated , the average. Pasture condition is 
purposes is a fund of 83.000 for spe- rated at 64 per cent, compared with 
cial lectures in chemistry from Mrs. 93 per cent. a year ago and 8 per cent. 
William J. Curtis of New Y'ork City, the ten year average.
315.700 from Frederick W. Pickard 
'94 for developments on Pickard Field 
and 31.350 from the same donor for a 
fellowship in French. About 32,900 
was expended for college lectures, 
preachers and concerts in the chap -1.
The Moulton Union, completed since 
the last report and now in full use, 
represents the only change in capital 
equipment. This building is listed at 
8171,561 with >37,500 more invested in 
furniture and restaurant equipment.
September weather was favorable 
to crops in most parts of the United 
States. A large part of the areas 
suffering from drouth received more
'■Vfr
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WELL, WHAT NEXT!
"Canned Music” Is Replacing Church
Choirs In German Communities
Phonograph records are replacing 
the regular church music in some sec­
tions of Germany, and bids fair to 
put choir singers, organists and the 
traditional organ blower out of a job.
The full-toned volume of organ 
music Is obtained by having two rec­
ords played simultaneously on syn- 
chronated machines, their sound 
being magnified by loudspeakers built 
into the former organ loft.
Enthusiasts for the new system 
declare that with this enlargement 
of the sound, its mechanical charac­
teristics are no longer noticeable, 
and experts are making records of 
the entire liturgical music of the 
service.
THE WORLD’S TONNAGE
More Than It Was a Year Ago. But a
Lost Over Corresponding Quarter
World production of merchant ves­
sels is nearly 300,000 gross tons more 
than it was at this time last year, a 
statement by the Lloyd's Register of 
Shipping said Tuesday, but in com 
parison with the quarter ending last 
June 30, a decrease of about 20.000 
tons is shown.
Gains for the three months ending 
last Sept. 30 were reported for Hoi 
land, .Sweden and Denmark only, and 
these were offset by declines for 
Great Britain and Ireland, Germany 
Japan, France, Russia, the United 
States and Italy.
Great Britain and Ireland retained 
their leadership in New York how 
ever, having a new tonnage Sept. 30 
of 1,448,355 as against 112,010 for the 
United States and 1.256,974 for other 
countries. September 30, 1928, Great 
Britain and Ireland were building 
1,090,000 tons, the United States 
64,000 and the otheL maritime coun 
tries combined 1,367,000 tons.
On every hand you hear people talk­
ing Eights. And, what is more con­
vincing, you see them buying Eights.
In 43 states,* for the first seven 
months of this year, new car registra­
tions above giooo showed a 94 per 
cent increase in Eights—an 18 per cent 
decrease in Sixes. (Five states do not 
compile registrations by engine types)
Every fine car in America is an 
Eight. In fact,41 per cent of all makes 
of American cars today are Eights.
Is it any wonder that thousands 
Intending to buy new Sixes are hesi­
tating?
What Is a Six going to bring in 
next year’s trade-in markets? How 
can it possibly measure up in value 
with an Eight ? Those are the ques­
tions that every thinking motorist is 
asking himself.
For, right now, at the price of a 
Six,you can buy a brilliant new Stude- 
baker Eight. A champion Studebaker 
Eight with all the extra power, extra 
smoothness, extra flexibility and extra 
value that only an Eight can give.
An Eight built by Studebaker, now 
enjoying its 77th successful year — 
now the largest producer of Eight- 
cylinder cars in the world. An Eight 
by Studebaker, holder of 11 world 
records of speed and endurance and 
more American stock car records than 
all other cars combined.
Choose an Eight from the three 
great Studebaker lines of Eights now 
available at new low One-Profit prices. 
Your car will be worth more a year 
from now if it’s an Eight.
* In Maine, Eights Increased 94 per 
rent while'Sixes declined 20 per cent.
TUDEBAKER
Dictator Eight Sedan . . $1235 
Commander Eight Sedan $1475 
President Eight Sedan . . $1735
four.Doer Sedan Models. Prices at tht factory
ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
Park and Union Streets
BURGESS A LINNEKIN
Tel. 700 Rockland, Maine
further during September, due to 
drouth and injury from frost. A 
total of 345.177,000 bushels is indi-
than normal rainfall and frosts did cated compared with 464.483.000 bush- 
relatively little damage except to , els harvested last year and 382.756-
potatoes and buckwheat
Potato crop prospects declined still
Teacher: ‘‘James, what is the op­
posite of misery?”
James: "Happiness.”
Teacher: "And what is 'he opposite
of sadness?”
James: "Gladness.”
Teacher: "Fine; now give me the
opposite of woe.”
James: "Giddap.”
Say it with
Flowers
ITS
MUM
TIME
Chryaanthemums ! The most 
glorious of Autumn’s flowers, bring 
the sparkle of sunshine into your 
home. Decorate with Chrysanthe­
mums. We have them now at 
their radiant best. Order today.
The
Little Flower Shop
“SILSBY’S”
399 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
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gan, Wisconsin, and the Pacific 
Northwest more than offset improve­
ments elsewhere.
Apple prospects declined also dur
duction. Commercial production of 
28.501.000 barrels is 3 per cent, less 
than that indicated a month ago and 
compared with 35,268.000 barrels har­
ing September and the present fore- , vested last year. Small sizes and 
1 000 bushels the five-year average crop' c.ist of 141,000.000 bushels is about poor quantity are causing apples to 
Declines from last month in Michi- 23 per cent, less than the 1928 pro- 1 pack out below expectations.
- products
Here is 
the world’s finestI
rapid-drying decorative enamel
S-W Paint Prod­
ucts are sold the 
world over un­
der this famous 
trade-mark
S-W Enameloid is the ideal enamel fur home use. It 
brushes easily to a full, poreclain-likc luster. Dries in 
a short time without sacrifice to quality or beauty. 
And produces a hard, long-wearing finish from which 
spots and soil wash off instantly. Its wide range of 
rich, true colors gives an unlimited opportunity to 
your decorative instincts. With this marvelous enamel 
you can bring the joy of modern, happy colors into 
your home. Drab, monotonous woodwork, chairs, tables 
and toys can be enameled to reflect tlie new, refreshing 
witchery of color. Notice, too, the other Friday and 
Saturday Suggestions. It pays to shop here.
ENAMELO/D
rat urn oanrtOtu*1’*
fORANGg)
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Re-Roofing
Suggestions
White Cedar 
Shingles
Red Cedar Shingles 
Redwood Shingles
Bird’s rooffing
and
Asphalt Shingles 
John’s
Asbestos Shingles
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
SUGGESTIONS
Your 
Felt 
Roofs
Need Painting Before Cold Weather
There Is Nothing Better Than
Kdmofcement i $L00 gal.
W. H. GLOVER CO.
LOCAL DISTRIBUTORS 
ROCKLAND, MAINE
